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TWENTY-SECOND MEETING
MAY 27, 1971

ROLL CALL
The Board of Trustees met on Thursday, May 27, 1971 in the Lower
He<lrth Lounge, Univer.,ity Center, Wright State University, Dayton,
Ohio.
The meeting Wd'> called to order by the Vice-Chairman, Dr. Hardy,
at 9: 35 a.m. In the absence of the Secretary, Dr. Hardy called the
roll. Present \}'ere Harry K. Crowl, Edgar E. Hardy, John E. Keto,
George W. Lucas, Richard 0. Michael, and David L. Rike. Harry P.
Jeffrey, Michael M. Lisk,rny, and Robert S. Oelman were absent.
PROOF OF NOTICE OF MEETING
The Vice-Chairman, Dr. Hardy, in the <1bsence of the Secret<1ry,
reported that the meeting had been properly called by written
notification and that a quorum WdS present.

DISPOSITION OF MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
Mr. Rike moved to approve the Minutes of the meeting of March 19,
1971. The motion was seconded by Mr. Crowl and unanimously
adopted.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS
Appointment of Secretary of the Board of Trustees
Dr. Hardy reported that the Chairman of the Board, Mr. Oclman,
had informed him that he had regretfully accepted the resignation of
the Board Secretary, Mr. Charles W. Inglcr, effective May 27 1971.
Mr. lngler's resignation was necessitated by the press of other
commitments. Dr. Hardy recommended that a letter of appreciation
for his services be directed to Mr. lngler.
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Dr. Hardy reported that Mr. Oelman has <1ppointed Mr. Frederick
A. White to fill the vacancy cre<1ted by Mr. lngler's resign,1tiun.
Mr. Michael moved to ratify the appointment. The motion was
seconded by Mr. Crowl and unanimously adopted.
REPORT OF THE CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

The Chairman deferred to Mr. Crowl.
Mr. Crowl moved to amend the Policy for F acuity Leaves, d'>
approved by the Board at the meeting of March 19, 1971, to make
the document consistent with the practice of most other SLitc
Universities. Under the section, Academic Leave with Pay, he moved
to amend the first paragraph, tilled "Programs," as follows:
Chanqc:
Wright State University oftcrs two plans lo its faculty for acduemic leaves with
pay. Plan I supports the faculty member for one quarter al full s.ilary or two
quarters dt half salary. Plan II supports the faculty member for two quarter,
at full salary or three quMtcrs .it two-th ircls s.iLiry.
To:
Wright State University offers two plans to ib Liculty for acdclcmic leaves with
pay. Plan I supports the faculty member for one qudrter at three-fourths said! y
or two quarters at three-eighths salary. Plan II supports the lact!lty member
for two quarters al three-fourths Sdlary or three qudrtcrs at one-hall saluy.

The motion to amend was seconded by Dr. l<eto and unanimously
approved by a roll call vote.

REPORT OF COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

Due Process Mechanism for Faculty
Dr. Hardy reported that at the March 19, 1971, meeting of the
Board of Trustees the Academic Affairs Committee recommended
that the Board take cognizance of the Due Process Mechanism for
Faculty, dated January 19, 1971, which was approved by the
Academic Council.
Since the March meeting the Academic Affairs Committee has
studied the document. Dr. Hardy recommended approval of the
document as contained in the Minutes of the March 19th meeting.
Dr. l<eto moved to approve the Due Process Mechanism for
Faculty as contained in the Minutes of the Board of Trustees
meeting of March 19, 1971. The motion was seconded by Mr. Rike
and unanimously adopted.
Student Conduct Procedures
Dr. Hardy reported that the Committee is in agreement with the
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slightly revi,ed Student Conduct Procedure document which is in
draft form. Board action on the document will be recommended
following review by the Student Affairs Committee of the Academic
Council and <1doption by the Academic Council.

REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY

Redesignation of Teaching Divisions
President Golding reported that d special committee <tppointed and
chaired by the Provost to consider d number of questions relating to
the dcademic reorganization of the University had submitted its
recommendations.
As ,1 result of the suggestions, he recommended changing the
design<1tion of the four teaching divisions of Wright State University
from Division to College status.
The propos,11 would change the "Division of Science and Engi
neering" to the "College of Science and Engineering"; the "Division
of Education" to the "College of Education"; the "Division of
Liberal Arts" to the "College of Liberal Arts"; c1nd the "Division of
Business Administration" to "College of Busines-, c1nd Administra
tion." The titles of the other three divisions would remain
unchanged.
He said these changes were recommended to reflect the growth of
Wright State into the <>L1tus of a mature university, and the new
dcsign<1tions <1rc in keeping with the practice of other major
universities.
Mr. Michael moved to so redesign<1te the four teaching divi-,ions of
the University, to be effective July I, 1971. The motion was
seconded by Mr. Crowl and unanimously ,1dopted.
Leaves of Absence:

Reed M. Smith and Gordon B. Skinner

President Golding reported that at the meeting on March 19, 1971,
the Board approved ,1 policy for faculty leaves. Consistent with that
policy, as ,1rnended, he recommended approval of the following two
lc<1ves ot <1bscncc fur the 1971-72 <1cadernic ye<1r:
I. Dr. REED M. SMITH, Professor .md Ch.iirman ol the Dep<1rtmcnl of
Politic.11 Science, lor ,1 lcc1ve ot c1bscnce without pc1y from September I,
1971, to June I, 1972, to ,lllow him to accept .i grant from the Department
ol Health, Educ,tlion ,mcJ Wcllc1rc, to do rcsc.irch in Pol.incl; and
2. Dr. GORDON B. SKINNER, Professor of Chemistry, for .i le.we of
absence for three ,1cadcmic qu,ll'lcrs at onc-hdlf salary, to study and perform
research .it the University ol Washington in Seattle, beginriing with the Fall
Qu.iner, I 97 I.

Mr. Lucas moved to approve the recommended leaves of absence for
Dr. Recd M. Smith and Dr. Gordon B. Skinner, pursuant to the
Policy for Faculty Leaves document as approved at the March 19,
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1971, meeting and as amended at the May 27. 197 I meeting.
The motion was seconded by Mr. Rike. By roll call vote the
motion was unanimously adopted.

Title Change:

John W. Ellison

President Golding reported that at the March 19, 1971, meeting of
the Board of Trustees he presented with his endorsement a list of
recommenclatioris of the University Promotions and Tenure Commit·
tee for approval.
Among those receiving prnmotiom f1uni Instructor lu A'>sistc1nt
Professor was Mr. john W. Ellison, in the University Librdry.
Upon the 1ccornmendatio11 ol both the Divisirn1 of E:ducatiun
Promotion <111d Te11ure Cmnmittce a11d the
Promotion
and Tcnu1 Committee, he is now recommend
.1 change i11 title
for Mr. Ellison from "Assistant Professor of Libr,uy Ad111inist1«1tion"
to "Assistdnt Professor of Libr,ny Aclministr«ttion and Educt!ion",
effective with the beginni11g of the F<1ll Quaner 1971
Dr. l<eto moved to appruve the change in title lor Mr. john W.
Ellison, effective with the beginning of the Fall Quarter 1971. The
motion was securided by Mr. Crnwl and un,rnirnously cidopted.
Leave of Absence without Pay for Classified ,rnd Unclassified Staff
President Golding .reported that at ih meeting ol fVL1rch 19, 1971,
the Board dpproved a b1ve ol absence policy for member' of the
Wright State faculty. He said that in Llirne;,<; to other employees, the
University should provide .i simil.tr policy l()r regular classified and
unclassified staff member,.
He proposed that the Board <1uthori1e the lollowing leave of
absence policy without pay f(1J regular cl.1x,ified and unclassified
staff.
LE!l VE or !l8SE1\U: />Of/CV
FOi< CL!lSSIF/ED 1\NfJ UNCl.!\SSIFIED S /AFF

The Univcr,ily President or his de,ign.itcd rcprcscnt,1tivc may gr,int leave' of
absence without pay for periods of up to six months for regulM classified .ind
unclassified University employees for pcrson<1I reasons. i\t the President's or
his designated representative's discretion, the leave may be renewed for a
maximum of an aclclitional six montlio.
During the period of the lc.ivc ui absence without pdy the University will
not contribute tow.ird insur.ince 01 retirement benefit> nor will il provide for
the accumulation of sick lc<1ve or v<1c,1tion time.

Mr. Rike moved to approve the Leave of Absence Policy as
presented. The motion was seconded by Mr. Lucas and unanimously
approved.
Academic Calendar for ·1971.72
President Golding reported that the Academic Council, acting
pursuant Lo provisions of the Code ol Regulations, had adopted a
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calendar for the 1971-72 Academic Year. He recommended the
adoption of a Resolution establishing the calendar. as approved by
the Academic Council, as the official schedule for the University.
Dr. Keto moved the adoption of the following resolution:
RESOLUTION 71-26

BE IT RESOLVED tlut the following University CJlendar be adopted for the
1971-72 Academic Year:
1971- 72 Academic Year
Full ( 19 71)

September 27 (Monday)
October 11 (Monday)
October 25 (MondJy)
November 24 (Wednesday)
December 13 (Monday)
December 14-20

Cl .1sses begin
HolicL1y Columbus Day
Holiday
Veterans' Day
Classes end for Thanksgiving at 4:00
Classes end al I0:00 p.m.
Ex<1ms (no d<1y exams on the 14th)

Winter (1972}

JJnuary 5 (Wedncsd.iy)

FebruJry 21 (Monday)
MJrch 13 (Mond.iy)
Marcl1 14-18

Classes begin (Mond<1y and Tuesday
evening classes may meet an additional
lime <1t the discretion of the instructor)
Holiday
Presidents' Day
CIJsses end al 10:00 p.m.
ExJms (no day exams on the 14th, Monday
evening classes will hold their exams
on Friday evening, March 17)

Sprinq ( 19 72)

March 27 (Monday)
May 29 (Monday)
June 5 (Mond.iy)
June 6-10

Ju nc I I (Sund <lY )

CIJsscs begin
Holid,iy
Memorial DJy
CldSses end dl 10:00 p.rn.
ExJms (no day exJms on the 6th, MondJy
evening classes will hold their exams on
Frid.1y evening, June 9)
Commencement

S11m111er C

June 19 (Monday)
July ·I (Tuesday)
September I (Friday)

CIJsses begin
HolidJy
I nclependence Day
CIJsses Jnd finJls end (finals given
during last week of classes)

S111nmer fl

June 19 (Mond,iy)
July 4 (Tuesday)
July 26 (Wednesday)

begin
HoliclJY
lnclepcndencc Day
Classes and finals end (fin<1ls given
during IJst week ol classes)
Cl,L>SCS

Summer 8

July 27 (Thursddy)
September I (FriclJy)

Classes begin
Classes and finals end (firMls given
during last week of classes)

The motion was seconded by Mr. Rike and unanimously adopted.
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Continuing Employment Agreements for Faculty and Staff
President Golding recommended that the Board adopt the following
new series of continuing employment agreement lormah to replace
the need for annual contracts. He said the new agreements provide
for annual written notice of salary adjustments and estcihlish specilic
dates for termination and resignation notices.
Mr. Rike moved to approve the following continuing employment
forms for faculty and staff. These forms arc reproduced
on page:, 111 through 113.
The motion was seconded by Mr. Lucas and unanimously adopted.
Granting of Degrees
President Golding reported that Section 1.03 of the Wright State
University Code of Regulations provides that the Board shall grdnt
degrees after clue consideration of nominations by the Liculty. He
presented the following list of crncliclates which were nominated by
the faculty at their meeting 011
24. 1971. to receive degree<., at
the Commence men l exerci'.,co on ) une 19, 197 I.
He announced that Wright State University expccb to award
approximately I, 159 degrees compared with 818 degrees in 1970
and presented the following summary of degrees to be granted:
By the Division of Gruduute Stlldi<'s

Master
Master
Master
Master

of
of
of
of

Arb
Business Administration
Education
Science

5

62
2Yl
30

By the Division of B11sines.1 Admini.1tration

Bachelor of Science in Business
By the Division of Education

Bachelor of Science in [clucJtion

374

By !he Division of Liberal !lrl.1

Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Fine Art;
Bachelor of Music

116
20

s

By the Division of S< ic!J( e und E11qi11ecrin!J

Bachelor of Art-.
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science in Mcclic,d Technology

28
89
2

Total Master's Degrees

331

Total Unctcrgracluate Degrees

828

Total

I, 159
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FISCAL YEAR CONTINUING FACULTY EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT
Wright State University

Effective Date

Organization

Name

Soc. Sec. Number
The Board of Trustees of Wright State University and the above named individual agree that:
Subject to the following stipulations, said individual is employed full time on a continuing basis as a member of the

faculty of Wright State University and, subject to notice of nonreappointment and acquisition of tenure as provided in
the University Policies and Procedures for the Granting of Promotions and Tenure, at an agreed snlury subject to ratification
by the Board of Trustees.
A.
Said employee 0~1rees to render full·time service to Wright State University. The employe'e will advise his/her
immediate supervisor of any activities in which said employee may engage which will or may result in the
rendering of less than full time service to the University, and the employee may not accept employment outside
the University, without prior consent of the President.
8.
Subject to adequate appropriations by the legislature, the University shall annually give written notice to the
employee of his/her salary for the forthcoming year, The employee shall notify the immediate supervisor in
writing of the acceptance or nonacceptance of the salary and appointment on the form provided, within 15
calendar days after receipt of the salary notice.
C.
The employee's salary will be paid in approximately equal monthly installments starting with the last working
day of July and ending on the last working day of the following June, unless otherwise indicated under Special
Provisions.
0.
The employee wdl earn 22 working days of vacation for each year of service.
E.
Except for tenured faculty, the Urnversity may terminate this agreement by notice of nonreappointment in
writinq to the employee not later than February 1 during the first year of service at Wright State University,
and not later than December 1 after the first year of service.
The empioyee shall have the right to terminate this agreement by submission of a resignation to the Provost
of the University not later than Apnl 1 or 15 calendar days after receiving notification of salary for the follow·
ing year, whichever date occurs later.
G.
The pertinent provisions of the Ohio Revised Code are expressly incorporated in this agreement, and employment
under this agreement is also subject to the By·Laws, Code of Regulations, and other actions of the Board of
Trustees currently in effect, or as they may be amended or adopted hereafter.
H.
Special Provisions:

Employee Signature

Secretary, Board of Trustees

Date

Distribution: White

Faculty Aecor<Js,

Oate

Canary~

Department; Pink

Employee, Goldenrod - Suspense
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THREE QUARTERS YEAR CONTINUING FACULTY
EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT
Wright State University

Effective Date

Name

Division

Soc. Sec. Number

Department

The Board of Trustees of Wright State University and the above named individual agree that:
Subject to the following stipulations, said individual is employed on a continuing basis as a member of the faculty of
Wright State University, subject to notice of nonreappointment and acquisition of Tenure as provided in the University
Policies and Procedures for the Granting of Promotion and Tenure, at an agreed salary subject to ratification by the
Board of Trustees.
A.
Said employee agrees to render full·time service for three academic quarters of each academic year as assigned
by the Department Chairman. The employee will advise his/her immediate supervisor of any activities in
which said employee may engage which will or may result in rendering less than full time service to the University,
and the employee may not accept employment outside the University during the assigned academic quarters
without prior consent of the President.
B.
Subject to adequate appropriations by the legislature, the University shall annually give written notice to the
employee of his salary for the forthcoming year; the employee shall notify his/her supervisor in writing of
acceptance or nonacceptance of the salary and continued appointment on the form provided, within 15
calendar days after receipt of the salary notice.
C.
The employee's salary will be paid in approximately equal monthly installments starting with the last working
day of September and ending on the last working day of the following August, unless otherwise indicated under
Special Provisions.
D.
Except for tenured faculty, the University may terminate this agreement by notice of nonreappointment in
writing to the employee not later than February 1 of the first academic year's service and not later than Decem·
ber 1 after the first year's service at Wright State University.
E.
The employee shall have the right to terminate this agreement by submission of a resignation to the Provost of
the University not later than April 1, or 15 calendar days after receiving notification of salary for the following
year, whichever date occurs later.
F.
The pertinent provisions of the Ohio Revised Code are expressly incorporated in this agreement, and employ·
ment under this agreement is also subject to the By-Laws, Code of Regulations, and other actions of the Board of
Trustees currently in effect, or as they may be amended or adopted hereafter.
G.
Special Provisions:

Distribution: White
35·21/5

Employee Signature

Secretary, Board of Trustees

Date

Date

Faculty Records; Canary - Department; Pink

Employee; Goldenrod

Suspenw
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UNCLASSIFIED STAFF CONTINUING EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT
Wright State University

Effective Date

Name

Organization

Soc. Sec. Number
The Board of Trustees of Wright State Un1vers1ty and the above named 111d1v1dual agree that:
Subject to the following stipulations, said individual is employed on a continuing basis to render full time service as
directed, at a salary agreed to between the employee and the University, subject to ratification by the Board of Trustees,
and subject to adequate <1ppropnat1ons by the legislature.
A.
The University shall annually give written notice to the employee of said employee's salary for the forthcoming
fiscal year. The employee shall notify his/her immediate supervisor in writing on the form provided, of the
acceptance or nonacceptance of such employment and salary within 15 calendar days after receipt of the salary
notice.
B.
Employee's salary will be paid in approximately equal monthly installments starting with the last working day
of July and endmg on the last working day of the following June, unless otherwise Indicated under Special
Prov1s1ons.
C.
The employee will earn 22 working days of vacation for each year of service.
D.
The employee will notify his/her immediate supervisor of any activity in which said employee may engage
which will or may result m rcndermg less than tu/Hime service to the University. The employee may not accept
employment outside the University without prior consent of the President.
E.
The perturnnt provisions of the Ohio Revised Code are expressly incorporated in this agreement, and employment
under this agreement is also subject to the Bv·Laws, Code of Regulations, and other actions of the Board of
Trustees currently in effect, or ,1s they may be amended or adopted hereafter.
F.
The University and the employee each shall have the right to terminate this agreement and employment there·
under and each recognizes the obligation to give a minimum of 60 days notice in writing to the other party.
G.
Special Provisions.

Employee Signature

Secretary, Board of Trustees

Date

Date

D1stribu11on White

35 21/3

Faculty Records. Canary

Department. Pink

Employee. Goldenrod - Suspense
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Mr. Crowl moved that the indicated degrees be granted to the
persons on the following list, as nominated by the faculty and as
presented to the Board, with the provision that the President be
allowed to make changes in the list to correct errors and to add or
delete names of persons who unexpectedly do or do not meet all
requirements for graduation. (The list of graduates appears in the
appendix.)
The motion was seconded by Mr. Rike and unanimously approved.
Confirmation of Faculty and Staff Appointments and Administra
tive Changes
President Golding reported that since the last meeting of the Board
he has made sixteen faculty and staff appointments and administra
tive changes. He presented the following sixteen changes for
confirmation:
ANDERSON, ROBERT W., has been appointed Director of Plant Manage·
ment, vice Mr. Allen E. Haveman, effective March 15, I 97 I (Ref. Exec.
Memo 70·1I,10·1·70).
BUCKRHAM, CLIFTON E., has been appointed Special Assistant to the Staff
Assistant for Development, Executive Offices (Community Development
Talent Search Program of Model Cities), effective April 19 1971 through
May 18, 1972.
CHAO, JOSEPH T., Associate Professor of Economics. has been appointed
Acting Chairman, Department of Economics, Division of Business Adminis·
tration, vice Dr. Norman S. Anon, effective April 21, 1971. Dr. Anon
remains Director, Center for Economic Education (Ref. Exec. Memo 67 ·6,
9·1·67).
COHAN, JOEL R., is appointed Director of Financial Aid vice Mr. Donald J.
Mohr, effective April I, 1971 (Ref. Exec.Memo68-4,4·1·68).
GERZEMA, ROBERT W., has been relieved of his duties as Manager of
Systems Analysis, Computer Projects Development effective March 3 I,
1971 (Ref. Exec. Memo 70-11, 10·1·70).
HAVEMAN, ALLEN E., b appointed Business Manager .111d will report
directly to the Vice President and Treasurer, effective April I, 1971 (Ret.
Exec. Memo 70-11, 10·1·70). In this capacity Mr. Haveman will be
responsible for Plant Management, Personnel Administration, Purchasing ,ind
General Services, and Management Services.
KOCH, ELEANORE A., in addition to her duties as Coordinator of
University Testing, is appointed Assistant to the Director of Student
Services, effective April I, 197 I (Ref. Exec. Memo 70· l, 9· I· 70 ).
MOHR, DONALD j ., title is changed from Acting Athletic Director to
Athletic Director, effective April I, 1971 (Ref. Exec. Memo 68·4, 4·1·68).
NEIMAN, JUDITH is appointed an Academic Adviser, University Division,
effective April 1, 197 I.
POOL, JOHN C., title has been changed from Campus Adviser for lnterna·
tional Education to Director, Office of International Programs, t:ffectivc
March 29, 1971 (Ref. Exec. Memo 70·5, 5·1 ·70).
RETSKE, M. EUGENE, is relieved of his duties as Acting Studio Director.
Media Services, University Library, effective April 9, 1971 (Ref. Exec.
Memo 70·7, 7-1-70).
RIGHTER, WILMA W., is appointed an Academic Adviser, University
Division, effective April I, 197 I.
SPIRK, JAMES C., has been relieved of his duties as Staf1 Assist.ml to the
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Director of Personnel Administration, effective March 31 1971 (Ref. Exec.
Memo 71-5, 3-1-71 ).
WADE, ANNIE S., is <lppointcd dn Acddcmic Adviser, University Division,
effective April I, 197 I.
WHITE, FREDERICK A., title is chJnged from Vice President and Business
Mdnager dnd Tredsurer lo Vice President dnd Treasurer, effective April I,
1971 (Ref. Exec. Memo 70-7, 7-1-70).
The OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS h<ls been credted, effective
March 29, 1971. The prim.iry function of this 'lfficc is to permit students to
study JlH0<1d under the ,1uspices of the University. While <lbroad, students
remain enrolled dl Wright Stale University and dre cldssified as pdrlicipaling
in the International Educ<1tion Progr<lm.

Mr. Crowl moved to confirm the list of sixteen appointments and
changes. The motion was seconded by Mr. Michael and unanimously
adopted.
Continuation Budget for 1971-72
President Golding reported that he is uncertain what the level of
legislative financial support lor higher education will be for the next
biennium. Bec&ise of this, he requested the Board to pass a
continuation budget for 1971-72. He s<1id he expected to present a
recommendation lor a revised 1971-72 budget and new instructional
and general fees at the next Board meeting.
Dr. Keto moved to approve the following operating budget for the
Fiscal Year 1971-72.
CONTINUATION OPERATING BUDGET FOR
FISCAL YEAR 1971-72
Actudl
1969-70

Revised
1970-71

Budgeted
1971-72

I. Instruction and General

A. Unrestricted
I. Depdrtmentdl Instruction
2. lnstructiondl Services
3. Libraries
4. PJ,rnt Opcr<1tion & M<lintcndncc
5. Student Services
6. General Expense
7. Gcncrdl Administrdtion

$4,835 ,746 $6, I I 0,349
335 ,961
572,733
665 ,244
77 1,625
816,880
I, I 03,502
702,644
956, 122
276,796
520, 177
_7~~ 1,106,466

Subtotal, Main Campus

$8,362,852 $11,140,974 $12,214,726

8. Off-Campus Instruction
Subtotal, Instruction and
General, Unrestricted

447 ,694

699,345

$6,385 ,505
988,660
710,577
1,147,094
908,316
768,648
1,305 ,926

860,991

$8,810,546 $11,840,319 $13,075,717

8. Instruction and General
Restricted

30 I, I 12

93,837

33,5 34

II. Research

216,931

523,902

523,902

Ill. Public Service

146,226

232,502

108,046

IV. Auxiliary Enterprises

931,056

1,761,043

2,262,076

v. Student Aid

289

GRAND TOTAL

699 ,033

91

$10,695,505 $ 15,150,636 $16,922,347
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The motion was seconded by Mr. Rike and unanimously adopted by
a roll call vote.
Nonmatriculant Student Admission Fee
President Golding recommended that the University assess a fee for
processing of applications for admission or nonmatriculant students.
He said that the cost of processing these applications has been
carried by the University in the past and the increasing amount of
such applications each year makes it impossible for the University to
underwrite the cost of processing any longer.
Mr. Lucas moved to adopt the following resolution.
RESOLUTION 77-27

BE IT RESOLVED that, cflcctivc with applic,Hions lor the first time to the
Winter Quarter, 1971-72, nonmatriculants to Wright St,1tc University be
assessed a five-dollar ($5.00) fee.

The motion was seconded by Mr. Crowl and unanimously adopted
by a roll call vote.
Student Medical Examination
President Golding recommended the adoption of a Resolution
changing the current policy requiring medical examinations of all
matriculant students. He said the physicians serving the University
have recommended a need for medical examination reports from d
physician for handicapped students and for students living in the
residence hall, but for other students a self-reported statement of
medical history would be sufficient.
Mr. Lucas moved to adopt the following resolution:
RESOLUTION 71-28

BE IT RESOL VL[) tlldt e<1ch student who .tpplies to reside in the Univcr">ity
residence halls and each handicapped stoclent who applies for ,1dmission to the
University shall have d medical examination conducted by a licensed physici,rn
and shall submit a report of that medical ex<1mination on a form providl'd by
the University, together with his application for ddmission. At the discretion
of the University Health Service, other individu,ll students may be required to
have a physical examination; and be it further
RESOLVED that any other student applying for admission to the University
shall submit a statement of medical history on d form provided by the
University, together with his application for ddmission; and be it further
RESOLVED that this Resolution be effective this ddtc; and be it further
RESOLVED that Resolution 68-43 adopted February 13, 1968, ,ind
Resolution 70-10, adopted November 14, 196'!, arc hereby repealed.

The motion was seconded by Mr. Rike and unanimously <1dopted.
Ratification of Research and Instruction Contracts and Grants
Mr. White reported that since the last meeting of the Board of
Trustees, Wright State has entered into one new and two expanded
research contracts, one new and one continuation research grant,
and two new instructional grants, through the Office of Research
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Development. He recommended ratification ol the following:
Pmjecl c;/56
Contract

Expansion of a Restricted Govem111e111 Re.search

"Research on Human Performance During Exposure to Com
bined Environments Time Zone Change"
Duration:
May 11, 1971,throughMay 10, 1973
Sponsor:
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
Aeromedical Research
Lib oratories
Supervisor: Dr. M.1lcolm L. Ritchie
Amount:
Total
$23,310
Sponsor
23,310
W.S.U. Matching
W.S.U. Cost Sharing
Indirect Costs
Allowance: None

Title:

Project ;;/ 70

Title:
Dur.1tion:
Sponsor:
Supervisor:
Amount:

Expansion ol a N.eslricled Govern111cn1 N.escarch Conlracl

"Student Subjects
Studies on Visual ,md RadM Survcill,111ce
Operations"
September 15, 1970, through September 15, 1972
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
Aero medical Research
Laboratories
Dr. Malcolm L. Ritchie
Total
$1,614
Sponsor
1,6 14
W.S.U. M.1tching
W.S.U. Cost Sharing

I ndircct Costs
Allow,mce: None
Project #I 79

Title:
Duration:
Sponsor:
Supervisor:
Amount:

New Neslrictcd Govern111en1 Research Controct

"Gravity Anornal ies as Indicators of G rou ndw ater Reserves in
Glaci.11 Deposits"
March 17, 1971,throughM.iy 17, 1972
United States Army
Mobility Equipment Research and Devel
opment Center
Dr. l3enjarnin H. Richard
Total
$17,852
Sponsor
15 ,4 79
W.S.U. M.llching
W.S.U. Cost Sh.iring 2,373

Indirect Costs
Allowance: $4,058

Project #180
Title:
Duration:
Sponsor:

New Nestricted Government /11structiu11al Grant

"Tr.tining Indigenous Personnel"
July I, 1971, through June 30, 1973
Department of Health, Education, .l!ld Welf<1rc
National
Institute of Mental Health, of the Public Health Service
Supervisor: Dr. Harold Silverm.l!l
Amount:
Total
$28,926
Sponsor
28 ,926
W.S.U. Matching
W.S.U. Cost Sharing
Indirect Costs
Allowance: $1,983
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Project #181
Title:
Duration:
Sponsor:
Supervisor:
Amount:

New r<.estrictcd Gcwemment lnstructio11a/ Grant
"Allied Health Professions Educational Improvement Program,
Basic Grant Medical Technology"
April I, 1971, through March 31, 1972, plus twelve months
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Allied Health
Professions Branch, of the Public Health Service
Dr. Brian L. Hutchings
Total
$9,384
Sponsor
9,384
W.S.U. Matching
W.S.U. Cost Sharing

Indirect Cost>
Allowance: None

Project #182

New f<estricted Private r<.eseurch Grant with /nstitutionul

Fu11di11q Amountinq lo 2096 o/ Tofu/ Amount, to Be Divided Evenly /wtween

Division of Science und Enqineering und Depuru11c11t
Tille:
Duration:
Sponsor:
Supervisor:
Amount:

of

Chemistry

"Anomalous pH Changes in Aqueous Solutions of 'lnen' G:bscs
and Liquids"
July I, 1971, through August 31, 1974
Petroleum Research Fund, American Chemical Society
Dr. Rubin Battino
Total
$25 ,000
Sponsor
25 ,000
W.S.U. Matching
W.S.U. Cost Sharing

Indirect Costs
Allowance: None

Project #183

Continuation of u r<.estricted Governmenl Reseurch Grant

Title:
Duration:
Sponsor:

"Comparative Biochemistry of Purine Nucleosidc"
May I, 1971, through April 30, 1973
Department of Health, Educ.ttion and Welfare
National Insti
tute of Arthritis and Metabolk Diseases, of the National Insti
tutes of Health, within the Public Health Service
Supervisor: Dr. Ernil P. Kmetec
Amount:
Total
$39,097
Sponsor
36,997
W.S.U. Matching
W.S.U. Cost Sharing
2,100
Indirect Costs
Allowance: $9,864

Mr. Crowl moved to ratify the seven contracts <1nd gr<111ts. The
motion was seconded by Mr. Michael and unanimou>ly adopted by
roll call vote.
Acceptance of Gifts and Donations
Mr. White reported that since the last meeting of the Board of
Trustees the University has received the following ten gifts and
donations, which he recommended that the Board formally accept:
I.

From the Gulf Research ,rnd Development Company, •iscd l.1boratory
equipment, valued at approximately $35,000, to tile Dcp.trtmcnt of
Geology;
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2. lrorn Dr. Paul McStdllworth, Professor ol History, books to the Bolinga
Black Cultural Resources Center;
3.

from Miss Constance L. Woodruff, student, books to the Bolinga Black
Cultural Rc>ourccs Center;

4.

from the Armed Forces Communications .md Electronics Association,
$1,000 to the University, to be awdrdcd as part of the Association's
scholarship fund;

5.

from Mrs. Rita G. Straus, $10.00 to the Joseph and HMriette T. Cline
Lo<H1 Fund;

6.

from faculty members ol the Division ol Education, and from students,
$'i'l.OO to the Wright St<1tc University Short Term Loan Fund;

7.

from Alice Colem<1n, two Ice waivers worth
University Short Term Lo.111 Fund;

8.

lrom Wright State University Women, $122.74 to the Eva Kmetec Book
Fund,

9.

from K.tppa Delta Chi sorority, $150 to the Kappa Dell.! Chi Scholarship
Fund;

132.00 to the Wright State

10. from Mi.imi Valley Hospital, used animal cages <1nd miscellaneous equip·

menl, valued

,Jl

approximately $800.00, lo the Biology Department.

Mr. Rike moved to accept the listed gifts and donations. The motion
was seconded by Mr. Lucas dnd un<1nimously adopted by roll call
vote.
Report on Investments
Mr. White reported thc1t 011 February 13, 1968, the Board of
Trustees ,;dopted Resolution 68-42, authorizing the Business Man-
c1ger to inve>t funds held by the University. The University's student
fee income ped,s five times and the state subsidy income
twelve times each year. It behooves the University to invest the
surplus funds, short or long term, to provide extra income.
Mr. White proposed that the Board repeal Resolution 68-42 and
enact a new Resolution authorizing the Vice President and Treasurer
to make such investments <1nd requiring him to report a summary of
investments dt each subsequent meeting of the Board. Upon ques
tion by Dr. Keto, Mr. Greer, Special Counsel to the Attorney
General to represent Wright State University, advised that the types
of investments noted in the Resolution arc in accordance with the
Ohio Revised Code.
RESOLUTION 71-29

BE IT RESOLVED that the Vice President and Treasurer, acting under the
direction of the President, may invest funds held by the University in the best
interests of the University's fiscal circumstances and in acwrd<1nce with
provisions of the Ohio Revised Code, including but not limited to Treasury
bills <1nd notes, Federal National Mortgage Association discount notes, prime
commercial paper, and certificates of deposit; and be it further
RESOLVED that at e<1ch future meeting this Board shall receive a report of
the current status of such University investments.

Mr. Lucas moved the adoption of the foregoing Resolution. Dr. Keto
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seconded the motion, ,1nd it was unanimously adopted by roll call
vote.
Resolution Approving and Providing for the Execution of a Super
seding Loan Agreement and Numbered Contract H(402}-3247
(HUD)

Mr. White presented a resolution for the execution of a superseding
loan agreement for the dormitory. This agreement supersedes Reso
lution 69-30. In the superseding loan agreement is the Government\
acceptance of the Purch<1se of $1,815,000 in bomb, based upon
certain mutual agreement. Th is superseding agreernen t ha> been
reviewed by the University, the University's Legal Counsel, and the
Department of Housing and Urban Development. Mr. White recom
mends the adoption of the fol lowing Resolution:
fU:SOLUTION 71-30

Resolution approving and providing for the execution of a superseding
Joan agreement, and numbered contract no. H(402)-3247, by and
between Wright State University and the United· States of America.
BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Trustees of Wright State University tl1<1t:
Section 7. The Superseding Loan Agreement dated as of M,1y I, 1971 for
Project CH- Ohio-237 (D) and Number Contract H(402)-32·17, and public
educational institution of higher learning, and state university of Ohio, with a
mailing address of Colonel Glenn Highway, Dayton, Ohio 45431, of a new
dormitory to provide housing and appurtenant facilities for approximately
320 students, by and between Wright State University and the United Stdtes
of America, is hereby in all respects approved.
Section 2. The President, or the Treasurer of the University be, and each of
them arc hereby authorized and directed to execute the s<1id Superseding Loan
Agreement in such counterparts, requested by the Government, on behalf of
Wright State University <1nd the Secretary of this Board of Trustees is hereby
authorized and directed to impress and attest the official seal of the University
on each such counterpart and to forward such counterparts to the Department
of Housing and Urban Development, as requested by the Government,
together with such other documents relative to the approvdl ,md execution of
such counterparts and to this Resolution <LS nldy be required by the
Government.
Form Approved
Budget Bureau No. 63-R 1001

HUD-4521
(3-66)
(Formerly CFA-521)

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Project No.

CH-Ohio-237(D)

Name of Borrower WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY
Address

Dayton, Ohio

Contract No.

1-1(402)-3247

SUPEN.SEDING LOAN AGREEMENT

{College Housing Program)
THIS SUPERSEDING LOAN AGREEMENT, dated as of May I, 1971 by <lnd
between Wright Stdte University, a public educational institution of higher
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learning located in Montgomery County, Ohio, with a mailing address of
D,1yton, Ohio (herein called the "Borrower") and the United States of
America (herein c,llled the "Government"),
WITNESSETH:
Seclio11 I. Amount, Purchase Price, a11d Purpose. Subject to the Terms ,me!
Conditions (Form HUD-4520 elated 3-66) attached hereto and made a part
hereof as Exhibit A, and the provisions of this Agreement, the Borrower will
sell and the Government, acting by and through the Secretary of Housing and
Urban Development (herein c.1lled the Secretary), will purchase $1,815 ,000
.iggreg.ite princip.il amount of the obligations of the Borrower described below
(herein called the "Bonds"), or such lesser .imount thereof as the Secretary
estimates will be required, together with the Borrower's funds provided from
other sources, to pay the development cost of the Project (estimated to be
$1,870,000), hereinafter described, at a price equal to the principal amount
thereof plus accrued interest, the proceeds of the sale of such Bonds to be
used solely for the development of the said Project.
Section 2. Descriptio11 of the Series 1.971 Bonds. The Bonds which the
Borrower agrees to sell and the Government agrees to purch.1se arc described
,1<; follows:
(a) Design.1tion:
Wright St,lle University Gcncr,il Receipts Bonds, Series
1971 (herein called "Series 1971 Bonds")
(b) D,1te:
M.1y 1, 1971
(c) Princip,ll Amount:
.$1,81S,OOO
(d) Denomin<ltion:
$5 ,000 however, until such time ,is the purchasers of
the Bonds rcquest(s) the 1ne1Mr.1tion of the definitive Bonds, a single fully
registered Bond or Bonds in multiples of $5 ,000 shall be issued in an
amount equal to the Bonds contracted for by s.1id purchaser or purchasers.
Negotiable, seri.11, coupon bond ,it the option of the holder
(e) Type:
rcgistr«1ble '" to prindpal only, or as fully registered bonds in the
clenomin,Hion ol $5 ,000, or ,my multiple thereof.
(f) Interest Rate:
3% per annum, payable semhrnnually on May
,ind
November I in e.1ch year, first interest payable November I, 1971.
(g) Maturities:
May I, in years ,md amounts as follows:
Year
1972-73
1974-79
1980-83
1984-88
1989-92
1993-95

Amount
$25,000
J0,000
35 ,000
40,000
45 ,000
50,000

Yeur
1996-98
1999-200 I
2002-03
2004-06
2007-08
2009

Amount
$55 ,000
60,000
65 ,000
70,000
75 ,000
80,000

(h) Numbers:
1971 I to 1971-363, inclusive, in order ol ma!Urity.
(i) Sccuril y:
Speci,d obligation of the Borrower equally ,rnd r.1tably se
cured by a pledge of ,ind lien on the "General Receipts" of the Borrower,
<lS s.1icl lcrm is defined in, ,md in the manner and to the extent provided in,
the General Bond Resolution referred to in Speci.11 Conditions, Exhibit B,
.itt,1ched hereto.
(j) Pl.ice ,111d Medium of Payment:
Pay.ible as to both principal ancl
interest at the principal office of the Trustee under the Trust Agreement
or, at the option of the holder, at .i b,rnk or trust company in the Borough
of Manha11an, City and State of New York, in any coin or currency which,
on the respective dates of payment of such principal and interest, is legal
tender for payment of debts due the United States of J\meric.1, or, if the
Government is the owner, to the Feder,il Reserve Bank of Richmond,
Virginia, or to such other place as m.iy from time lo time be designated by
the Government.
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(k) Redemption Provisions:
Bonds maturing on or before May I, 1981 shall not be subject to prior
redemption. Bonds maturing May I, 1982 through June I, 2009, inclusive,
shall be callable for redemption at the option of the Borrower in whole or
in part in inverse numerical order on any interest payment elate beginning
November I, 1981, upon at least 30 clays prior notice, at the principal
amount thereof, plus accrued interest to the date of redemption and .i
premium for each bond as follows:
3% if redeemed
2-1/2% if redeemed
2% if redeemed
1-1/2% if redeemed
I% if redeemed
0% if redeemed

November I, 1981 through May
November I, 1985 through May
November 1, 1990 through May
November 1, 1995 through May
November I, 2000 through May
November I, 2005 or thereafter

1, 1985, inclusive
I, 1990, inclusive
I, 1995, inclusive
I, 2000, inclusive
1, 2005, inclusive

Section 3. Sole of Series 79 77 Bonds. The Series 197 I Bonds w ii I be sold by
the Borrower at public sale in the manner and pursuant to the conditions as
shall be prescribed by the Government. The call for bids will be for
consecutive full annual maturities at not less than par and accrued interest
covering the first maturity and all maturities thereafter through at least May I,
1981.
In the event any of the Bonds are awarded to the Government, the Borrower
shall, when they are ready, deliver all such Bonds to the Government at such
time as the Government shall designate.
The Government will submit its bid which will cover all of the Series 1971
Bonds and such bid will be for each individual full annual maturity following
the elate of the Bonds at their par value plus accrued interest, at the rate of
three per centum (3%) per annum. In the event any other bidder or bidders
offer to purchase all of the Bonds, or consecutive full annual maturities
covering the first maturity and all maturities thereafter through at least May 1,
1981, pursuant to the conditions as shall be prescribed by the Government at
an average net interest cost of not more than three per centum (3%) per
annum, the Bonds or any such portion thereof shall be sold to such bidder or
bidders. In the event of a sale of all the Series 1971 Bonds to a purchaser or
purchasers other than the Government, this Agreement shall terminate except
with respect to obligations hereunder between the Borrower and the Govern
ment as of the elate of such sale of the Bonds. In the event any of the Series
1971 Bonds arc awarded to the Government, it is <lgreed that the obligations
hereunder shall continue in the same manner as if all the Series 197 I Bonds
were sold to the Government. In the event no bid is received f rorn a bidder or
bidders other than the Government within the terms herein specified, all the
Series 1971 Bonds shall be sold to the Government.
In the event the Government is awarded all or part of the Bonds, the
Borrower, at the option of the purchaser(s) shall issue single bonds with face
values in the amount of the respective purchases in lieu of individual
denomination Bonds. Such single Bonds shall be registered as to principal and
interest and payable as directed by the purchasers, but otherwise complying
with the description set forth in Section 2 hereof. The Borrower shall
covenant that, upon request of the holder of a single Bond, it shall issue and
deliver at its own expense, at the place(s) specified by the holder of a single
Bond and within 90 clays from the date of such request, negotiable bearer
coupon bonds in denominations of $5 ,000, as described in Section 2 hereof, in
aggregate amount equal to the amount of the single Bond still outstancl ing.
The printing of text of single Bonds shall be of type composition on paper of
sufficient weight and strength to prevent deterioration throughout the life of
the loan. The Bonds shall conform in size to standard practice and contain the
approved maturity schedule for payment of principal.
Section 4. Description of the Project: The Project shall consist of a new
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dormitory to provide housing ,md dppurtcnJnt facilities for dpproximatcly
320 men and women students, comprising a University Facility as defined in
Spccidl Conditions, Exhibit B (herein cJlled the "Project"}.
Section 5. Government Field Expense. The amount of the fixed fee for
Government field cxpcme referred to in Section 31 of the attached Terms and
Conditions shall be $1,500.
Section 6. Special Conditiom. The Government's obligation to purchase the
Bonds of the Borrower is Jlso subject lo the Specidl Conditions .ittached
hereto .ind m.1de a part hereof as Exhibit B.
Section 7. Supersedinq Loan Aqreemen/. The execution of thb Superseding
lodn Agreement shdll cffectuJte d rescission of the contract credted by the
execution of the loan Agreement by and between the parties hereto, dated as
of MJrch I, 1969 ,ind numbered Contract No. H(402)-3247, provided that the
rescission of such lo<1n Agreement shall not impair or vitiate .my ,1cts
performed or proceedings taken thereunder prior to such rescission but such
acts or proceedings m.iy be continued under the contract created by this
Superseding loan Agreement.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has been executed in the name of
Wright State University
by the undersigned offici,ll, .incl under it> offici<ll seal, attested by its Board
Secretary, ,111d in the name and on behalf of the United States of America,
Secretary ol Housing and Urban Development, by the undersigned official.
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY

BY----·-----·----~
(signature)

(signed)

SEAL
Vice-President and Treasurer
(Type Name Jnd Tille)
ATTEST:

(signature)

(signed)

Bo.ird Sccret.iry
(Type Name and Title)
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Secretary ot Housing and Urban Development
By
Title---·-------·----------------·----
D,11c __________
( D.1tc of Exccu t ion by Government)
(3-66)

EX/f!BIT "B"
Project No.:

CH-OHI0·237(D)

The tollowing Special Conditions .ire made a part of the Superseding loan
Agreement, ddtecl .is of May I, 1971, for the above-numbered project, as
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specified in Section 6 of the said Superseding Loan Agreement:
(a) The Series 1971 Bonds shall be issued and authenticated under the
provisions or the General Bond Resolution and a Series Resolution in the
form adopted May 27, 1971, by the Board of Trustee-. ot the Burrower
(herein called collectively the "Bond Resolution") and the Trust Agree
ment referred to herein, providing for the issuance ot and security for
General Receipts Bonds of the Burrower. A certified copy of the General
Bond Resolution and the Series Resolution is to be filed with and
approved by the Government. References in l11is Superseding Loan
Agreement to the "General Bond Resolution:, "Series Resolution", "Bond
Resolutions" and the "Trust Agreement" shall be deemed to be references
to these Resolutions and said Trust Agreement referred to in the Gencr,il
Bond Resolution;
(b) The Borrower shall deposit the portion, if any, of the proceeds received
from the sale of the Series 1971 Bonds representing accrued interest to the
date of delivery thereof into the Bond Service Account in the Bond
Service Fund established by the General Bond Resolution;
(c) The Terms and Conditions HU0-4520 (3-66) attached hereto and made a
part hereof arc hereby modified as follows:

Section 12. Construction /iccount is modified by substituting the
following for the last paragraph thereof:
"Any moneys remaining in the Construction Account after all costs of
the Project have been paid shall be promptly used to the extent possible
for the redemption of Series 1971 Bonds and any residual moneys shall
be deposited in the Bond Service Reserve Account in the Bond Service
Fund established by the General Bond Resolution provided, however,
the Borrower shall have the right to withdraw any such moneys
representing additional funds deposited into the Construction Account
pursuant to Section 13 hereof to finance the total project cost, which
arc found to be unnecessary for such purpose."
The provisions of Section 33. Retention of Title., arc amended by
deleting the phrase "or to any facility the revenues of which arc
pledged as security for the Bonds"; and the clause "except as permitted
in the Loan Agreement and the bond authorizing proceedings" is
amended to read "except as otherwise expressly approved by the
Secretary.''
The provisions of Section 34. lnsuruncc on Comple/cd Projec/.; Sec
Parietal Rules., are deleted in the entirety.

tion 35.

Section 36. Proper Records und Books., und Section 3 7. Investment of
Funds., are hereby waived to the extent said provisions conflict with
the provisions of the General Bond Resolution.

(cl) Section 3 of this Superseding Loan Agreement is hereby waived tc the
extent that it requires advertisement for pubiic sale of the Series 1971
Bonds. In lieu of such advertisement, receipt of bids Mld awdrtl of bonds,
the Borrower will notify the Government when it is ready lo deliver the
Series 197 I Bonds.
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HUD-4520(3-66)
(formerly CF A-520)

EXHIBIT A

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
COLLEGE HOUSING LOAN PROGRAM
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Constituting l\1rt or the Lo<1n Agreement Providing for the Financing and
Construction or College Housing and Service Facilities Under Title IV of the
Housing Act of 195 0 (Public L1w 4 75, 8 I st Congress, as amended)

Section I. Dctinitiom. As used in these Terms ,md Conditions:
"Government" mc,ins the United St.Iles of America or the Department of
Housing ,md Urb,111 Development.
"Project" me.ms the structure or structures which the Government h.is agreed
to .iid in tin.incing under the Lo.in Agreement.
"Lo,111 Agreement" means the contract between the Government and the
Borrower covering the Project ,md includes both these Terms and Conditions
,111d other contract instruments.
Borrower" means the educational institution designated in the Loan Agree
ment.
"Bonds" mean the obligations which the Government has agreed to purchase
under the Lo,m Agreement.
"Project Costs" mean the cost of construction work for the Project including
fixed equipn1cnt, cost of necessary architectural/engineering services, legal,
administrative and clerical costs, cost or land acquisition, necessary tr<!Vel
expenses, costs imposed by the Government to reimburse it for its field
expemes, interest during construction, and other necessary miscellaneous
expenses, all as determined by the Government.
Section 2. Prerequisites to Government '5 Ob!igutions. The Government
shall be under no oblig.ition to .idv,rnce funds or to purchase dny Bonds undei·
the Lodn Agreement if:
(o) Reprc,cntvtion. Any representation made by the Borrower to the Govern
ment in connection with the application or loan shall be incorrect or
incomplete in .iny material respect, or the Government determines that the
Borrower h.is f,1iled to proceed promptly with Project financing or
construction;
(b} Financial Condition. The lin,incial condition of the Borrower shall have
changed unfavorably in a material degree from its condition as theretofore
represented to the Government;
(c) Concurrence by Government. The Borrower, having submitted to the
Government the documents mentioned in Section 17 hereof, shall have
proceeded without luving been advised by the Government that the same
,ire satisfactory; it being the purpose of this provision to insure that no
action will be taken in the development of the Project which would result
in d legal or contractudl violation rendering it impossible for the Govern
ment to rn.ike the loan hereunder or for the p.irties to accomplish the
objects of the Loan Agreement.
Section 3. Fumishinqs and Movable Equipment. The Borrower shall, on or
before substantial completion of the Project, provide from sources other than
the Jo.in hereunder, .ind from sources and in a manner which will not
jeopardiLe the security of the Bonds, the furnishings and movable equipment
necessary to the full enjoyment of the use, occupancy and operation of the
Project.
Section 4. Project Site. The Project shall be located on lands of the
Borrower, at a si tc to be approved by the Government.
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Section 5. Title E11idence. The l:lorrowcr slHll furnish the Government
satisfactory evidence of its ownership of the Project site.
Section 6. Purchase of Bonds. The Borrower shall initiate .ind prosecute to
completion all proceedings necessary to the authorization, issuance, and sale
of the Bonds and to the security thereof. When the said proceedings have been
completed to the point of but not including the delivery of the Bonds to the
Government, the Borrower may file a requisition requesting the Government
to purchase the Bonds. The requisition shall be supported by such data as the
Government shall require to determine whether the Government is obligated
under the provisions of the .ipplicable Lo.in Agreement to honor such
requisition. If the Government is so obligated, it will purchase the Bonds
covered by such requisition, within the limitations, however, specified in the
Loan Agreement.
Section 7. Leqal Matters. The Borrower shall furnish the Government d
transcript of proceedings for the authorization, issuance, sale and security of
the Bonds evidencing that the Bonds, when delivered and paid for, will
constitute binding and legal obligations, payable and secured in accordance
with their tenor, and that all proceedings for the financing and the acquisition,
construction and development of the Project preliminary to the delivery of the
l:londs to the Government have been had and adopted in due time, form, and
manner as required by law.
Section 8. Seturity. The Borrower shall include in the proceedings for the
authorization, issuance, sale, and security of the Bonds, provisions for the
payment of the principal of and interest on the l:londs .ind for the security
thereof of the nature required to assure such payment and to s.ifcgu.ird the
loan hereunder, including, in case the Bonds arc payable in whole or in part
from any special sources of revenues, provisions designed to .issure the
production of such revenues and the application thereof to the extent required
for the payment and security of the l:londs and interest thereon, including the
maintenance of reasonable reserves.
Section 9. Opinion of Bond Counsel. Simultaneously with the delivery of
any of the Bonds to the Government, the Borrower sh.ill furnish to the
Government the approving opinion of bond counsel who shall be satisfactory
to the Government, and covering generally all of the Bonds and, specific.illy
and unqualifiedly, the Bonds then being delivered to the Government.
Section 70. Conslruction Financiny. The Borrower shall ma"-e every effort
to obtain interim fin.incing from private sources. Prior to entering into formal
agreements for such financing, the l:lorrowcr shall furnish the Government
with (I) a satisfactory preliminary opinion of bond counsel; (2) evidence of its
ability to finance on reasonable terms the cost of the Project up to the time
the Bonds arc ready for delivery; and (3) evidence of the receipt of firm bids
establishing that the Project can be constructed within the approved estimated
cost thereof.
In the event any lo.in under temporary financing should become due prior to
the time when the Bonds .ire ready for delivery, the Borrower may apply to
and, provided that the Borrower is in compliance with the Terms and
Conditions of this Loan Agreement, receive from the Government an advance
against the l:londs in an amount sufficient to liquidate such tcmpot«iry lo,rn.
Should the Borrower be able to demonstrate to the Government's catisf.ic
tion that interim financing or reasonable terms is not available, the Govern·
ment will consider requests for advances in anticipation of the issuance of the
Bonds. Requisitions for construction advances shall be accompanied by such
supporting data as the Government may require. The Government will honor
such requisitions in amounts and at times deemed by it to be proper.
Any funds made available to the Borrower by the Government pursuant to
this Section shall be repaid in tull from the first proceeds derived from the sale
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of the Bonds, and shall bed!' interest at the rate specified for the Bonds in the
Lo,u1 Agreement frorn the data rnade available to the date of repayment.
Seclion 11. Prerequisites to Loan Disbursements. Prior to the Government
disbursing any portion of the lo<ln proceeds. the Borrower shall present
S<ltisf.1ctory evidence that:
(a) It is able to provide the furnishings and movable equipment required for
the operation of the Project, as specified in Section 3 hereof;
(b) It h<ls deposited in the Construction Account such funds as arc
necessary with the loan proceeds to assure completion of the Project; and
(c) It is able to provide the Project site or sites free from all encumbrances.
Section 12. Constmclion Acco11n1. The Borrower shall set up in a bank or
banks which MC members of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, or
with the fiscal agency of the Borrower fixed by law, a separate accourll or
accounts (herein collectively called the "Construction Account") into which
shall be deposited <lny temporary loans, Government advances, and proceeds
from the sale of the Bonds (except accrued interest payments), and the
<ldditional funds, if any, required by the provisions of the Loan Agreement to
be furnished by the Borrower in order to assure the payment of all Project
Costs. Moneys in the Construction Account shall be expended only for such
purposes dS shall have been previously specified in the project cost estimates
approved by the Government.
Where the moneys on deposit in the Construction Account exceed the
estimated disbursements on account of the Project for the next 90 d<lys, the
Borrower may deposit such excess funds in time deposits in banks that arc
members of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or may invest such
excess funds in direct obligations of, or obligations the principal of and
interest on which arc guaranteed by, the United States Government, which
shall mature not later than 18 months after the date of such investment and
which shall be subject to redemption at .111y time by the holder thereof. The
earnings frorn any such deposits or investments shall be deposited in the
Construction Account by the Borrower.
Any moneys remaining in the Construction Account .iftcr <lll costs of the
Project have been paid shall be promptly used to the extent possible for the
rcdcmrtion of Bonds, <Hld any residue shall be deposited in the Bond and
Interest Sinking Fund provided for in the Agreement: Prrwided, however. the
Borrower shall have the right to withdraw ,my such moneys representing
<ldditional funds deposited into the Construction Account pursuant to Section
13 hereof to finance the total project cost, which arc found to be unnecessary
for such purpose.
Sec1io11 13. Payment of Costs
Additional Funds. The Borrower shall pay
dll Project Costs and furnish frorn sources other than the proceeds of the loan,
and from sources ,rnd in a manner which will not jeopardize the security of the
Bonds, the addition.ii funds, if any, which will be sufficient to finance the
total Project Costs.
Section /./. Patents. The Borrower slull hold ,rnd save the Government and
its officers, agents, .incl employees harmless from liability of any nature or
kind, including costs and expenses for, or on account of. any patented or
unpatented invention, process, article or .ippliance manufactured or used in
connection with construction or operation of the Project.
If the Borrower uses or cJuses to be used any design, device or materials
covered by letters, patent or copyright, it shall provide or cause to be provided
for such use by suitable agreement with the owner of such patented or
copyrighted design, device, or material. The Borrower, its contractors, and/or
sureties shall indemnify and save harmless the Government from ,my and all
claims for infringement by reason of the use of such patented or copyrighted
design, device or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with
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the construction or ope1dtion of the Project &nd shall indemnify and save
harmless the Government for any cost, expense, or damage which it may
suffer by reason of such infringement or claim of infringement.
Section 15. Prompt Procedure
Economic ConstruC!ion. The Borrower
covenants and agrees that it will proceed promptly with all matters necessary
to the financing and the development of the Project, and that the Project will
be undertaken and develo_ecd in such a manner that economy will be
promoted in such development and in the construction work; and that the
Project will not be of elaborate or extravagant design or materials.
Section 16. Approvals and Permits. The Borrower shall obtain all approvals
and permit> required by law dS d rnndilion precedent to the acquisition,
construction, development, and operation of the Project.
Section 7 7. Submission of Proceedinqs, Contract and Other Dowments.
The Borrower shall submit to the Government such data, reports, records, and
documents relating to the findncing, construction, and operation of the
Project and financial conditio11 of the Borrower as the Government may
require. Approval of the Government must be obtained prior to the assign
ment of any interest in or part of any contract relating to the Project.
Section 18. Construction by Contract. All work on the Project shall be done
under contract and every opportunity shall be given for free, open, and
competitive bidding for each and every construction, material, and equipment
contract. The Borrower shall give such publicity by advertisements or calls for
bids by it for the furnishing to it of work, labor, materials, and equipment as
required by applicable law and as will provide adequate competition; and the
award of each contract therefor shall be made, after approval by the
Government, to the lowest responsible bidder as soon as practicable: Provided,
that in the selection of equipment or materials the Borrower may, in the
interest of standardization or ultimate economy, if the advantage of such
standardization or such ultimate economy is clearly evident, award a contract
to a responsible bidder other than the lowest in price. The Borrower shall
obtain the concurrence of the Government before approving subcontracts
relating to the Project.
Section 79. Changes in Construction Contruct. Any cl1ange in a construe·
tion contract shall be submitted to the Government for approval. Construction
contracts shall include a provision specifying that the above requirement will
be met.
Section 20. Contract Security. The Borrower shall require that each con·
struction contractor shall furnish a performance bond in an amount at least
equal to I 00 percent of his contract price as security for the faithful
performance of his contract and also a payment bond in amount not less than
50 percent of his contract price or in a penal sum not less than that prescribed
by State, territorial, or local law, as security for the payment of all persons
performing labor on the Project under his contract and furnishing materials in
connection with his contract. The performance bond and the payment bond
may be in one or in separate instruments in accord<1nce with local law.
Section 21. Insurance During Construction. The Borrower shall require that
each of its contractors and all subcontractors shall maintain during the life of
his contract Workmen's Compensation Insurance, Public Liability, Property
Damage, and Vehicle Liability Insurance in amounts and on terms satisfactory
to the Government. Until the project is completed and accepted by the
Borrower, the Borrower is required to maintain, or to require the contractor
to maintain Builder's Risk Insurance (fire and extended coverage) on a 100
percent compleled value basis on the insurable portion of the project for the
benefit of the Borrower, the prime contractor, and all subcontractors, as their
interests may appear.
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Section 22. Waqe Rates and Work Hours.
(u) Wage Rates. Upon receipt of the list of wdge rates determined by the
Secret,iry of Ltbor in accordance with the Act of March 3, 1931 (Davis
Bacon Act, as ,uncnded), the Borrower shall include such list in all contracts
calling for worf- on the Project and require adherence thereto. The Borrower
shall also require of Cdch of its contractors that such list shall be posted at
appropriate conspicuous points on the site of the Project. Unless otherwise
required by law, wage rates need not be listed for non-manual workers,
including executive, supervisory, .idministrativc and clerical employees.
If, ,1ftcr the awdl"d of the contract, it becomes necessary to employ any
person in a trade or occup<1tion not classified in the above list, such person
shall be paid at not less than a rate to be determined by the Secretary of
Labor. Such approved minimum rate shall be retroactive to the time of the
initi.il employment of such person in such trade or occupation. The
contractor shall notify the Borrower of his intention to employ persons in
trades or occupations not classified in sufficient time for the Borrower to
obtain approved rates for such trades or occupations.
{b) Contract Work Hours. The Borrower shall comply with the provisions of
the Contract Work Hours Standards Act (40 U.S.C. 327-332) and the
applicable rules and regul,1tions issued by the Secretary of Labor thereunder
which ,ire incorporated herein by reference. The Borrower shall cause to be
inserted in each contract or subcontract subject to the Work Hours
Stand.1rds Act the specific provisions required by the above regulations.
(c) Oo11uti1111 ol Scrvice1. The Government may wdive the application of
subsections (d) and (b) in cases or classes of cases where laborers or
rnechdnics, not otherwise employed at any time in the construction of the
project, voluntarily donate their services without full compensation for the
purpose of lowering the costs of construction and the Government deter
mines that any ,1111ounts saved thereby arc fully credited to the Borrower.
Section 23. Payment of Emf)loyees. The Borrower shall require of its
contractors tlBt dll employees engaged in work on the Project be paid in full
(less deductions made mand,!lory by law) not less often than once each week.
Section 24. Wage U11derpuyme11ts and Adjustments. The Borrower shall
require of each of its contractors that, in cases of underpayment of wages by
the contractor, the Borrower may withhold from such contractor out of
payments clue, dfl amount sufficient to pay workers employed on the work
covered by his contract the difference between the wages required to be pdicl
under the contract and the Wdges actually paid such workers for the total
number of hours worked <1nd lll<lY disburse such amounts so withheld by it for
Jnd on account of the contractor to the respective employees to whom they
arc due.
Section 25. Copeland Act. The Borrower shall comply with the provisions
of the Copeland Act (Anti-Kickback) 48 Stat. 1948, as amended, ,rncl the
applicJblc rules and regulations issued by the Secretary of Labor thereunder
which are incorporated herein by reference. The Borrower shall cause to be
inserted in each contrdct or subcontract subject to the Copcl,ind Act the
specific provisions required by the Jbove regulations in the construction,
prosecution, or completion of the Project to comply therewith, and to cause
his subcontractors to do likewise.
Section 26. Accident Prevention. The Borrower shall require of its contrac
tors that precaution shall be exercised at all times for the protection of
persons (including employees) and property, and that hazardous conditions be
guarded agJinst or eliminated.
Section 27. Supervision and Inspection. The Borrower shall provide and
maintain on its own behalf competent and adequate architectural or engi
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neering services covering the supervision and inspection of the development
and construction of the Project.

Section 28. Nondiscrimination.
(a) Civil Riyhts Act of 1964. The Borrower covenants and agrees that it will
comply with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (P.L. 88-352), and
with the rules and regulations (24CFR, Subtitle A, Part I) issued by the
Department of Housing and Urban Development pursuant thereto.
(b} Equal Opportunity in Housing. The Borrower covenants and agrees that
it will comply with the provisions of Executive Order 11063, elated
November 20, 1962, and with the requirements issued by the Dcpdrtment of
I-lousing and Urban Development pursuant thereto.
(c) Equal Employment Opportunity. The Borrower hereby agrees to incor
porate or cause to be incorporated into any contract for construction work
or modification thereof, paid for in whole or in part with funds obtained
from the Federal Government or borrowed on the credit of the Federal
Government pursuant to a grant, contract, loan, insurance or guarantee, or
undertaken pursuant to any Federal program involving such grant, contract,
loan, insurance or guarantee, the following equal opportunity clause:
"During the performance of this contract, the contrdctor agrees as follows:
( 1) The contractor will not discriminate against any employee or applicant
for employment because of race, creed, color, or national origin. The
contractor will take affirmative action to ensure that applicants are
employed, and that employees arc treated during employment, without
regard to their race, creed, color, or national origin. Such action shall
include, but not be limited to, the following: employment, upgrading,
demotion, or transfer; recruitment or recruitment advertising; layoff or
termination; rates of pay or other forms of compensdtion; and selection
for training, including apprenticeship. The contractor agrees to post in
conspicuous places, available to employees and applicants for employ
ment, notices to be provided setting forth the provisions of this nondis
crimination clause.
(2) The contractor will, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees
placed by or on behalf of the contractor, state that all qualified applicants
will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, creed,
color, or national origin.
(3) The contractor will send to each labor union or representative of workers
with which he has a collective bargaining .1greement or other contract or
understanding, a notice to be provided advising the labor union or
workers' representative of the contractor's commitments under Section
202 of Executive Order No. 11246 of September 24, 1965, and shall post
copies of the notice in conspicuous places available to employees and
applicants for employment.
(4) The contractor will comply with all provisions of Executive Order No.
11246 of September 24, 1965, ancl of the rules, regulations, and relevant
orders of the Secretary of Labor.
(5) The contractor will furnish all information and reports required by
Executive Order No. 11246 of September 24, 1965, and by the rules,
regulations, and orders of the Secretary of Labor, or pursuant thereto, and
will permit access to his books, records, and accounts by the Department
of Housing and Urban Development and the Secretary of Labor for
purposes of investigation to ascertain compliance with such rules, regula
tions, and orders.
(6) In the event of the contractor's noncompliance with the nondiscrimination
clauses of this contract or with any of such rules, regulations, or orders,
this contract may be cancelled, terminated, or suspended in whole or in
part and the contractor may be declared ineligible for further Government
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contracts or Federally-assisted construction contracts, in accordance with
procedures authorized in Executive Order No. I 1246 of September 24,
1965, and such other sanctions may be imposed and remedies invoked as
provided in Executive Order No. 11246 of September 24, 1965, or by
rule, regulation, or order of the Secretary of Labor, or as otherwise
provided by law.
(7) The contractor will include the provisions of paragraphs (I) through (7) in
every subcontract or purchase order unless exempted by rules, regulations,
or orders of the Secretary of Labor issued pursuant to Section 204 of
Executive Order No. 11246 of September 24, 1965, so that such
provisions will be binding upon each subcontractor or vendor. The
contractor will take such action with respect to any subcontract or
purchase order as the Department of Housing and Urban Development
may direct as a means of enforcing such provisions, including sanctions for
noncompliance: Prc)l!idr:d, however, That in the event the contractor
becomes involved in, or is threatened with, litigation with a subcontractor
or vendor as a result of such direction by the Department of Housing and
Urban Development, the contractor may request the United Stales lo
enter into such litigation to protect the interests of the United States."
The Borrower further .igrees that it will be bound by the above equal
opportunity clause in any Federally-assisted construction work which it
performs itself other than through the permanent work force directly
employed by an agency of government.
The Borrower agrees that it will cooperate actively with the Department of
Housing and Urban Development and the Secretary of Labor in obtaining the
compliance of contractors and subcontractors with the equal opportunity
clause and the rules, regulations and relevant orders·of the Secretary of Labor,
that it will furnish the Department of Housing and Urban Development and
the Secretary of L1bor such information as they may require for the
supervision of such compliance, and that it will otherwise assist the Depart
ment of Housing and Urban Development in the discharge of the Department's
primary responsibility for securing compliance. The Borrower further agrees
that it will refrain from entering into any contract or contract modification
subject to Executive Order 11246 with a contractor debarred from, or who
has not demonstrated eligibility for, Government contracts and Federally
assisted construction cor1lracts pursuant to Part II, Subpart D, of Executive
Order I 1246 and will carry out such sanctions and penalties for violation of
the equal opportunity clause as may be imposed upon contractors and
subcontractors by the Department of Housing and Urban Development or the
Secretary of Labor pursuant to Part 11, Subpart D, of Executive Order 11246.
In addition, the Borrower agrees that if it fails or refuses to comply with these
undertakings, the Department of Housing and Urban Development may
conccl, terminate or suspend in whole or in part this loan, may refrain from
extending any further assistance to the Borrower under the program with
respect lo which the failure or refusal occurred until satisfactory assurance of
future compliance has been received frorn such Borrower, or may refer the
case to the Department of justice for appropriate legal proceedings.
Section 29. Puymc111s to Contructors. Not later than the fifteenth day of
each calendar month the Borrower shall make a partial payment to each
construction contractor on the basis of a duly certified and approved estimate
of the work performed during the preceding calendar month by the particular
contractor, but shall retain until final completion and acceptance of all work
covered by the particular contract a reasonable amount, specified in the
contract, sufficient to insure the proper performance of the contract.
Section 30. Audit and Inspection. The Borrower shall require of its
contractors that the Government's authorized representatives be permitted,
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and it will itself permit them, to inspect all work, materials, payrolls, records
of personnel, invoices of materials and other relevant clatd <1nd records
appertaining to the development of the Project; and shall permit the Govern
ment's authorized representdtives to audit the books, records, and accounts of
the Borrower appertaining to the loan and the development of the Project.
Section 3 I. Government Field Expense. The Government will bill the
Borrower for payment of the fee specified in the Loan Agreement to cover
audit and inspection costs and payment will be due from the first funds
deposited in the Construction Account. In the event of tcrmirution of the
Loan Agreement through the sale of all of the Bonds to private purchasers, the
Borrower shall be entitled to a refund of all or a proportion,ltc p.irt nf the fee.
The refund shall be in such an amount as the Government determines to be
equitable under the circumstances.
Section 32. Signs. The Borrower shall cause to be erected at the site of the
Project, and maintained during construction, signs satisfactory to the Govern
ment identifying the Project and indicating the fact that the Government is
participating in the development of the Project.
Section 33. Retention of Title. So long as the Government holds any of the
Bonds, the Borrower shall not dispose of its title to the Project or to any
facility the revenues of which are pledged as security for the Bonds, or to any
useful part thereof, including any facility necess<1ry to the opcr,1tion and use
thereof, and the lands and interests in lands comprising their sites, except as
permitted in the Loan Agreement and the bond authori1ing proceedings.
Section 34. Insurance 011 Comrlctcd Project.
(a) Fire and Extended Covcruqe. Upon accept.ince of the Project from the
contractor, the Borrower sh.ill, if such insur-.1nce is not ,tlready in force,
pro cu re Fire and Extended Cover age Insu ranee on the Project and, upon
receipt of funds acquired pursuant to the Lnan Agreement, the Borrower
shall, if such insurance is not already in force, procure Fire and Extended
Coverage Insurance on any other of its buildings the revenues of which MC
pledged to the security of the loan. The foregoing Fire and Extended
Coverage Insurance shall be maintained so long as any of the Bonds arc
outstanding and shall be in amounts sufficient to provide for not less than
full recovery whenever a loss from perils insured against does not exceed 80
percent of the full insurable value of the damaged building.
Where a Trustee is to be or has been designated in connection with the
Bonds, each such insurance policy slldll be acceptable to the Trustee and
shall contain a clause making all losses payable to the Trustee <lS its interest
may appear.
In the event of any damage to or destruction of any of said building or
buildings, the Borrower shall promptly arrange for the application of the
insurance proceeds for the repair or reconstruction of the damaged or
destroyed portion thereof, or retire the outst,1nding bond,.
(b} Boiler Insurance. Upon acceptance· of the Project from the contr,1ctor,
the Borrower shall, if such insurance is not already in force, procure .incl
maintain, so long as any of the Bonds arc outstanding, Boiler Insurance
covering any steam boilers servicing the Project, in .i minimum amount of
$50,000.00.
(c) Liability Insurance. Upon receipt of any funds acquired pursi.;,mt to
the Loan Agreement, the borrower shall, if such insurance is not already in
force, procure and maintain, so long as ,iny of the Bonds arc outstanding,
Public Liability Insurance with limits of not less than $100,000 for one
person and $300,000 for more than one person involved in one accident to
protect the borrower from claims for bodily injury and/or death which may
arise from the borrower's operations, including any use or occupancy of its
grounds, structures and vehicles, and including any nonowncd vehicles
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operated for the benefit or the borrower. The Borrower shall also maintain
Vehicle Property Damage lnsurancq with limits of not less than $10,000.
(d) Use und Occupancy Insurance. Immediately upon occupancy of any
portion or the Project and so long thereafter <1s the funds and investments of
the Bernd and Interest Sinking Fund Account or Collateral Account, if any
(as provided in the Loan Agreement) are less tlldn the maximum debt service
reserve required by said provisions of the Loan Agreement, the Borrower
shall procure and maintain Use and Occupancy Insurance on each building,
the revenues of which arc pledged to payment of the Bonds, in an amount
sufficient to enable the Borrower to deposit in the Bond and Interest
Sinking Fund Account, out of the proceeds of such insurance, an amount
equal to the sum that would normally have been available for deposit in such
Account from the revenues of the cLirnaged building during the time the
damaged building is non-revenue producing as a result of loss of use caused
by the perils covered by Fire and Extended Coverage Insurance. Where a
Trustee is to be or has been designated in connection with the Bonds, each
such insurance policy shall be acceptable to the Trustee and shall contain a
loss payable clause making any loss thereunder p<1yable to the Trustee as its
interest may .1ppear.
Section 35. Purietal Rules. The Borrower slull establish and maintain so
long as any of the Bonds arc outstanding, such parietal rules, rental rates and
charges for the use of the Project facilities and such other facilities the
revenues ot which arc pledged to the payment of the Bonds as may be
necessary to (I) assure maximum occupancy and use of said facilities and (2)
provide together with any other funds herein pledged to payment of the
Bonds (a) the oper<1ting ,rnd mainten<Jnce expenses of said facilities, (b) the
debt service of the Bonds, (c) the required reserve therefor, and (cl) the Repair
and Replacement Reserve where such reserves are required.
Section 36. Proper Records und Books. The Borrower covenants that it will
keep acccir<1te fin,incial records and proper books relating to the Project, other
facilities the revenues of which arc pledged to secure the Bonds, and other
pledged revenue sources, and such records and books shall be open to
inspection by the Bondholders and their agents and representatives. The
Borrower further covenants that not later than 90 days after the close of each
fiscal ye<l!" it will furnish to the Trustee and to <1ny Bondholder who shall
request same in writing, copies of audit reports prepared by an independent
public accountant, or where ,1ppro priate, by the State <Juel iting official,
reflecting in reasonable detail the financial condition and record of operation
of the Borrower, the Project, other pledged facilities, and other pledged
revenue sources, including particularly the Borrower's enrollment, the occu
pancy or degree of use of ,md rates charged for the use of, ,md the insurance
on, the Project .rnd any other facilities the revenues of which are pledged in
the Loan Agreement, and the status of the several accounts and funds required
by the Loan Agreement.
Section 37. Investment
Funds. Moneys on deposit to the credit of the
Bond and Interest Sinking Fund Account and/or the Repair and Replacement
Reserve Account shall, upon request by the Borrower, be invested by the
Trustee or other designated depository, in direct obligations of, or obligations
the principal of and the interest on which are guaranteed by, the United States
Government. Where the Borrower is required to maintain fixed amounts in
such accounts, the investments of such funds shall be valued in terms of
current market value as of June 30 and December 31 of each year.

or

Section 38. Bond Redemption. So long as the Government holds any of the
Bonds, it will waive the non-callable provisions, redemption premiums, ,rnd
publication of notice of call applicable thereto.
Section 39. Interest of Third Purties. The Loan Agreement is not for the
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benefit of third parties, including the holders from time to time of any of the
Bonds, and the Government shall be under no obligation to any such parties,
whether or not indirectly interested in said Agreement, to pay any charges or
expenses incident to compliance by the Borrower with any of its duties or
obligations thereunder.
Section 40. Interest of Members of or De/equtl's to Congress. No member of
or delegate to the Congress of the United St<1tes shall be admitted to any share
or part of this Agreement or to any benefit .irising therefrom.
Section 41. Bonus or Commission. By execution of the Loan Agreement the
Borrower represents that it has not paid and, also, agrees, not to P<lY, any
bonus, commission, or fee for the purpose of obtaining an approval ot it>
application for the loan hereunder.
Section 42. Termination Rights. Prior to disbursement of any Government
loan moneys under the Loan Agreement, thy Borrower shall have the right to
terminate such Agreement effective thirty days after giving notice of termina
tion to the Government, and upon reimbursement by Borrower of any
Government field expenses which have been incurred.
The Government shall have the right to terminate the Loan Agreement,
effective upon thirty days notice thereof to the Borrower, whenever the
Government determines that the Borrower has failed to proceed promptly
with the construction and financing of the rroject.
Section 43. State or Territorial Law. Anything in the Loan Agreement to
the contrary notwithstanding, nothing in the Loan Agreement shall require the
Borrower to observe or enforce compliance with any provision thereof,
perform any other act or do any other thing in contravention of any
applicable State or territorial law: Provided, That if any of the provisions of
the Loan Agreement violate any applicable State or territori<ll law, or if
compliance with the provisions of the Loan Agreement would require the
Borrower to violate any aprlicable St<lte or territorial law, the Borrower will at
once notify the Government in writing in order tli.1t appropriate changes and
modifications may be made by the Government and the Borrower to the end
that the Borrower may proceed as soon as possible with the construction of
the Project.

Upon motion by Mr. Rike and second by Dr. Keto, the Resolution
and the Superseding Loan Agreement were unanimously adopted by
roll call vote.
Resolution for Issuance of General Receipts Bonds
Mr. White presented a General Bond Resolution which defines the
method by which the University will issue present and future bonds.
Contained in this is the open end financing feature, ,is well as the

integral definitions of the steps and requirements for the execution
of bonds. Mr. White recommended the adoption of the following
Resolution.
RESOLUTION 71-31
GENERAL BOND RESOLUTION
Providing for the issuance from time to time of General Receipts Bonds
of Wright State University, for the payment of the principal of and
interest on such Bonds, and for securing such payment.
WHEREAS, pursuant to Sections 3345.11 and 334.5.12 of the Ohio Revised
Code, as enacted by the I OS th General Assembly ol Ohio under authority of
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the Constitution of Ohio, particularly Section 2i of Article VIII thereof,
Wright State University, a state university of the State of Ohio created and
existing under Chapter 3352 of the Ohio Revised Code, is authorized and
empowered, ;w10ng other things, (a) to issue, as provided herein, Bonds of the
University to pay the costs of certain capital facilities defined as "auxiliary
facilities" in Section 3345.12 of the Ohio Revised Code (and herein called
"University Facilities") and to refund, fund or retire such Bonds and other
obligations previously issued for such purpose; (b) to pledge to the payment of
such Bonds the gross amount of the General Receipts of the University, as
defined in Section I hereof, in priority to all other expenses, claims or
payments; (c) to covenant, as herein provided, that the University will make,
fix, adjust and collect the fees, rates, rentals, charges and other items
comprising General Receipts to produce General Receipts sufficient at all
times to meet Bond service charges on the Bonds, establish and maintain the
Required Reserve and meet other requirements herein provided; and (d) to
provide for a trust agreement and make further provisions for securing the
payment of the Bond service charges; and
WHEREAS, the University desires to make provision for the issuance from
time to time of the Bonds herein described, and for the payment of the Bond
service charges thereon and the securing thereof by this Resolution and the
Trust Agreement herein authorized, and to provide for each issue of Bonds to
be authorized by a separate Series Resolution based upon this Resolution and
such Trust Agreement;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
OF WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY, as follows:
Section I. Definitions and lnterprctutions. The following words and terms
as used in this Resolution, in Series Resolutions, in the Trust Agreement and
in the Bonds shall have the following meanings unless otherwise therein
provided and unless the context or use clearly indicates another or different
meaning or intent:
"Act" means Sections 3345.11 and 3345.12 of the Ohio Revised Code, as
the same may be amended, modified, revised, supplemented, or superseded
from time to time, provided that no further .iction by the General Assembly
of Ohio shall alter the obligation of the University to pay the Bond service
charges in the amount and manner, at the times, and from the sources
provided in this Resolution, the applicable Series Resolution and the Trust
Agreement, except as otherwise herein permitted.
"Board" means the Board of Trustees of the University.
"Bond" or "Bonds" means any Bond, or all of the Bonds, or an issue or
series of Bonds, as the case may be, of the University issued pursuant to the
General Bond Resolution and any Series Resolution.
"Bondholder" or "holder" or "holder of Bonds" or any similar term, means
,my person who is the bearer of a coupon Bond which is not registered as to
principal or the principal of which is registered to bearer, or the person in
whose name a registered Bond is registered, and as to a coupon means the
bearer of the coupon.
"Bond Pledge Fund" means the General Receipts Bond Pledge Fund of the
University provided for in Section 5 hereof.
"Bond proceedings" means the General Bond Resolution, the Trust Agree
ment, applicable Series Resolution, Supplemental Trust Agreements and other
resolutions and agreements, and amendments of and supplements to the
foregoing, or any combination thereof, authorizing or providing for the terms
and conditions applicable to, or providing for the security or sale of Bonds,
and the terms contained in such Bonds.
"Bond Redemption and Purchase Account" means the account, so desig
nated, in the General Receipts Bond Service Fund established pursuant to
Section 6 hereof.
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"Bond service charges" means the principal, including any mandatory
sinking fund requirements, interest, and redemption premium, if any, required
to be paid by the University on the Bonds. In determining Bond service
charges for a fiscal year or any other period, mandatory sinking fund
requirements for such fiscal year or period shall be taken into account,and
principal maturities for which mandatory sinking fund requirements arc
imposed in a prior fiscal year or period shall, to such extent, be disregarded.
"Bernd Service Account" means the account, so designated, in the General
Receipts Bond Service Fund established pursuant to Section 6 hereof.
"Bond Service Fund" means the General Receipts Bond Service Fund
created in Section 6 hereof.
"Bond Service Reserve Account" means the account, so designated, in the
General Receipts Bond Service Fund established pursuant lo Section 6 hereof.
"Costs of University Facilities" means the cost, of or related to University
Facilities, and the financing thereof, for the payment of which obligations
may be issued under the Act.
"Coupon" or "interest coupon" means any of the coupons evidencing the
installments of interest on the applicable coupon Bond.
"Coupon Bond registered as to principal" means any coupon Bond at the
time registered as to principal in the name of the bondholder.
"Eligible investments" means any bonds or other obligations which as to
principal and interest constitute direct obligations of or are guaranteed by the
United States of America, tax supported obligations of the State of Ohio,
obligations issued by any agency or instrumentality of the United States of
America, and certificates of deposit or similM instruments of banks or trust
companies, including the Trustee, organized under the laws of the United
States or any State thereof and which are members of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation, which have combined capital and surplus of at least
$10,000,000 or, if a bank or trust company having its principal office in Ohio,
which fully and continuously secures such deposit by the pledge or hypothc
cation of obligations which as to principal and interest are direct obligations of
or are guaranteed by the United States of America and have a market value at
least equal to the face amount of such certificates of deposit or similar
instruments; provided that such investment or deposit by the University i> not
prohibited by law.
"Fiscal Officer" means the Treasurer of the University or such other officer
of the University as may be, or be designated by the Board .ts, the chief fiscal
officer of the University, as shown in a written certification maint.1ined by the
University on file with the Trustee, signed by the President of the University
or Secretary of the Board and currently identifying the Fiscal Officer, and
shall also mean any officer of the University identified in such certificate as an
alternate to the aforesaid officer.
"Fiscal year" means a period of twelve consecutive months commencing on
the first clay of July of any yc<lr and ending on the last day of June of the
following year; or such other consecutive twelve month period as may
hereafter be established as the fiscal year of the University for budgeting and
accounting purposes to be evidenced, for purposes hereof, by a certificate of
the Fiscal Officer filed with the Trustee.
"General Bond Resolution", "Bond Resolution" or "this Resolution" as
used herein, means this Resolution, which slull constitute part of the Trust
Agreement, as the same may be amended from time to time in accordance
with the provisions of the Trust Agreement.
"General Receipts" means all moneys received by the University including
but not limited to all gross fees, deposits, charges, receipts and income from all
or any part of the students of the University, whether designated as tuition,
instructional fees, tuition surcharges, general fees, activity fees, health fees or
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other special purpose fees or otherwise designated; all gross income, revenues
<1nd receipts from the operation, ownership, or control of University Facilities;
all grants, gifts, donations and pledges and receipts 'therefrom; and the
proceeds of the sale of obligations, including proceeds of obligations issued to
refund obligations previously issued, to the extent <1nd as allocated to Bond
servic.:e charges under the proceedings authorizing such obligations. However,
there shall be excluded from General Receipts moneys raised by taxation and
state appropriations until and unless the pledge thereof to the payment of
Bond service charges is authorized by law and is made hereunder by a
Supplemental Trust Agreement approved by the Board, any grants, gifts,
donations ,md pledged and receipts therefrom which under restrictions
imposed in the gr,mt or promise thereof or <lS <l condition of the receipt
thereof ,ire not ,iv,til,iblc for payment of Bond service charges, moneys
received in connection with br,mch campus operations, and any speci,ll fee
charged pursuant to Section 154.21 (D) of the Ohio Revised Code and receipts
therefrom. Any receipts of the University which it may at any time lawfully
pledge to the security of the Bonds may be included, or confirmed to be
included, in General Receipts by Supplement.ii Trust Agreement approved by
the Board.
"Mandatory sinking fund requirements" means amounts required by any
Series Resolution to be deposited to the Bond Service Fund in any fiscal yc<lr
for the purpose of retiring principal maturities of Bonds which by the terms of
such Bonds arc due and payable, if not called for prior redemption, in any
subsequent fisc,il year.
"Obligations" means bonds or notes or other eviclcncc of obligation,
including the Bonds, and including interest coupons pertaining thereto.
"Original Purchaser" as to any Bonds means the person or persons expressly
named in the applicable Series Resolution as the original purchaser of those
Bonds from the University.
"Outstanding Bonds" or ''Bonds outst<lnding" or "outstanding" as applied
to Bonds, means, as of ,my date, all Bonds which have been authenticated and
delivered, or arc then being delivered, by the Trustee under the Trust
Agreement except:
(u) Bonds surrendered for exchange or transfer or cancelled because of
p.iyment or redemption at or prior to such d.itc;
{b} Bonds for the payment, redemption or purchase for cancellation of
which sufficient moneys have been deposited prior to such date with the
Trustee or Paying Agents (whether upon or prior to the maturity or
redemption d.ite of any such Bonds), or which arc deemed to have been paid
and discharged pursuant to the provisions of the Trust Agreement; provided
that if such Bonds arc to be redeemed prior to the maturity thereof, notice
of such redemption shall have been given or arrangements satisfactory to the
Trustee shall have been made therefor, or waiver of such notice satisfactory
in form to the Trustee shall have been filed with the Trustee, and provided,
further, that if such Bonds arc to be purchased for cancellation, a firm offer
for sale stating the price has been received and accepted; .ind
(c) Lost, stolen, mutilated or destroyed Bonds in lieu of which others
have been authenticated (or payment, when due, of which is made without
replacement) under the Trust Agreement.
"Paying Agents" means any banks or trust companies designated as tf1e
paying agencies or places of payment for Bonds by or pursuant to the
applicable Series Resolution, and their successors designated pursuant to the
Trust Agreement, and shall also mean the Trustee when so designated for such
purpose.
"Registered Bonds" rnc<1ns Bonds registered in the name of the holder,
including coupon Bonds registered as to principal and fully registered Bonds;
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and "fully registered Bonds" means Bonds without coupons registered as to
both principal and interest.
"Required Reserve" in the Bond Service Reserve Account means, at any
time, an amount equal to the highest annual Bond service charges falling due in
any subsequent fiscal year on all outstanding Bonds.
"Series Resolution" means a resolution of the Board authorizing the
issuance of Bonds in accordance with the General Bond Resolution, and
particularly Section 3 hereof, and includes any resolution or certificate
providing for or evidencing the award and terms of the Bonds as authorized by
such Series Resolution.
"Special funds" or "special funds and accounts" means the Bond Pledge
Fund, the Bond Service Fund, and accounts therein, and any other funds or
accounts permitted by, established under, or identified in the Trust Agreement
or a Series Resolution.
"State" means the State of Ohio.
"Supplemental Trust Agreement" means any one or more of Supplemental
Trust Agreements entered into by the parties pursuant to the Trust Agree·
mcnt, and includes, where set forth therein, the Series Resolution.
"Trust Agreement" means the Trust Agreement between the University and
the Trustee, dated as of May 1, 1971, including the General Bond Resolution
as part thereof, and the Supplemental Trust Agreements, as the same may be
duly amended, modified or supplemented.
"Trustee" means the Trustee at the time serving under the Trust Agreement,
originally The Winters National Bank and Trust Company of Dayton, Dayton,
Ohio and any successor Trustee as determined or designated under or pursuant
to the Trust Agreement.
"University" means Wright State University established and existing under
Chapter 3352 of the Ohio Revised Code, and every part and component
thereof as from time to time existing, and when the context admits, includes
its Board of Trustees.
"University Facilities" means buildings, structures, and other improvements,
ar.d equipment, real estate and interests in real estate therefor, all or any part
of the costs of which are at any time authorized by the Act to be financed by
the issuance of obligations, including but not limited to such facilities to be
used for or in connection with student activity or student service facilities,
dining halls, and other food service and preparation facilities, dormitories, and
other living quarters and accomodations, vehicular parking facilities, book·
stores, athletic and recreational facilities, faculty centers, auditoriums, assem
bly and exhibition halls, hospitals, infirmaries and other medical and health
facilities, research, and continuing education facilities, and includes any one,
part of, or any combination of the foregoing, and further includes site
improvements, utilities, machinery, furnishings and any separate or connected
buildings, structures, improvements, sites, utilities or equipment to be used in,
or in connection with the operation or maintenance of, or supplementing or
otherwise related to the services or facilities to be provided by, any University
Facilities.
Any reference herein to the University, the Board, or to any officers or to
other public boards, commissions, departments, institutions, agencies, bodies,
entities or officers, shall include those which succeed to their functions, duties
or responsibilities pursuant to or by operation of law or who are lawfully
performing their functions. Any reference to a section or provision of the
Ohio Revised Code or to the laws of Ohio shall include such section or
provision and such laws as frorn time to time amended, modified, revised,
supplemented, or superseded, provided !hat no such amendrnent, rnodifica·
tion, revision, supplementation, or superscssion shall ,liter the obligation to
pay the Bond service charges in the amount and manner, at the times, and
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from the sources provided in this Resolution, the applicable Series Resolution,
and the Trust Agreement, except as otherwise herein permitted.
Unless the context shall otherwise indicate, words importing the singular
number shall include the plural number, and vice versa, and the terms
"hcrcofl', 1 'hcrcin" 1 Hhcrcby", ''hcrcto 11 1 Hhercundcr", and similar tcrms 1
mean this Resolution and the Trust Agreement.

Section 2. !luthori;:ation; P!edye; and Covenant.
(a) The Bonds, to be designated and known as "General Receipts Bonds",
shall be issued pursuant to and as authorized by the Act, Section 2i of Article
VIII of the Ohio Constitution, this Resolution and the Trust Agreement to
pay costs of University Facilities, to pay the principal of and interest and
redemption premium on notes issued for such purpose, including renewals
thereof, and to refund, fund or retire obligations issued for such purpose. The
Bonds may be issued in amounts hereafter authorized from time to time by
the Board, without any limitation as to amount except as provided in this
Resolution or any applicable Series Resolution or as may hereafter be
provided by law. The Bonds shall from time to time be authorized by Series
Resolutions as herein provided.
(b) There is hereby pledged, in priority to all other expenses, claims and
payments, to the security of the Bonds and for the payment of the Bond
service charges and for establishment and maintenance of the Required
Reserve as provided in the Bond proceedings, the gross amount of General
Receipts of the University and the Bond Pledge Fund and the Bond Service
Fund, as herein provided. In accordance with the Act, all the General Receipts
MC immediately subject to the lien of the pledge upon receipt thereof by the
University, and such pledge creates .i perfected security interest without
necessity for prior scpar.ition, physical delivery, filing or recording or further
act.
(c) For the further security of the Bonds, the University hereby covenants
with the bondholders and the Trustee that so long as any Bonds are
outstanding the University will fix, make, adjust and collect fees, rates, rentals,
charges, and other items of General Receipts, as will produce at all times
General Receipts sufficient (i) to pay Bond service charges when due, (ii), to
establish and maintain the Required Reserve as provided in the Bond
proceedings, and (iii), together with other moneys lawfully available therefor,
to pay all costs and expenses required to be paid under the Bond proceedings
and all other costs and expenses necessary for the proper maintenance and
successful and continuous operation of the Univer5ity.
(d) All Bonds shall be equally and ratably secured without distinction by
reason of series designation, number, date of authorization, issuance, sale,
execution, or delivery, or date of the Bonds or of maturity, by the pledge of
the General Receipts, the Bond Pledge Fund and the Bond Service Fund to the
extent provided in, .ind except as otherwise permitted by this Resolution.
Nothing in the Act, this Resolution, the Trust Agreement or other Bond
proceedings gives the holders of Bonds or coupons, and they do not have, the
right to have the General Assembly of the State levy any excises or taxes for
the payment of Bond service charges and each Bond shall bear on its face a
statement to that effect and to the effect that the right of such holders to the
payment of Bond service charges shall be limited to payment thereof from the
General Receipts, the Bond Pledge Fund and the Bond Service Fund as
provided herein and in the applicable Series Resolution; provided, however,
that nothing herein or in the Bond proceedings shall be deemed to prohibit the
University or the State, of its own volition, from using to the extent lawfully
authorized to do so any other resources for the fulfillment of the terms,
conditions or obligatio.ns of this Resolution, Series Resolutions, the Trust
Agreement and the Bonds.
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Section 3. Series Resolutions. Each issue of Bonds shall be <lU lhoriLed by a
resolution adopted by the Board, herein called "Series Resolution". Each
Series Resolution shall make provision, in manner consistent with this
Resolution and the Trust Agreement, for the following wilh respect to each
series of the Bonds thereby authorized:
(I) the purpose for which issued as pcrmictecl by the Act;
(2) The authorized principal amount;
(3) the elate of such Bonds, the interest rate or rates or the maximum
interest rate, their maturities, and the interest payment dates;
(4) the series designation and denominations of and manner of numbering
such Bonds;
(5) the redemption provisions, if any, including any premium to be paid
upon redemption;
(6) Mandatory sinking fund requirements, if any, pertaining to such Bonds;
(7) the place or places of payment of the Bond service charges on such
Bonds;
(8) the manner of sale of such Bonds;
(9) the disposition of the proceeds from the issuance of such Bonds;
(10) the funding of the Required Reserve in manner consistent with clause
(2) (i) of Section 7(b) hereof;
(11) the authorization of a Supplemental Trust Agreement pert<lining to
such Bonds; and
( 12) any other provisions deemed advisable by the Board.
Each Series Resolution shall state that it is adopted pursuant to this
Resolution and the Trust Agreement.
Section 4. General Terms and Provisions of Bonds. All Bonds shall be
designated "General Receipts Bonds" and Bonds of each series shall bear in
addition a series designation to distinguish them from other series of Bonds,
and shall express on their faces the purpose for which issued, and shall bear
such other statements or legends as may be required by law or this Resolution.
All Bonds shall be negotiable instruments, subject to applicable provisions for
registration, and Bond service charges on all Bonds shall be payable in lawful
money of the United States.
Subject to provisions of the applicable Series Resolution, the Bonds shall be
issuable in the forms of coupon Bonds registrable as to principal only and fully
registered Bonds and may be exchanged as between such forms, all as provided
in the Trust Agreement.
All Bonds shall be executed in a manner consistent with applicable l<lw in
effect at the time of their issuance. Unless otherwise provided thereby or by
the applicable Series Resolution, all Bonds shall be executed by the Chairman
of the Board or the President of the University and by the Fiscal Officer or the
Secretary of the Board, provided that all of such signatures may be facsimile
signatures, and may have the seal of the University or a facsimile thereof
affixed or printed thereon, and coupons pertaining thereto shall bear the
fascimile signature of the Fiscal Officer or the Secreury of the Bo<lrd.
Unless otherwise provided in the applicable Series Resolution, notice of call
for redemption of Bonds, identifying the Bonds or portions of fully registered
Bonds to be redeemed, the date fixed for redemption and the places where the
amounts due upon such redemption are payable, shall be given by at !Past two
publications in a newspaper or financial journal of nation<1I circulation
published in the City <lnd State of New York, the first such publication to be
not less than thirty days prior to the redemption date. If, because of the
temporary or permanent suspension of the publication or circulation of the
appropriate newspapers or financial journals or for any other reason, it is
impossible or impractical to publish such notice of call for redemption in the
manner provided herein or in the applicable Series Resolution, then such
publication in lieu thereof as is made with the approval of the Trustee shall
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constitute a sufficient publication of such notice. If Bonds or portions of fully
registered Bonds arc duly c<1lled for redemption and if on such redemption
date moneys for the redemption of all Bonds to be redeemed, together with
interest to the redemption date, shall be held by the Trustee or Paying Agents
so as to be available therefor, then from and after such redemption date such
Bonds or portions of fully registered Bonds shall cease to bear interest and any
coupons for interest thereon maturing subsequent to the redemption date shall
be void.

Section 5. General Receipts Bond Pledqe Fund; Payments to Bond Service
Fund.
(a) The University hereby covenants that it will establish and will maintain
so long as any Bonds arc outstanding a special fund of the University as a trust
fund separate and apart from other funds of the University, and designated
General Receipts Bond Pledge Fund (herein sometimes called "Bond Pledge
Fund"). Moneys standing to the credit of the Bond Pledge Fund shall be
maintained in an account or accounts with a bank or banks which arc
members of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and have a combined
c<1pital and surplus of at least $10,000,000 or, if a bank or trust company
having its principal office in Ohio, which fully and continuously secure such
deposits by the pledge or hypothecation of obligations which as to principal
and interest are direct obligations of or are guaranteed by the United States of
America and have a market value at least equal to the amount of such deposit,
or such moneys shall be invested in eligible investments pursuant to paragraph
(e) of this Section. The Bond Pledge Fund is hereby pledged to the payment
of Bond service charges in the manner hereinafter provided, in priority to any
and all other expenses, claims or payments, but nothing in this Resolution
with regard to the Bond Pledge Fund shall in any way be deemed to qualify,
limit or restrict the pledge by the University of all General Receipts to the
payment of Bond service charges as provided in Section 2 hereof.
(b) While any Bonds arc outstanding, the University covenants that it will
include in its budget for each fiscal year the amount required to be paid to the
Bond Service Fund, established under Section 6 hereof, during such fiscal
year. The University shall from time to time determine, and reflect in such
budgets, the amounts from respective sources of General Receipts to be
applied to meet such payments, in such manner that the amounts from such
sources, in aggregate, will at all times be sufficient in amounts and times of
collection to meet all payments required to be made into the Bond Service
Fund.
·
(c) Promptly following the major collection of fees and charges for each
academic term of the University, the University shall pay into the Bond Pledge
Fund from its collections of General Receipts appropriate portions of such
collections in accordance with such budget, provided that such payments shall
in any event result in balances in the Bond Pledge Fund during the then
current fiscal year at least sufficient in time and amount to meet all payments
required to be made in such fiscal year to the Bond Service Fund and that no
further payments need be made into the Bond Pledge Fund at any time when
the amount therein is adequate to meet all remaining payments required to be
made to the Bond Service Fund during the then current fiscal year. Subject to
the requirement of this paragraph as to adequacy of the payments to the Bond
Pledge Fund during each fiscal year, the Fiscal Officer may adjust subsequent
budgeted payments to take into account investment earnings in the Bond
Pledge Fund in excess of amounts previously estimated, and further, the
University may elect not to pay any portion of the collections for the summer
term into the Bond Pledge Fund, but such election shall not exempt such
collections of General Receipts from the pledge and lien provided in Section 2
hereof.
(d) Moneys standing to the credit of the Bond Pledge Fund shall be paid
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over in the amounts, at the times, and for credit to the Bond Service Account
and the Bond Service Reserve Account as provided in and pursuant to Section
7 hereof, and any amounts in the Bond Pledge Fund in excess of payments
required to be made to said Accounts during the then current fiscal year may
be transferred by the University to the credit of the Bond Service Account or
the Bond Redemption and Purchase Account.
(e) Until needed for payments into the Bond Service Fund, moneys
standing to the credit of the Bond Pledge Fund may be invested and reinvested
by or upon order of the Fiscal Officer in eligible investments maturing or
redeemable at the option of the holder at the times and in the amounts needed
for payments into the Bond Service Fund. Any income from such investments
shall be credited to the Bond Pledge Fund.
(f) The provisions ot this Section are intended to further assure that the
payments will be made into the Bond Service Fund at the times and in the
amounts required, and nothing in this Section shall be deemed to limit or
modify in any way the pledge of and lien on all General Receipts as provided
for in Section 2 hereof, nor to restrict the University to any particular source
of General Receipts for meeting its obligations under the Bond proceedings.
Section 6. Bond Service Fund; Accounts 7herein. The University hereby
creates a separate trust fund designated "General Receipts Bond Service
Fund" (herein sometimes called the "Bond Service Fund") which shall be
maintained in the custody of the Trustee. All moneys received by or on
account of the University and required by this Resolution and the applicable
Bond proceedings to be deposited, transferred, or credited to the Bond Service
Fund shall be deposited with the Trustee and creclitecl to such Fund. The
Bond Service Fund and the moneys and investments therein Me hereby
pledged, and are to be applied, solely and exclusively to the payment of Bond
service charges as further provided by this Resolution.
There arc hereby created by the University dnd shall be maintained in the
Bond Service Fund the following accounts, pledged to the purposes and to be
maintained and applied in the manner provided in the Sections referred to
below, but subject to other applicable provisions hereof:
Account
Section Re(crences
Bond Service Account
Sections 7 and 8
Sections 7 and 9
Bond Service Reserve Account
Bond Redemption and Purchdse Account
Section 10
Special Accounts
Section I I
Section 7. Payments to Bond Service Account and Bond Service Reserve
Account.
(a) From Bond Proceeds. From the proceeds of the sale of Bonds all
amounts, if any, representing accrued i:iterest and capitalized interest on the
Bonds, as provided in the applicable Series Resolution, shall be deposited to
the credit of the Bond Service Account. To the extent provided in the
applicable Series Resolution, amounts from the proceeds of the sale of Bonds
allocated therein to the Bond Service Reserve Account shall be deposited to
the credit of that Account.
(b) From Bond Pledge Fund and General Receipts. Not later than five
business days prior to any date upon which any principle, interest or
redemption premium on the Bonds falls clue, the University shall pay over to
the Trustee from the Bond Pledge Fund and, if necessary, from any other
General Receipts of the University amounts required to be paid to the Bond
Service Account and the Bond Service Reserve Account, as follows:
(I) To the credit of the Bond Service Account, such amount as will,
together with other moneys therein available therefor, be sufficient to pay
such principal, interest and redemption premium, if any, on the Bonds as is
due upon such elate and payable from the Bond Service Account, including
any mandatory sinking fund requirements; and
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(2) To the credit of the Bond Service Reserve Account the respective
amounts, if any, required at such time to be paid thereto in accordance with
the Series Resolutions; provided, however, that (i) each Series Resolution
must make provision such that the portion of the Required Reserve
necessitated by reason of the Bonds authorized thereby (determined at the
time of issuance of any of such Bonds) will be fully funded within a period
of five yeMs from the date of original delivery of such Bonds and shall to
the extent not otherwise funded upon delivery of such Bonds, provide for
sucli funding by payments from the Bond Pledge Fund, and, if necessary,
from any other General Receipts in consecutive semi-annual payments
commencing not later than eighteen months after original delivery of such
Bonds; (ii) within one hundred twenty days after the end of each fiscal year
the University shall, from the Bond Pledge Fund or other General Receipts,
restore to the Bond Service Reserve Account any amounts previously
transferred therefrom to the Bond Service Account by the Trustee to meet
any deficiency in the Bond Service Account, and restore any other amounts
by which the Bond Service Reserve Account has been diminished during
such preceding fiscal year; and, provided further (iii) that notwithstanding
the foregoing, no additional payments need to be made to the credit of the
Bond Service Reserve Account at any lime when the amount therein shall at
least equal the Required Reserve.
Section 8. Bond Service Accoulll. The Bond Service Account is hereby
pledged to and shall be used solely for the payment of Bond service charges as
they fall due upon stated maturity or by operation of mandatory redemption
requirements. Not more than five business days nor less than one business day
prior to a date when Bond service charges arc due and payable, the Trustee
shall transmit from moneys in the Bond Service Account to other Paying
Agents, as appropriate, amounts sufficient to meet payments to be made by
them of Bond service charges to be then due and payable; provided that to the
extent that the amount needed by a Paying Agent is not sufficiently
predictable, the Trustee may make such credit arrangements with such Paying
Agent as to permit meeting such pay men ts.
Section 9. Bond Service Reserve Account. The Bond Service Reserve
Account is hereby pledged to and shall be used, as herein provided, solely for
the payment of Bond service charges, except as excess amounts may be
transferred pursuant to this Section.
If on the fifth day preceding any date upon which Bond service charges on
any Bonds fall due, the Bond Service Account is insufficient to meet such
Bond service charges to be paid therefrom on such date, the Trustee, without
necessity for any order by the University, shall immediately transfer from the
Bond Service Reserve Acccount to the Bond Service Account an amount
sufficient to make up such deficiency in the Bond Service Account.
Subject to the foregoing, any amount in the Bond Service Reserve Account
in excess of the Required Reserve shall be transferred to the Bond Service
Account or to the Bond Redemption and Purchase Account for the purposes
thereof, if ,rnd to the extent ordered by the Fiscal Officer. Such excess shall be
determined by calculating the Required Reserve with reference to outstanding
Bonds only, excluding any Bonds for the redemption or purchase of which
such excess is being transferred to the Bond Redemption and Purchase
Account.
Section 10. Bond Redemption and Purchase Account. There shall be
credited to the Bond Redemption and Purchase Account that portion of the
proceeds of refunding Bonds, as provided in the Series Resolution authorizing
their issuance, allocated to the payment of the principal, interest and
redemption premium, if any, or purchase price of the Bonds to be refunded,
funded, or retired through the issuance of such refunding Bonds; amounts to
be transferred thereto from the Bond Service Reserve Account by order of the
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Fiscal Officer pursuant to Section 9 hereof; ,rnd any other amounts made
available by the University for the purposes of the Bond Redemption and
Purchase Account. Amounts for the redemption of Bonds to be provided
pursuant lo the mandatory sinking fund requirements of the Series Resolution
authorizing such Bonds shall not be deposited to the creel il of the Bond
Redemption and Purchase Account but shall be deposited to the credit of the
Bond Service Account.
Any amounts in the Bond Redemption and Purchase Account may be
committed, by Series Resolution or other action by the Board, for the
retirement of and Bond service charges on specified Bonds and, so long as so
committed, shall be used solely for such purpose whether directly or through
transfer to the Bond Service Account. Subject to the foregoing provisions ol
this Section, the Fiscal Officer may cause moneys in the Bond Redemption
and Purchase Account to be used to purchase any Bonds for cancellation, .ind
to redeem any Bonds in accordance with the redemption provisions of the
applicable Series Resolution. From moneys in the Bond Redemption and
Purchase Account the Trustee slldll transmit or otherwise disburse such
amounts at such times as required for the redemption or purchase for
cancellation of Bonds, and Bond service ch.irges, in accordance with the
applicable Series Resolution, or other action by the Board or order of the
Fiscal Officer not inconsistent therewith. Any amounts in the Bond Redemp
tion and Purchase Account not required tor the purposes thereof pursuant to a
commitment theretofore made, may be transferred to the Bond Service
Account or the Bond Service Reserve Account upon order by the Fiscal
Officer.
Section 17. Special Accounts. It and to the extent required by any loan or
grant agreement or other agreement with the United States of America, or
with any officer, department, agency, instrumentality or corporation thereof
or created thereby, providing for any financial assistance, guarantee, or
insurance in connection with any University Facilities project or the financing
thereof, the University may, pursuant to the applicable Series Resolution,
create special accounts or sub-accounts in the Bond Pledge Fund and Bond
Service Fund, and accounts therein, with reference to such project and its
financing and make special provisions, among others, th;1t moneys received
under such loan or grant agreement or other agreement, other items of General
Receipts derived from or allocable with respect to such project, and other
items of General Receipts germane to such project and the financing thereof
be restricted to such special accounts or sub-accounts, and for the holding,
investing and disposition of any moneys in said accounts or sub-accounts in
accordance with such agreement and for the primary or exclusive benefit of
the Bonds issued to finance such project; but only as and to the extent
required by such agreement. If such accounts or sub-accounts arc so restricted,
then the amounts in such accounts or sub-accounts, to the extent ~o restricted,
shall not be deemed to be available for Bond service charges on other Bonds in
determining the sufficiency of the Bond Service Account and the Bond Service
Reserve Account under the provisions hereof with respect to such other
Bonds.
Section 72. Investment of Bond Service Fund. Moneys in the Bond Service
Fund may be invested and reinvested by the Trustee in any eligible invest·
men ts, subject to any orders of the Fiscal Officer with respect thereto,
provided that investments of moneys in the accounts of the Bond Service
Fund shall mature or be redeemable at the option of the holder at the times
and in the amounts necessary to provide moneys to meet the payment of
Bond service charges as they fall due, and that each investment of moneys in
the Bond Service Reserve Account shall in any event mature or be redeemable
at the option of the holder within five years after such investment is rn,1dc.
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Subject to ,111y orders of the Fiscal Officer with respect thereto, the Trustee
may from time to time sell such investments and reinvest the proceeds
therefrom in eligible investments maturing or redeemable as aforesaid. Any
such investments may be purchased from the Trustee. The Trustee shall sell or
redeem investments standing to the credit of the Bond Service Account and
the Bond Service Reserve Account, in that order, to produce sufficient
moneys at the times required for the purposes of meeting Bond service charges
when due, and shdll do so without necessity for any order on behalf of the
University and without restriction by reason of any such order. Subject to the
provisions of the applicable Bond proceedings, an investment made from
moneys credited to dn account shall constitute part of that account and such
account slMll be credited with all proceeds of sale and income from such
investment. For purposes of this Resolution, such investments shall be valued
al face dmount or market value, whichever is less.
Section 13. Conditions tor lssuinq Additional Bonds. After the first issue of
Bonds hereunder, no additional Bonds shall be issued unless the following
conditions, determined as provided herein, exist at the time of authentication
of such Bonds by the Trustee:
(I) The University is not in def,llllt of any covenants or obligations of the
University under the Trust Agreement, ,rnd the authentication and delivery of
such Bonds will not result in any such default;
(2) The General Receipts of the University during each of the two preceding
fiscal ye.irs were at least equal to two times the maximum amount required to
be paid in any subsequent fiscal year for Bond service ch.irges on all Bonds to
be outstanding upon the original delivery of such additional Bonds; and
(3) Other requirements provided in the Trust Agreement for the isssuancc
of additional Bonds have been met.
For the purpose only of computing the coverage under clause (2) of this
Section:
(i) Bond service ch.irges which are to be or have been funded or refunded
by such additional Bonds or by Bonds previously issued, shall be excluded
from Bond service charges ,111d the proceeds of such additional Bonds
applied or committed thereto shall not be counted in the General Receipts.
(ii) Proceeds from the sale of any obligations, excepting the portion
representing accrued interest or capitalized interest on Bonds, shall not be
counted in the General Receipts.
(iii) The University may, at its option, exclude from Bond service charges
that portion thereof to be provided by grants or payments by the United
States of America, or ,111y officer, department, agency, instrumentality or
corporation thereof or created thereby, under d then existing agreement;
provided that, in such case, there shall be subtracted from the amount of
Gener.ii Receipts for each of such preceding two fiscal years the amount, if
any, then received under such agreement but not exceeding an ,1mount equal
to the amount so excluded from Bond service charges for that fiscal yeM,
which, after applic<1tion of this paragraph (iii), is determined to be the fiscal
year in which the maximum of Bond service charges is required.
The satisfaction ot the requirements st,Jtecl in clauses ( 1) and (2) of this
Section shall be evidenced by a certificate signed by the Chairman of the
Board or the President of the University and by the Fiscal Officer or the
Secretary of the Board, in form satisfactory to the Trustee and filed with the
Trustee prior to authentication of such additional Bonds, and the Trustee may
re<Jsonably require further evidence of the satisfaction of such requirements.
The authentication of such Bonds by the Trustee shall be conclusive evidence
that such requirements have been met for purpose of the validity and binding
effect of such Bonds and the right of the holders thereof and coupons
pertaining thereto to share in the pledges, General Receipts and special funds
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as provided in this Resolution, the Trust Agreement and the applicdble Series
Resolution.
Section 14. Application uf Bond Proceeds. The proceeds from the s,tle of
Bonds shall be applied solely to the purposes for which issued as authorized
pursuant lo Section 2 hereof. Such proceeds shall be allocated 1or such
purposes as provided in the applicable Series Resolution, and shall be held,
invested and paid out as therein provided, subject to any .ipplicdble provision
of this Resolution and the Trust Agreement.
Section 75. Further Covenants. In .iddition to the coven an to elsewhere
contained herein, the University further covenants as follows:
(a) Payment. The University will, from the sources herein provided, p.1y
or cause to be paid the Bond service charges on each dnd all Bonds on the
dates, at the places and in the manner provided herein, in the .1pplic.iblc
Series Resolution and in the Bonds .md coupons, according to the true
intent and meaning thereof.
(b} Maintenance of Pledr;e. The University will not ma~e ,my pledge or
assignment of or create or suffer dny lien or encumbrance upon the Bond
Service Fund, the Bond Pledge Fund or General Receipts prior to or on a
parity with the pledge thereof hereunder, except as authorirnd or permitted
hereunder.
(c) Observance of' Cove11u11t;. The University will at dll times faithfully
observe and perform all agreements, covenants, undertakings, stipulations
and provisions contained in this Resolution, the Trust Agreement, the Series
Resolutions and in any and every Bond executed, authenticated and
delivered under the Trust Agreement, and in all other proceedings pertaining
to the Bonds.
(d) Duties Binding 011 All with Authority; Enforcement by Mandamus.
Each provision of the Bond proceedings is binding upon such ofticer, board,
authority, agency, department, or other person or body dS may from time lo
time have the authority under law to take such actions as may be necessary
to perform all or any part of the duty required by such provision; and each
duty of the University and the Board, and of their members, officers and
employees, undertaken pursuant to the Bond proceedings for the Bonds is
established as a duty of the University, the Board .incl of each such member,
officer, and employee having authority to perform such duty, specifically
enjoined by law resulting from an office, trust, or station within the meaning
of Section 2731.0 I of the Ohio Revised Code, providing for enforcement by
writ of mandamus.
(e) Annual Reports. Within one hundred and twenty ddys after the end of
each fiscal year, the University shall submit to the Trustee and each Original
Purchaser and each bondholder who shall file his name and address with the
Trustee for such purpose an annual report by the University showing the
financial operations of the University during the preceding fiscal year, which
may be in the form submitted to the Ohio Board of Regent> or other SL1tc
officials, and also showing the stdtus of all special 1uncls at the end of such
fiscal year and the receipts thereto and pdyments there1rom during such
fiscal year, and such other data as the Trustee may reasonably deem to be
relevant under the Trust Agreement and request in writing. Upon request of
the Trustee, the University will make available a copy of any reports
concerning the University prepared by the officidl auditing agency of the
State, presently the Bureau of Inspection and Supervision of Public Offices.
(f} Inspection and Audit of Records. The Trustee, Cdch Original Pur·
chaser, and the holders of twenty-five percent or more of the principal
amount of all outstanding Bonds shall have the right al all reasonable times
to inspect and audit any records, books, documents, special funds, and
accounts of the University, reldting to the Bond Pledge Fund and the Bond
Service Fund. Such inspection or audit may be conducted by a public
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accounting firm or other authorized representative selected by the party
entitled to make the inspection.
(q} Further Assurance. The University will at ,my and all times p,1ss, make,
do, execute and deliver such further resolutions, acts, instruments and
assurances as may be necessary or desirable to carry out the purposes of this
Resolution ,md the Trust Agreement.
Section 16. Trust Aqreement. In order better to secure the payment of the
Bond service charges as the same shall become due and payable, the Chairman
of the Board, the President of the University and the Secretary of the Board
and the Fiscal Officer, or any one or more of them, arc authoriLed and
directed to execute, acknowledge and deliver, in the name .ind on behalf of
the University, a Trust Agreement to the Trustee, in substantially the form
submitted to this Board, and hereby approved, with such changes therein not
substantially adverse to the University as may be permitted by the Act and
approved by the officers executing the same on behalf of the University. The
approval of such changes by said officers, and that such changes are not
substanti<1lly adverse to the University, shall be conclusively evidenced by the
execution of the Trust Agreement by such officers.
This Resolution shall constitute part of the Trust Agreement for all
purposes, including, without limitation thereto, application to this Resolution
of the provisions contained in the Trust Agreement for amendment, modifica
tion and supplementation, and provisions for separability. The execution and
delivery of the Trust Agreement shall constitute certification and conclusive
evidence that the General Bond Resolution as set forth therein is d true and
exact copy of the General Bond Resolution as adopted by the Board and in
effect dt the time of execution and delivery of the Trust Agreement. The
execution and delivery of each Supplemental Trust Agreement in which a
Series Resolution is set forth shall constitute certification and conclusive
evidence that the Series Resolution as set forth therein is a true and exact
copy of such Series Resolution adopted by the Board and in effect at the time
of execution and delivery of such Supplemental Trust Agreement.
Adopted: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,1971

Upon motion by Mr. Lucas and second by Mr. Michael, the
Resolution was unanimously adopted by roll call vote.
General Receipts Bonds ($1,815,000)
Mr. White presented the Series 1971 Resolution which is the initial
bond sale utilizing the open end financing process. The purpose of
this bond sale is to finance Wright State University's Men's and
Women's Dormitory facility. Mr. White recommended the adoption
of this Resolution.
RESOLUTION 71-32
SERIES 1971 RESOLUTION
Providing for the authorization, issuance and sale of $1,815 ,000
General Receipts Bonds, Series 1971, of Wright State University, dated
as of May I, 1971, pursuant to Trust Agreement dated as of May I,
1971.
WHEREAS, Wright State University (herein called the "University"), a state
university of the State of Ohio created and existing under Chapter 3352 of the
Ohio Revised Code, by resolution adopted by its Board of Trustees (herein
called the "Board") May 19, 1971 (herein called the "General Bond Rcsolu
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tion") and by d Trust Agreement dated as of May I, 1971 (herein Ltllcd the
"Trust Agreement"), comprised in part of the Gener,d Bond Resolution, has
provided for the issuance from time to time of General Receipts Bonds of the
University, with each such issue to be authorized by a Series Resolution
adopted by the Board pursuant thereto; and
WHEREAS, the General Bond Resolution was adopted and the Trust
Agreement was authorized by the Board pursuant to Sections 3345.11 and
3345.12 of the Ohio Revised Code, enacted by the General Assembly of Ohio
under authority of the Constitution of Ohio, particularly Section 2i of Article
VIII thereof, which authorizes the University to issue its Bonds to pdy costs of
certain capital facilities, defined as "auxiliary facilities" in Section 3345.12 of
the Ohio Revised Code and called "University Facilities" in the General Bond
Resolution and in this Series Resolution, and to refund, fund or retire such
Bonds or other obligations previously issued for such purpose; and
WHEREAS, the University has previously determined, and docs hereby
confirm, that it has been necessary to construct, equip and furnish certain
University Facilities, being a new dormitory to provide housing and appurte
nant facilities for approximately 320 students, and herein called the "Series
1971 University Facilities Project" or "Project", the costs of which Project are
$1,870,000;
WHEREAS, a bond anticipation note designated Wright State University
1971 Facilities Revenue Note, elated as of December 19, 1970, presently
outstanding in the amount of $1,815 ,000, has been issued to pay part of the
costs of the Project, the Project has been completed, the balance of the costs
paid from other funds of the University available therefor, and it is necessary
to issue Bonds to retire the above note and to pay interest thereon; and
WHEREAS; pursuant to the foregoing, the University has determined to
issue, as the first issue of Bonds under the Trust Agreement, $1,815 ,000
principal amount of General Receipts Bonds, to be dcsign<1ted Gcner,ll
Receipts Bonds, Series 1971, to pay part of the costs of the Series 1971
University Facilities Project and to retire the aforesaid note and desires to
provide therefor by this Resolution of its Boards;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
OF Wright State University, as follows:
Section 7. Definitions and Interpretations. All words and terms defined in
Section 1 of the General Bond Resolution and all interpretations therein
provided shall have the same meanings, respectively, and be subject to the
same interpretations as therein provided where used in this Resolution, unless
the context or use clearly indicates another or different meaning or intent,
except that this Resolution, together with the Certificate of Award provided
for in Section 5 hereof, is sometimes herein called and may be known as the
"Series 1971 Resolution", the Bonds authorized by this Resolution arc
referred to herein and in the First Supplemental Trust Agreement hereby
authorized as the /(Series 1971 Bonds", and the tcrn1s

11

hercof", iihercinl>,

"hereby", "hereto", and "hereunder", and similar terms, mean this Resolu
tion. As used in this Resolution the words and terms "Series 1971 University
Facilities Project" and "Project" means the dormitory facilities project
described in the preambles hereto; "Outstdnding Note" shdll mean the note,
designated 1971 Facilities Revenue Note, referred to in the preambles thereto;
"Government" shall mean the United States of America; and "Loan Agree
ment" shall mean the Superseding Loan Agreement entered into by the
University and the Government, in connection with the Series 1971 Bonds and
the Project, being Contract No. H(402)-3247, elated as of May I, 1971,
covering Project No. CH-Ohio-237(D), including any lawful amendments
thereto and waivers of provisions thereof by the Government entered into or
granted from time to time.
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Section 2. Authority. This Resolution is adopted pursuant to the General
Bond Resolution, the Trust Agreement, and the Act.
Section 3. AuthoriLation, Designation and Purpose·ol Series 1971 Bonds. It
is hereby declared to be necessary to, and the University shall, issue, sell and
deliver, dS provided and <tu thoriLed herein, $1,815 ,000 principal amount of
General Receipts Bonds of the University, which shall be designated "General
Receipts Bonds, Series 1971 ", for the purpose of paying part of the costs of
the University Facilities that comprise the Series 1971 University Facilities
Project and to retire obligations previously issued for such purpose. For such
purpose, the proceeds from the sale of the Series 1971 Bonds shall be
allocated and deposited as provided in Section 6 hereof.

Section 4. Terms and Provisions Applicable to the Series 19 71 Bonds.
(a) Form and Numbering. The Series 197 I Bonds shall be issued initially
in the form of coupon Bonds registrable as to principal only or of fully
registered Bonds as requested by the Original Purchaser thereof, shall be
exchangeable for Series 1971 Bonds in coupon form or fully registered form
as provided in the Trust Agreement, and shall be numbered as determined by
the Fiscal Officer.
{b} Denomination and Dates. The Series 1971 Bonds in coupon form shall
be in the denomination of $5 ,000 each, and shall be dated as of May 1,
1971. The Series 1971 Bonds in fully registered form shall be in the
denomination of $5 ,000 and any multiple thereof authoriLed by the Trust
Agreement, and shall be dated as of the date of Series 1971 Bonds in coupon
form if authenticated prior to the first interest payment date, and otherwise
shall be dated as of the last interest payment date preceding the date of their
<1uthentication except that if authenticated on an interest payment date they
shall be dated as of such date of authentication; provided that if at the time
of .iuthentication, interest thereon is in default, they shall be dated as of the
date to which interest has been paid. Each Series 1971 Bond shall have only
one principal maturity date, except for interim certificates or receipts which
may be issued pending preparation of definitive Bonds; provided, that any of
the Series 1971 Bonds sold to the Government may be issued as a single
multiple-maturity fully registered Bond in an amount equal to the Series
1971 Bonds cpntracted for by the Government. At the request of the
Government, the University shall, at its expense and within 90 days from
such request, issue coupon Bonds in denominations as provided above, dS
described in this Section 4, in aggregate principal amount equal to the
unpaid principal of such single bond.
(c} Interest. The Series 1971 Bonds shall bear interest from their respec
tive dates payable semi-annually on May I and November 1, beginning
November I, 1971, at the respective rates per annum set forth in the
Certificate of Award provided for in Section 5 hereof; however, in the case
of such Bonds purchased by the Government pursuant to Loan Agreement,
the Series 1971 Bonds shall bear interest at the rate specified in such Loan
Agreement.
(d) Maturities. The Series 197 I Bonds shall mature on May I in the years
and in the principle amount set opposite the year as follows:

Year of
Maturity

Principal
Amount

Year of
Maturity

Principal
Amount

1972-73
1974-79
1980-83
1984-88
1989-92
1993-95

$25 ,000
30,000
35,000
40,000
45 ,000
50,000

1996-98
1999-2001
2002-03
2004-06
2007-08
2009

$55 ,000
60,000
65,000
70,000
75 ,000
80,000
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(c) Redcmplion Terms and Prices. The Sci ics 1971 Bonds m.ituring prior
to M.iy I, 1982, dre not subject to redemption. The Series 1971 Bonds
maturing on .ind .ifter May I, 1982, arc subject to redemption at the option
of the University prior to their staled maturities, in whole or in p<lrt, on
November I, 1981, or on any interest payment date thereafte; .it redemp
tion prices equal to the following percentages of the principal <lmount
redeemed plus in each c.isc accrued interest to the date fixed for redemp
tion:
If Redeemed (dates inclusive)

November
November
November
November
November
November

I,
I,
I,
I,

1981 to M<ly I, 1985

1985
1990
1995
1, 2000
I, 2005

to May I, 1990
to May I, 1995
to May I, 2000
to May 1, 2005
and thereafter

f~edemption

Price

103%

102Y1%
102%

IOIY1%
101%
100%

If less than .ill of the outstanding Series 1971 Bonds <lre C<llicd for
redemption at one time, they shall be called in inverse numerical order of
the maturities of the Series 1971 Bonds outstanding, and if less than .ill of
the outstanding Series 1971 Bonds of one maturity arc to be called, the
selection of such Series 1971 Bonds, or portions of fully registered Bonds, of
such maturity to be called shall be made by lot in the manner provided in
the Trust Agreement. Notice of call for redemption of Series 1971 Bonds
shall be given in the manner provided in the Trust Agreement.
(!) Place of Payment and Payinq Agents. The Bond service charges,
including principal, interest and any redemption premium, on the Series
1971 Bonds in coupon form, other than principal of or .iny redemption
premium on coupon bonds registered .is to principal, shall be payable .it the
office of the Trustee or, at the option of the holder, at the office of First
National City Bank in the Borough of Manhattan, City and State of New
York. The principal of and any redemption premium on registered Series
197 I Bonds shall be payable at the office of the Trustee and the interest on
fully registered Series 1971 Bonds shall be payable by check or draft, as
provided in the Trust Agreement; provided, however, th.it the payment of
principal and interest on a single multiple-maturity fully registered Bond,
issued as provided in paragraph (b) of this section, may, at the request of the
registered owner, be made on e,1ch principal and interest payment elate by
check or draft mailed to such registered owner or, if the Government is the
owner, to the Feder.ii Reserve Bank of Richmond, Virginia, or to such other
place as may from time to time be designated by the Government.
(y) Execution. The Series 1971 Bonds and the coupons pert<lining thereto
shall be executed in the manner provided in the General Bond Resolution.
Section 5. Sule of Series 19 71 Bonds.
(a) General. The Series 1971 Bonds shall be offered for s.ile, hy .idvertisc
ment, to the highest bidder based on the lowest interest cost determined ,1s
hereafter described, dt such time, in such manner and on such terms as
cletennined by the President or the Fiscal 01 liccr of the University, ,u1d may
be awarded, issued and delivered by said President or Fiscal Officer pursuant
to such advertisement and bid; all subject, however, to the applic1blc
provisions of the Loan Agreement, and s<lid officers and e,1ch of them ,1rc
authorized to take any and all actions necessary to carry out the terms of
such Loan Agreement and the requirements of the Government; and
provided, however, that if permitted by the Government under the Loan
Agreement the Series 1971 Bonds the Government h.is agreed to purchas•.'
may be sold and awarded to the Covern111cnt by s.iid officers without
advertisement for sale.
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(b} Notice ol Sule and 01/icia/ Sluternen/. Notice of Sale of the Series
1971 Bonds, over the name ol the Fiscal Officer on behalf of the University,

shall be given in such manner determined by the Fiscal Officer, provided
th.it such notice shall be published al le.isl once, not less than ten calendar
d.iys before the date for receipt of bids, in The Daily Bond Buyer. Such
Notice of Sale shall set forth the terms pertaining to the bids and other
terms and conditions of the sale of the Series 1971 Bonds as the Fiscal
Officer shall determine, provided that the purchase price therefor shall not
be less than par plus .1ccrued interest and the highest single interest rates that
may be bid may not exceed an average net interest cost of 3%. The Fiscal
Officer may also cause to be prepared and printed and shall sign an official
statement of the University setting forth appropriate information pertaining
to the University .rnd to the Series 1971 Bonds, in sufficient numbei: for
distribution to prospective bidders.
(c) Award. Unless all bids arc rejected, the Fiscal Officer, acting on behalf
of the University shall award the Series 1971 Bonds to the highest bidder
therefor based on the lowest interest to absolute maturity, such lowest
interest cost to be determined by taking the aggregate amount of interest to
the several maturity dates of the Series 1971 Bonds at the rate or rates
specified and deducting therefrom the amount of the premium offered, if
,my. The cost of printing the Series 1971 Bonds shall not be considered in
determining the lowest interest cost. Such award shall be made by a
certificate of the Fiscal Officer, herein called the "Certificate of Award",
which shall identify the successful bidder (called "Original Purchaser" in this
Resolution and the Trust Agreement), the interest rate or rates, and such
other data or provisions as the Fiscal Officer determines consistent with this
Resolution and the Trust Agreement. The Certificate of Award shall be
incorporated in and form a part of the Supplemental Trust Agreement
authorized by Section 9 hereof.
Sec/ion 6. Allocalion ol Proceeds of Series 1971 Bonds. All of the proceeds
from the sale of the Series 1971 Bonds shall be received and receipted by the
Fisc.il Officer, and shall be .illoc.ited, deposited and credited .is follows:
(u} To the Bond Service Account in the General Receipts Bond Service
Fund, the portion of such proceeds representing accrued interest and
premium, if .iny;
(b} To the 1971 University F.icilities Project Construction Fund (herein
after c.illed the "I 97 I Construction Fund") hereby established, the balance
of the proceeds from the sale of the Series 1971 Bonds; provided, however,
that to the extent not precluded by the Loan Agreement appropriate
portions of the proceeds may, instead of such deposit to the 1971
Construction Fund, be paid at the option of the University, directly to the
obligees of the University, or to the University for prompt payment to such
obligces, in the .imounts necessary to retire the Outstanding Note.
Any unexpended proceeds from the Outstanding Note shall be deposited
to the credit of the 1971 Construction Fund except to the extent applied to
retire the Outstanding Note and to pay interest thereon.
The 197 I Construction Fund hereby established shall be held by the
University in a separ<1te deposit account or <1ccounts (except when invested
as hereinafter provided) set up in a bank or banks that arc members of the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and used to pay costs of the Series
1971 University Facilities Project that constitute "costs of University
Facilities" as defined in the General Bond Resolution (herein called "Series
1971 Project Costs") and to retire the Outstanding Note.
The Fiscal Officer shall apply the 197 I Construction Fund pursuant to the
provisions of this Section 6 to the payment of the Series 1971 Project Costs.
Any payment to be made with respect to an obligation under a construction
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contract relating to the Project shall be made only upon certification by a
qualified architect or engineer that such payment is clue under such contr<1ct.
The moneys to the credit of the 1971 Construction Fund shdll, pending
application thereof as dbove set forth, be subject to d lien and charge in
favor of the holders of the Series 1971 Bonds, and the University covenants
that it will not cause or permit to be paid from said Fund any funds except
in compliance with the provisions of th is Resolution and the Trust
Agreement. No part of the proceeds of the Series 1971 Bonds sold to the
Government, if any, shall be used to pay costs which under the rules,
regulations or practices of the Government may not be paid from proceeds
of such Bonds, and proceeds of such Bonds shall be deposited and applied as
aforesaid and none of such proceeds shall be applied in any manner contrary
to the Loan Agreement.
Monies on deposit in the 1971 Construction Fund in excess of the
estimated current disbursements on account of the Project for the next 90
clays may be invested by or at the direction of the Fiscal Officer in eligible
investments, as defined in the General Bond Resolution maturing or
redeemable at the option of the holder prior to the time needed for the
purposes hereof, subject, however, to the terms and conditions of the Loan
Agreement. Such investments and the proceeds of sale thereof shall consti
tute part of the 1971 Construction Fund, and earnings from any such
investments shall be deposited in said Fund. The said investments may be
sold, exchanged or collected from time to time by or at the direction of the
Fiscal Officer.
Any balance remaining in the 197 I Construction Fund after pa\:rnent of
costs described in this section shall be promptly transferred to the Bond
Service Reserve Account in the Bond Service Fund; provided, however, the
University shall have the right to first withdraw any monies representing
additional funds deposited by it into said 197 I Construction Fund to pay
cost of the Project.
Section 7. Additional C(wenants.
{u) Loan Agreement with the Government. So long as the Loan Agree
ment is by its terms in effect and binding on the University, the University
covenants that it will comply with the applicable terms .ind conditions of
said Agecemcn t.
{b) Application of Proceeds. The Project has been completed and the
University hereby finds and determines that the encurnbr.inces for and
expenditures representing costs of the Project IHve been made, and that all
of the proceeds of the sale of the Series 1971 Bonds will be needed to retire
the Outstanding Note; and hereby directs the dppropridtc officers to apply
such proceeds thereto at the e<1rliest prdctic,1ble cl,11e. The University
covenants that in no event shall the proceeds of the 197 I Bonds be invested
or used in such manner that any of said Bonds would be "drbitr.ige bonds"
for the purposes of Section 103(d)( I) of the Intern.ti Revenue Code of
1954, as amended.
Section 8. Funding of l?cq11ircd !?.e.1er1'e. In acnirddnce with and consistent
with clause (2)(i) of Section 7(b) of the Gener.ii Bond Resolution, the portion
of the Required Reserve necessitated by reason of the Series I 'J7 I Bonds ,1s set
forth in the Certificate of Award shall be funded as provided in this Srction 8.
At least five business days before November I, 197 I and before each of the
nine semi-annual interest payment d,1tes on May I, and November I there
after, the University shall IHY over to the Trustee from the Bond Pledge Fund
and, if necessary, from dny other Gener,11 Receipts of the University, to the
credit of the Bond Service Reserve Account, at least one-tenth of such portion
of the Required Reserve. Such pdyments to the Trustee sh,111, subject to cl<1use
(2)(iii) of Section 7(b) of the General Bond Resolution, continue at the times
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<1nd in the amounts aforesaid until the aforesaid portion of the Required
Reserve is fully funded.
Seclion 9. nrsl Supplemen1a/ Trusl Aqree111enl. The Chairman of the
Board, the Prt'sident of the University, the Secretary of the Board, and the
Fiscal Officer, or any one or more of them arc authoriLed and directed to
execute, acknowledge and deliver to the Trustee, in the name of and on behalf
of the University, a First Supplemental Trust Agreement pursuant to the Trust
Agreement and in connection with the issuance of the Series 1971 Bonds, in
substantially the form submitted to this Board with such changes therein not
substantially <1dversc to the University as may be permitted by the Act and the
Trust Agreement and approved by the officer or officers executing the same
on behalf of the University. The approval of such changes, and that such
changes are not substantially adverse to the University, shall be conclusively
evidenced by the execution of the First Supplemental Trust Agreement by
such officer or officers.

Upon motion by Dr. Keto and second by Mr. Rike, the Resolution
was unanimously adopted by roll call vote.
Ratification of Contracts for Library Construction

Mr. White reported that the bids for construction contracts for the
Library were opened in Columbus on April 20, 1971.
The Director of the State Department of Public Works has
recommended thal we approve the following lowest and best bids.
The Vice President and Treasurer recommended that he be autho
rized to sign contracts as prepared by the Director of Public Works.
CONTRACTOR

BID

Frdnk Messer ,ind Som Con,truction Comp.my
4612 Paddock Road
Cincinnati Ohio 45 229
Item -11
Alt. G-1
/\It. G-2
Alt. G-3

General Contract
(Carpet)
(Drapery, Tr,ick Switches and Rigging)
(Plastic Glazing in Skylight)

Total General Contract

$2 ,398 ,800.00
59,800.00
+
9,600.00
15 ,000.00

+

$ 2 ,45 3 ,200.00

Dover Elevator Company
2533 Gilbert Avenue
Cincinnati
45 206
Item :;2
Elevator Contract
/\It. EL-2 (Third Electric Passenger Elevator)

$
+_

Total Elevator Contract

65 ,2 I 1.00
77 143.00
142,354.00

The Huffman-Wolfe Company
19 West Fourth Street
Ohio 45402
Item it3 --- Plumbing Contract
The Huffman·Wolfe Company
19 West Fourth Street
Ohio 45402

$

I 37 ,7 44.95
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Itern #4

$ 780,933.7'1

Heating and Air Conditioning Contract

The H.J. Osterfeld Cornpany
362 Huffrnan Avenue
Ohio 45403
Item #5
Electrical Contract
Alt. E-2 (Third Passenger Elevator)

+

398 ,220.00

Total Electrical Contract

$3,9 I 2,4.'i2.69

Total Contracts Recornmcnclccl
Associate Architect's Fee:
$3,912,452.69 @7%
Less Arnount Previously Encumbered
(99-0279)
Additional Arnount Required

398 ,000.00
220.00

$273,871.69

$

273,871.69

- 196,000.00
$ 77,871.69

State Architect's Fee:
$1,000,000,00 (Ul 0.65%
$2,912,452.69@ 0.25% =
Total State Architect's Fee

$

6,500.00

7
13,781.13

Movable Equipment

11QO ,000 .00

Advertising, Plan Approval and Project Contingencies

I 59

Total Rccornmended

$'1,"!60,000.00

Dr. Keto moved ratification of the contracts and authorization to
the Vice President and Treasurer to sign the contracts. The motion
was seconded by Mr. Lucas and unanimously adopted by roll call
vote.
Contracts for Physical Education Building
Mr. White reported that bids for the construction of the new
Physical Education Building will be opened May 27, 1971. Because
the University wished to get the funds for this project released prior
to the end of the current fiscal year, Mr. White recommended that
the Board authorize the Vice President and Treasurer to enter into
the construction contracts with the lowest and best bidder as
recommended by the Director of the State Department of Public
Works, subject to subsequent ratification by the Board of Trustees.
It was so moved by Mr. Lucas, seconded by Mr. Michael, and
unanimously adopted.
Contracts for Creative Arts Center
Mr. White reported that the request for bids has gone out to
contractors for the construction of the new Creative Arts Center.
They should be opened June 15 in Columbus. Because the funds lor
this project should be released prior to the end of the curwnt fiscal
year, he recommended that the Board authorize the Vice President
and Treasurer to enter into construction co11t1«1cts with the lowest
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and best bidder as recommended by the Director of the State
Department of Public Works, subject to subsequent ratification by
the Board of Trustees.
It was so moved by Mr. Michael seconded by Mr. Crowl, and
unanimously adopted.
Ratification of Computer Contract Increase
Mr. White reported that Wright State is currently leasing an IBM
1130 computer plus peripheral equipment from the IBM Corpora
tion <lt a monthly cost of $4,687. The contract has been upgraded
with the order of an IBM Model 360/25 for installation in Idle
August 1971. This upgrading will cause an increase in the monthly
IBM leasing charge of $7,813.20. The IBM equipment will replace an
NCR Century- I 00.
Mr. White recommended that the Board ratify this contract
upgrading with the IBM Corporation and that the Board further
ratify the Vice President and Treasurer's letter of intent to lease an
IBM Model 370/ 135 computer for installation in the summer of
1972. At that time the Model 370/135 will replace the Model
360/25.
Dr. Keto so moved. Mr. Lucas seconded the motion, and it was
unanimously adopted by roll call vote.
UNFINISHED BUSINESS
No unfinished business wc1s brought before the Board.
NEW BUSINESS
Date of Next Meeting
The Chairman announced that the next meeting would be held
either]uly9.1971,or]ulyl, 1971.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting Weis adjourned at I I :20 a.m.

Edgar E. Hardy, Vice-Chairm<in
(signed)
ATTEST:

(signed)

APPENDIX

Name:-; of c:andidales who arc cxpcct('d lo qualify for a degree in
August arc Jist<'d separately for each (k•grcc. The appearance of a
name in the list of dL•grec eandidatcs is not to bC' rcg-ardcd as
eondusiYe, The studPnt's JH'rmancnt a<'adcmic rct'ord is the official

ALFIU-:1> !ll•;NJtY SCHllSTlm
RICllAIW La VERNI~ SCOTT

.JACK MASON TAYLOR

Dayton, ManaJ.{Pment

Spring Valley, M:tnaw•nwnt

l"airhorn,

:\fa1rn1~cmPnt

DAVID ALLEN 1'110'.\tAS Sprin1{1\('ld, :\tanagPnwnt

n•eord.

:'111\HK ,JimRY THOMASON

Dayton, :\1anag1.•1rn>nt

Division of Graduate Studies

,!A:'t!ES DALY \\'!L(;J.;t{

MnstnofArts

SHl.;RYL l•;UCENI·: \\'ILLIA'.\IS

!LA DHAPl.;it HODGSON

Ki'ltt>l'ing, History

Dayton, Currieulum & Su1wl'vhlion

('IIAHLJ.:8 ART!llllt J,,\ YNE

HAWlLJ) W. UNIH.;J{WOOD Ct>nh•rvll!t'. '.\tanag:f•nwnt

Ctl!O'!S 1111(111 WINN

Dayton, '.\1arkding

Dayton, Finarwt•

Sdwiwdady, Nt'W York, Markt>ting

.JA'.\11•;::;: !IA HOLD WIN'n:1u1Ar:rEH

Kt•Ut>rillj.{, Mam1g1•nwnt

WILLIA'.\t '.\ll('llAEL Wi'J'THESS, .JIL
LAEL ELY BRAD::::!IAW

Fairborn, !listory

,\11y11.~1

Gn11/11aft.,

VINOD BAPALAL BA \'!Sill
Mast'-'r of Busin1~1H1 Administration

DAV! D )llC!IAEL ALLBllRN
GARY \\'A YNI·: AN(iJ<:LJ,

(;ARY .JOHN BASINSKI
JOllN A. BOO Kirn

~lanag-pnwnt

K1•ttt>rinf,{, )larketing:

Clifton, New .J~·r::wy, :\tanagemPnt

,JOHN ALBEHT BAKA

Fairhol'n. :.t:maitNiwnt

CantPrhury, England, :\lanagl'mi'nt

.\llLTON EHNEST BRICKSON

HALl'lf OWl•:N BUSll,.JR

Enon, Busim':J:t

Auburn, Alalmma, Fina1H't'

WILLARl>SWANN CAHTlm
c;r·:OIWI·: A, CllAP)fAN

)forristown, Tenrwi;sel', Fina1H't'

Piqua. )lartwllng

MARK WILLIA!\1 CLAHK

Dayton, )lanagt•mPnt

DELHJ<:HT EUCENl•; CONK Li:\

Troy,

h'.J•;NNETll Hl('llARD ('()S(;HOVE

Dayton, :0,11rnag(•me1H

.JAMES t·:DWAIW BALHAC!l

Dayton,

)lana~~(•meni

Fairborn. :\lanagenwnt

Fail'iwrn. :-itanag"Pment

S'l'l•:VEN U<:ECl!lt!ST!AN

!'AUL :'IL CO'.\IOLLJ

Kettering:, Finam.'P
Dayton, l"inanee

Piqua, Finarn·p

WILLIA.\! CIJIUS PAVELL

Daylon. :O.larkt>linl!

WI LLIA:'ll FHA:\KLIN DA \'IS, J!L
J)A\'l!) S. (j{'.TJt!!)(;J>;

R!<'llAIW

VAll(;l!A~

IU<'HARD \\'. Kf,'i(;

KEN;\EDY . .JR

l"airhorn, Mam11{eownt

Fairborn, :\1an;1141•nwnt

CA!U, WILLIA.\! Ll1.\1PP.JIL

Fairborn,

RAY!\toND DONALD .\lA(;l.;Jl
RICK ALAN !\lAR'l'lN"

Bellbrook, An·otmtaney

Engkwoml, Mrnunt:uwy

l•'inaiw~·

Fairborn, Finant'<'

Dayton, Marktotin).{

.JA:\IES EDWARD .\tlLLER Xenia, Finam·l'
1(1•;;>;:-,'J>;T!l .J. Md'O!tMICK

Dayton. Vin:lncl'

IWBl-:R'l' BAltHY EOWAIWS

(\•ntel'ville, Markl'ting

i':LLJ()'l' OFSO\\'ITZ Trotwood, :O.tana).{enwnt

MAHI\ DAVID F!TT!<:l{)!AN

l>ayton, Financt•

;\I ICllAEL KJ<:ITll ()'TOOLE

WILSO;-.J LEON (ii.ASPELL Enon,
.JOHN JOSl·:PH llANDHAHAN
LAWIU:NCI~

~lanagPnwnt

Fairbol'll, Management

KENNETH llARMON,.JR

LLOYD STANLEY HAHT.\1AN

EST! LL GENE JOIINSON
C. LimOY LENNEN

'.\1edway, Finam'('

Dayton, l"inanre

Greenville, Mcounta1wy

DAV Ill JI EN HY J,ITTJ,El"IEl.D
JIAIWLD RAYMOND

Waltham, Ma:isaehusctts, Finam·t•

Mt'CON~ELL

RlCJIARD ALAN Mllltl'llY

<:O!WON RAY NACY
WILLIAM l'lllLLll'

Fairborn, Mal'ki'ling

IWGl·:H Llm !'HASlllJN

Tmtwood, Managpnwnl

CllARLES f.:AHL SAFHIS

\\'p;1t Carrollton, Manag1mu•nt

Englt•W(md, l•'ina1we

l•'ail'horn, Managenwnt

'l'IIOMAS ROGER ROBINSON

.JOHN \\'ILLIA.\1 !'AYNJ<:

Willwrfon·<'. Manaw•m<'nt

HASKl·:LL itE!·:D SCHEIMBl•:IW
DAVID HONAl,DSCHWINN
IIA!Un' S.

Sl~LLDIN,JH.

Dayton,

!WBERT :\H:H\\'IN i:lTUA!rl'

Fail'horn. Mana).{emt>nt

r·;ng!(•wood, Managt•nwnt
J•'inanl'~'

Dayton, Markvting

GEOIWE VH.l•:DlmlCK ZELTNER

Kt•ll<'ring, M111mgt•mt•nt

Xt'nla, Financt'

Fairbnl'll, Finaim:

NAG~:L

1-'ail'hnrn, .\lanagPment

Nl•:IL A. PAllLSON Dayton, ~larkcting

Dayton, Aet•ount11n('Y

Mnstc•r of Education

FRANCESC. AILl':S Sld1wy, t%mwntary Classroom 'l'P;wher
PATTIE SUE 1\LEXANDER

Dayton,

HICHAIW LA,\ION'I' ALMANRODE
:O.IARY COLl•:MAN ALSTON
LEILA B. BANi\STON

1-:h~nwntary

Clmis!'oom Tt«leht·I'

Dayton, Art EdtH'tlllnn

Dayton, Counst•Hn~~ & Guidance

Dayton, E!trnwntal'y Cluimroom Teadwr
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Las \'(•gas, Nevada, Eh•mentary Clammwm

SHIRLI·:Y GAITH!m BARBEH

NOHA

~rnSTl':H

Md)O\VELL

Dayton, El('nlNltary Edu(':ition

MILDHED FRAZilm :O.kELIWY
:O.tAR.JOl{ll·: !·:LAl>m BAHKALOW
DORIS LE~1L1'~ BENNETT

~tAJtGAftET .JU Ng BOCKHOHST

l"HH,;nA K HONNI,:MA

BEVERLY S. ~10NHOE C(•darvilk', f<;\('lllt'ntary Classroom 'l\~adwr

XNiia, Eh•mentary C!:t!lsroom T1•tlt'hPr

Dayton, Curriculum & Supt'rvision

MAH'l'HA L. NOiff!EL 8pringfi('ld, E!emPntnry Classrotmi

Urbana, Business Education

OOSALD A. CONDIT Fairborn, l'rilwipalship (St•condary)

CAlWL.JANE OSBORNE

!•:non, ('.oumwling' & Cnidarw«

Cl I ESTER B. OSBOHNE

IA•hanon, Coumwling & Guidarn•t•

.JON MINOR PAUFF

New Hrem('n, Business Education

EDNA .JOYCI•: DA~11mY

J)ayton, ElenH"ntary ('!assroom Tea('lwr

l"airborn,Sp('dal F:dtwation

Dayton, Curri('ulum & Sup(•rviuion

CAROLYN .JEAN NIX

BEVImf,Y ELAINE CllRISTIAN Troy, Elprn1.mtary Classroom Teal'lwr

ANITA .JANE COOK

Piqua, E\(•Jll(•ntary ('!assrnom TNtdH'r

WILI,IAM I". NAUGHTON

Wilmington, Cmin:wling & Guid:rnee

ftOC:lm STEVEN COMPTON

(;Hl•:E:NE M(l()ltf<:

ELAINE FltANCUM MYHICK

Piqua, Coumwling & Guitian('('

:\1:\l{Y MAIMLYN CHILL Tipp City, St•condary Cl:rnsroom T('adwr

,JOSEl'll AI.Urn CHANEY

ETIIl~I.

DAWN DOLOllES MlllUL\ Y Kt•tl('ring", 1':!('1t1('l1tary Edul'ation

Dnylon, Curriculum & S111wrvhlion

HICHAIW .J. CAULl"IELllD

Lima, Principalship (f•:lem('ntary)

GARY MERLIN MILLER Kettering, Curri(•ti!um & Sup('rvbion
ALBERTA MAE MINOH Dayton, St•eondary Cbrnsroom TN1dwr
.IANg DAN!i<;L ~f!Hl·;s \Vilmiugton,Currkulum & :iu1w1·viciion

X1'nia,Cntm:wling& <iuldanee

ANTHONY LOUlS CASEY

Dayton, Curriculum & Sup«rvision

Piqua, Counseling: & Guidafll'('

.JOHN Wl<~SLI<:Y McPI!f<:IWN

Dayton, Counsding & (;uidant'('

Springfield, Coumwling & {;uidam'1'

VICTOHIA NADINE CALDWf•;LI,
;\I. ALICE CALLIER

CONSTANCI·: A. Mc KALE

C1•d11rvi!k, Eh•nwnt:1ry C!alrnro<nn TN1ehPr

ANDREW ,JACKSON Bl!Sll

RITA C. Bll'l'llHAIN

Dayton, Curriculum & 8upervhion

Xenia, S('t'olHlary ('!;msroom TeadH•r

Cri1ler1'vil\(', l'rindpa\ship(Ek•m('lltary)

VJ•:lWNJCA .JOYCE PILLER

Ithaca, New York, Btrnirwt·is Education

Tt>a~·lwr

MARIAN CROW POSSON

Dayton, E!t•rn<'ntnry Classroom Teadwr

Dayton, Elt>mcntary Classroom T('aelwr

DOllOTllY ELLEN OA VIS CL'lina, ElN1wntary Clasi;i·o,lm 1\•twlwr
HELEN .J. PllSIIKAR D11ytnn, Prindp:thd1ip (E!(•mt·nt:uy)
MIRIAM PAULINE lll•:ATON N{'w Carlhih'. EINtwntary ('la:mrnom 'l'l':wlwr IWYCE L. RAINS Dayton, l'rint:ipalship (Elcnwntary)
MAH(;ARET LOUISE DOTSON Fairborn, Currkulum & Su1wrvision
VJVJA~ SHOH'I'fm HALSTON Day!on,Currieulum & Surwrvision
PAUL G. DUNLAP Wilmington, J'rint'ipalship (S('Mndary)
:0.lAIUA J, HOBBINS Yd!nw SprinJ{S, Couniwling & c;uidatl('(t
MARY AIU.:J<;N El)\VARDS Fairborn, Elenwntary Classroom Tt>a('her
HI CHARD EUGI.;NE ROBEH'l'S D:iyton, Couns('\ing & Guldaiwc
SUE LYNN l·;DWAIWS Dayton,Spt•eial Edut'alion
.JAMES l!:Il\VARD ROM ICK D:iyion, Secondary Classroom T(':whcr
DONAl.ll !·;UGI·~NE ELLS\\'Oll'l'll Bowling Grt>(•n, S1•condary (~!irnsroom
DONALD llAHOLD SCHAU~f Ct'llh!rville, Elt>1n<'ntary Ci:tinroom Tt>adwr
T(•ad1Pr
MgLV!N DEAN Sl•:IGNEUI{ Cl'ntervll!(', Curriculum & Supervision
GRACE MAHJE ENDPES Xenia, Cournw!ing & (iuidatH'l'
DONALD :.'ltAIWlN SllAFim Sid1wy,Currirn!um &Su1wrvi;;ion
Vandalia, ('oumwllng & Guidanee
.JANE ELLEN S!IUJ:rs l"airhorn, l•:lenwnlary C!:rnsroom 1\·a<'IH'r
BONNI!•: RlJ'l'll FI·~E Dayton, Curriculum & Su1w1·vision
f ,INI>A :0.1AIUE FERHIS Syratusp, Nt>w York, 8ernndary Classroom Teadwr ~1ARCIN!<:JEANJ.:TT1': SILVl.:R Cent('rvill('. Art l•:dutntion
.JANICI•: CAIU,ENI<: S~1ITH Tipp City, Ek•nwntary ClasNroom T(•adwr
P!IYLLIS ANN FRYSIN(;f.;R Fairborn, Counseling: & Guidan('<'

JAMES DA VJJ) EVEIUIART

Vandalia, Cotms( !inv; & CuidatH'e

SCSAN HOWEl.L GAHllNJ.:H

\'andalia, Elt>nwntary ('\a;;:mwm T<>rwlwr

1

HOBEln' IW<IENE GAHLOllGll

Dayton, Counseling & Cuid:t1Ki'
BEATRICE STAllFl•'ER C(•lina, E!t•nwntary Classroom 'I'f•:wlwr

TH UOY POST SPRUNK

.JOllN SIIER~1AN GARDNER

BAH BARA .JEANE STOCKS

Sou lb ViPm1a,Sc•eornlary Classroom

STAN S'I'ltA YER

'J\>adwr

Dayton, Currkulurn & Sup1•n'ision

Elida, l'rindpnbhip (Ell•nH•ntary)

RlJTll IL l:ll,LESPI !•: l"airborn, E!('tnt>ntmy Classroom Teadwr

HOSA MAE SUITS

MAHY MARGAltET GHEF:NI•:

K<'lh'ring, EINiwnt:u·y nnssroom Ti•adwr

ORP!!US HOSETTA TAYLOR 8pringfit•lcl,

l•:J/)IS CAW)!, llENDl-:HSON

Dayton, ('urri('u!um & S11JH'tdsion

TYRONE DEAN

\V(>,sl ('arro!Hon, Principah:hip (S~'('ondary)

H!('!IAHD CALVIN II ENSLEY

MAHION C'. PA('g HICK8
DOUGLASS WILLIAM
Rt!Tll L. llOOVEH

CARY .JOllN lllJELSKAMI'

Versaill('S, Principabhip (St>l'ondury)

KdtPri111~.

CAIWL VAN WAGON EH
STANLEY .L WALKER

l\('ltt•ring, Currkulutn & Supervision

!HEN!•; RUTH .JACOBY

Dayton, Comu;< 1 lin~~ & (;uidantt'

HARRY ANTHONY .JAMES
KOGI~H

Dayton, Counseling & Guidanet•

A~N A HOPKINS

IUCHAIW WILLIAM LITTLE Alpha, Elt'rnentary

VIRGINIA :O.L COLE MAHAN

Tt•aeher

MAHY ALVALYN WOOD

l)iqua, I)rincipalship(Elrmentary)
Fairborn, Secondary Classrnom

X('nia, Counseling &Guid:um'

PAUL CH AHLES WOTllEHSPOON

Dayton, Elt•mt'ntnry C!a'.>~room 'l't':td1(•r

Enon, S1>cdal Education

Dayton, Sernndary Chwsroorn 'l\•aelwr

NADINE CI,EVI>:LAND WRIGllT Dayton, Curri('ulum & SUfH'r\·iSion

LOUISE JOSLIN YOHO Sid1wy, Elt>mentary C!assroom Tt•nl'iwr

PATRICIA DAY MALONE Yellow Springs, Cournwling & GuidatH't>
PATRICIA P. MAY

WlCKIIAM

'l'(':tdl('!"

SUSAN LYNN LUTTRELL Xenia, E!emt'ntary C!amm)()m 1\•aelwr
GWYNETll llOUGllTON LYON

FHl·~Dl·~RI<~K

Dayton, Elementary Clammwm 'i'(•adwr

Dayton, Coumwling & Guidant'e

.J08Ei'll \I ALEN'!' I NE WJLD!NGEH

(l~lt>mentary)

Cl;rn~;room

Dayton, Cotrnscling & Uuitlanl'<'

Kdtel'ing, Prindpalship (8«1'ondary)

\VII l'l'E Springlit•ld, Curriculum & Su1wrviHion

DENNIS IWHimT WICK
.JAMES

N"w Carfo;lt., Counselinf~ &t Guid:uwt>
Dayton, Prindpabhip

Vandalia, Comrne!inl{ & Guidanee

Daylon, Elenwntary Classroom Tl'ad1f'r

ROLLO HAY WHl'DtER Ill

BILl..L KIUNTZLINr+: Dayton, Curriculum & Su1wrvi:>ion
LEAPU.;y

BERNAHD WATTR

ALI CL•; LOUISE \\'EEKLJ•;Y

DOLOHES MARIE KIU.:\VEDL Dayton, Elenh'ntary Ct:1simwm 'I'('tl('h<•r
.JANl·~

Sup<'rvi1,;io11

Dayton, Counseling & Guid:me('

CHARLES L. WESTALL

Fairborn, l 1rint'ipabhip (St•t·mi(!ary)

CATHEHINE MAHY LEEDY

Day1011, Currit·tilum & Su1wrvillion
Currirnlum &

1

Co!dwaler, Ekm«ntar,r ('Jassroom 'l'f'al'l1Pr

WILi.JAM R. .JACKSON

ft()NALJ) GgNE

Aml•lla, Counst'linv; & GuidalH'\'

Fairborn, S1weia\ l•:dueation

STEVEN U•:STER VEGSO Dayton, PritH'ipalship (S( emHlary)

Fort Rl't·overy, E!('ftwntary Classroom

'l\•ad1(•r

ME!tEOl'l'H LYNNE HUHSf<:Y

('ounseling

i':ngl('wood, Elementary Classroom T(•ndwr EDWIN WESI,l':Y VANSANT Sprlngfil'ld, Prineipalship (St>l'onrlary)

Ulll!SE II UEJ,SKA:O.t!'

ELIZABETll

WILLIA:-01 TIIO:-OtAS TOLL!Vl.:H,.Jit

THOMAS TUCK EH

P('!"hOllllPI

Laura, ('oun;;e\ing & Guidam·(•

Dayton, s~·condary Classroom T.. ad11•r DAHLENE l{A Yi': TRAMMELL

Sprinp;lit•ld, S1wdal Edu<·ation

REBEKA II BLANF()i{J) IIOUS1':
.JULl~TTA

'l'llO~IAS

CllAHLE:-:; CAHTER THAIST1':R

Daylon, Prin<'ipa!ship (El«nwntnryl

JIOLnt,:~tAN

Dayton, S('('OIH!ary Classroom 'J'(•aelwr

NEVA V. YOUNG

Fairborn, r·~\('lll<'ntary Cl:rnsroom 'l'<;adwr

Troy, Elt•m<•ntary Classroom Tcach('r

AuyuM Gnulualtw

THOMAS f<:DWAHD McBEI~ Dayton, Curriculum & Sup<•rviHinn

DIAN[.; T. ARTHUR

Vandalia, Couns('ling: & Guiil:uw{'

DONALD EDWAHD ttkCLINTOCK 8penecrvill<'. Prindpalship (l•:!Nnt ntary) MARRHA .JANE ANDEHSON
PAGE NICKLIN MtCRUM Dayton, Prindpalship (Eit.>mentary)
1

THOMA8 M. BAHNHISfm

Kettcriug, Couns('!ing & Guidan('('

Xenia, Curriculum & Supcrvigion
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DONAi.I) NO HM AN Hl(ILEH

llayton, Couniwling- & fiuidau('t'

MICJIAEL,JA~IES BILU:T'i'I':

Dayton, Prineipalship (S1'tondaryl

,JES:::llE MtCLEES

l>a:·ton, ('oumw!in~t & GuidatH't'

!WBERT S~1 lTH ~kCOLAUGll

Xenia, l'rincipahihip (St•1·ondaryl

DANIEL CAHTim BLACK

SL Parh;, Coun~wling- & (;uid;rne('

Bl1STEH ;\L ;\kPllEl•:TlmS Ct«lar\'llk, St't'ondary Classroom 'fl•:ll'hN

HEBECCA !WWI•: BLACK

St. Paris, Counse\inK & Guidaim·

SlllmYL KA YE >if·~LSON

Dayton, CoHn~w!ing & Cul(hrnct·

STANLEY LIW HL\ \;\l

JH:Bl':CCA :'IL BODENSTEl:\

!t(lBERT Al,l~JN lH)El\E
ARLENE\\'. BROWN

PATIUCIA HAY BUSCH

FER\\', NICLA;.:;

!)a~

CJJ 1\j1BERLIN Spring:Hdd. ('urrh'ulum & Supi'n·ision

<'la:i~m)om

'l'<':wh1·r

ton, Currieulum & Su1wn h;lnn

.JOHN T!IO:'l1AS O'NEll, ColthrnlPr. Principalship \S1•rnndar~ l
Fktdwr, 1':!1•rnl•ntary {'la~"ronm T1•adwr

BAHBAJ{A A'.'\'.'\ l'Ll'.Nl\ETT

Dayton, Ek•mcntary Classroom 'l\•adwr

Y(•\low SpringH, l'mllls(•\ing & Cuhla1wt·

:'ltatawan, Ni'''. ,J(•r"t>y, S1•1·11mlar.\

CllAH!,CIE :'ltAE (){j(;

J)ayton, Conn~wling ti:. (iuillane('

Bl'llhronk, S1wl'ial Edu('ation

Spring: Held, Eh•nwnlary C!a,;:1room 'l\•adwr

HAXDALL L!.;!{OY :\EWSO~lE
J~;NNI

Dayton, Currieulum & 8u1wrvhdon

f{O(i!.;H !'1-:IUUN Bl\OWN

LOl~SEH

Hayton, f%•mi:ntary Eilu(·atlon

!)aytjm, ('urrkulurn & Supervi;;ion

Fairborn, ('urriculum & Supl'l'Vi:->ion

KATIIHYN ~t. BUIH'!!

:>.II Lim ED

WA:\DA L. :\E\\'POHT

STEPlll':N SJD:-.:EY PHH'!•:

Dayton, ('oun~;din1~ & (iuidatH'l'

Ai\Tlf(JN'Y !'Al'!, RA!"FA

Dayton, SP('ondar~ ('!a:No(lm TPa('h('r

HONAl.ll KE:\T HASE Englewood, Jlrindpabhip (i':lvnwntaryl and
Pl!l!,!,IP JI.('!,,\Y Spring-Held, Counsding & (;uidatll'P
WJl.LIA:'lt A!,LEN ('OI,BE!t'I' l'ittsfl('ld, ~las!mchmwtt:;, St'l'n!l(lary Jo:du(•at\01 ('urrfrulum & Sopt·rvision
CY:-\Tll !A St q.; ltl<:IG llARD Daytou, Spi'dal Edt1('<1!wn
BETTY l/H r WAITS CO!,!.Ilm SpringfiP!d, l'rindpabhip (l·:lenwntary)
CllARLES :O.lll 'llAEL l{!(;(;S EnglPW(1ud, l'rindpabihip (Sl'l'ondary)
D0!!1\ U:E ('OLLINS Fairborn, Coumwlin1; & Cuida1m:
Bf<T'fl<: !•:LAINE IWSS South Charlt•ston, l•;k•nH•ntary Cla;;srnnm TPadH•r
KAY DIANI~ DAILY K1•ltt>rinrr. Elenwntary Classrnom 'l\•adwr
L<>IS .TEAS Hl:LEY St. '.\larys, El<'nwntary ('las;;room Tl'adwr
1-:L!ZABETlf COL!,JNS DA \'IS Oaytun, Spt>('ia! Edutation
SHEH!DAN HAE ltl'.SSELL

('AltoL IIAJ{!'EJ{ Dt•\'OltE

!·:mm, Ctu-rh•ulum & Suiwrvision

!IEHBERT J,l•:J< f),,\\'E!.,:81<;

Sidrwy, Curri('u\urn & Suw·n·ision

ESTl!ER I,. !)!'!'MER Tipp ('ity,
STEVE

~t.

PAUL

l'rinl·ipa!ship{El\•11wnt<~ry)

~l

Jla,rlnn, Sernndary Classroom T('adwr

IJO:\!Si

CAHY JJ<E El'i'l.:HLEY
\'I\'11\:\ C. FICK LEH

Dayton, ('.urrin1\um &

S11pPrvi~1ion

11:\~N!~(;

Kett Pring, Coun:wling: & Cuidan('P

;-;()JDtA:-\ f,E!•: l!AHJ}f<;STY

EDWIN F< IL\111\

!CllAEJ,,J(JSEP!l Si!ANESY

ALLI':~

'.'11 H'llAEL
DO~

SJ:'ltPSON

J)ay1on, Counsdinv; & Cnidanre

K. STA!W

~L\HILY>:

~l

l'rliana, Art !-:duration

Fairborn, gi('!llPnlary C!a"srnom Tt>adwr
Dayton, Currieulum & Su1wrd;(ion

INN IE LEE STl!"<;EON

XPnla, Eli>mPnta1·y Clas:>room T(•adwr

Cla~;.1room

T(•:w!wr

IHlNA!,J) IWBEH'I' TJl(l'.\l l'S<>N
l'AT!tlt'IA t;Jt,\ Y Tl TCKl·:!t

KA!{f, Ell(Jf'::\E

Troy, Eknwn!ar.v Classroom T1»te!wr

l!E~SELBE!>:,

C1\JWI. .-\:-.rN JlOl.;J{TT

,JIL

SidnPy, l'rindpabhip {Se('(Jndar,\"l

Dayton, Z::.Peondary

Cla:;~;room

Teadwr

.JPLIA AN:\ HOWiT;\lAN

Sew Kno'\villi., Curriculum &S1qwrvh1ion

PE(;qy ,JOYn·; l!(H1SEI!

Dayton, Currieuh111\ &

StlZANNI•; PIUNZ JJllJ)SON
HOIH<:H'I' Le!WY
(i!~A('l<:

\'andalia, 1-::lenwntary

l!lil•:LS~IAN

S!IA \\' llllHST

('!a~snmm

T('nelwr

Dayton, l·:lenwntary Cla:-,sroom Teadwr

N. i"EHN .IOllNS SL ;..tary);, Eh>nwnlary

C!a~'!:room

'l\•adwr

l•:n).{lPwood, ('01111s{•ling & (;uidanee

!,!•:!•: {'RAl(J KLl<PlNGlm
.JACK DA \'lll KO('JI

('la~:sroorn 'J'pal'\1('1'

!'oldwatN, Curriculum &Stqwrvision

J)aylon, E!l'nwntary

BARBAHA llANDJ+:L .f A<'OBS

PAliL I<:l1GENI·: KLAUS

Supt•n·i~don

'l'rnl\\ood, Prineipah1hip (f•:k'tlH'ntary)

tlrhana, Prirwipabhip (SPi'0tHla1·y)

Al{'J'HflH WA YLANJ) KJUCK

<'elina, l'rlneipal01hip (i':!Pnwnlary)

LOIS C!IESTl.ENI': KllCJ!ARSKY
REBECCA Sill>: KllHLHO!{ST

Dayton, Coumwling & Guidant:\'

K«ltl•ring, Eh:m1•nt:1ry C!ltilsroom 'J'p1wlwr

('urrkulum & S11pt·n-i;1ion

IlA :\ LEE TEIUI ! :>.; E !Jayton, SPcondary Classroom 'l'Padwr

(;EOIWE EAIU, llENlll.:HSON, .JIL Tipp ('ity, l'ri!wipa!ship (ElPml•ntary)
~lAH!E lll·~N':'\!:-\<:

~lanslidcl,

'.\l !CllAEI, Flt:\St'!S SllLLI\' A:\ Ill

Dayton, Cnrril'ulum &. Su1wrd~lon

A:-:N '.'ltAIUE STETSJ(O IL\ TllA \\'A Y Dayton, [•;!"rrwntary

SllAHON

l'riiwlpab:hip (~l·eondaryl

\\'1•:>! ('arrollton, Cournwlin,l{ & (;uhlan('('

An«rnHm, Coun~w!in)! & Ciuida1wl'

AJ,J) LEE Sl'ITL!-:R

CAIWL ANN SPOTTS

('Alt!)! FF HAY Dl•:l,H<)Y llALJ, Troy, Special Edu(·ation
TnACY Cl.Am

l\l'lll'ring:, Prlrwlpabhip tEkm<>ntar,\)

~idrH'y,

WA:\NA ,J<lYt'E SJ ~I MONS Cinelnnali, Seeondary Classroom Teai·!wr

Spring'lh•\d, S1'cornlary ('lam;room Teadwr

MAHGAHET Al\'N <;EBJIAHT

FJU:nERlCK Sf'll~t ITT

f<:LLl.:H!E J!AZl·:L Siil 11\TE j)aytnn, Curri('ulum & Supl'n·isiun

!layton, Courrnl'iing & Cuidarn't'
Dayton, Siweial Edueation

Jl()J,J,A('!•: ! TTCAHD GAR!U+:N

CPnh'rvillP, CHl'rit•11lmn & SupPn h>inn

SISTEH :'It AH! I< l<ARl•:S: SAM:\l()SS

JO!!:--; H. \' AH:"\l·~LL

Sprin~l\i•ld,

i'rindpahhip IS\•rnndaryJ

Dayton, J·:IPm1•n1ary

('las~1room

Tt';wlwr

N'ew Parlll, Currieu!um & Stqwrvision
!)ayton, St>eondary ('!a'l:,room Tt·:ll'IH•r

l)(){lnf,AS ('AHL \'()N/)/>:itl!EflJ

!>OHL:\ 1,1':'\N \\'AltVEL (iri'('ll\'i!k, S\•eondary C!allsroom T1»1dwr
BARHAIL\ S\\'ICA!{T WEJ KJ·:ln
TPat>hf'r
,JOYCE;\'.'\;"\ WI LUAS!:\

!•:J:lA \\'ILi.JS

Dayton, :-:PeorH!ary ('!a:isronm 'l\»tdH•r

Dayton, Pri1wipabhipi1':lt>nwntary)

.IOI•; OARJS \\'!{!(;l!T

Xenia,S(•('ond;iry f'las,;nmm T('adtN

Payton,Sc•c·trndary t'lassroom Tead\PI'

.JOH:\ A. \\'!lLBJm
~lAIUiAIU<:T

Eng!t•\\'OOc\. fo:](•nwntary ('!a""room

.H>A>-: \'Ol i;-,:c;

Yt>l!ow Springs, Counsl'ling & (;uidarwP

NANCY A:\!'\ Zl-:RK LE Spring!\1'ld, ('urrit'nlum & Su1wn ision
l"HA>:('!S .JOHN ZlJJH:l\

('l(•\'1•!and, Cntms(•ling & Guidam·1·

MirnterofScit•nt•t•

ANDREA BESS Bl lltN'S

Dayton, C!wrnistry

SPENCEH !,EE ('OOPI-:!\

!)aylon, l't•rsomwl ('nurn(ding

CllAHl.ES :\ll<'l!A!•:L !•:P!'l·:H!,KY Sidrwy, Pl•nmnnel ('om1M·lln1r

Troy, Coumw!ing & Cuid:11lt'(!

JA:\H;S G. FA! TJ,('ONEH

EFF! E Sil f~ LE('ll N1-:R

Dayton, S('('owlary Clao;sroom 'l'Padwr

CATHERINE :'11AHY WAGNEH FOHf·:;..tAN Ci'nh'n·llk, Mathl'mallcs

CIWTIWDI•: L. LESTER

Englewood, EIPnwntary C!assroHm '1'1•aeher

HOBEHT

~IJC'llAJ<:L

Daylon,

l'('r~mnnel

Sllf': ANN I.A WHl·;NcE

GLE1\SON,.IR.

.mSSE CALLOWAY LJVESA Y Dayton, BusirH•ss I•:ducation
HENRIE'l''l'A LUBOW Day Inn, Currirnlum & Supt>rvblon

,JOHN WALTER GOODMAN

JACQUEJ,JNE SUE ;\JAi NOUS ('t,11h•rvi!l(\ Cmrkulum & Supervision

GLEN ALLEN MO!'"n:s

.JUDITH MARII·: MANTIA

Dayton, l'ournwling & Guidanct•

WILLJA~t

SIMEON MATTINGLY Co!dwatf'r, Prindpa\ship (Eh•mentary)

WJLLIA~l

PATON MEYER

.JEAN MARIE

~nu.rm

RENA K. MILLlm

~pringlkld,

Principa\ship 0-:lementary)

Kt"ttt•ring, Prineipalship (Ek1 nwntary)

Dayton,S1wcial EdtH'ation

DENNIS HICllARD :-.tONTAClJE

BAHBAHA MllRPllY

Fairborn, Principalship (E!etnl'ntary)

Fairborn, ('urrieulum & Supt>rvision

.TAMES DAU; MUHf'HY Cedarvil\{', Curriculum & Supervision
.JOYCI·: MARIE ~lt:CAHTNKY Dayton, Counst'Jing & <;uidanct'

CllARLl':S EDWIN

.Jl!DITH N'!•:IMAN
KENNl~TH

FRANCIS

('oun:,(•)ing

Dayton, BinloKirnl Sdl'n1·1·s

WarMt, Person1wl Coun:>l•llng

!(J·~LL!<:H

Fairborn, l't•rsonnl'I Counsel in~

Dayton, Bio!ngiral S('k•n('t'S

Dayton, P('r1;onnP! Couns(;\ing

\\' AIWEN NICl!Ol,S Springfi(•!d, Pt'n>nnnl'I Couns"lin1{

BEN.JA~IIN

NOR'l'llHllf' JV

!•'airhorn, :-.tatht•rnati(·s

,JOHN .JAMES O'MALLEY Fairborn, Sysh•m" 1':ngi1wt•ring
NANCY YVONN!·: PEl{RY

llayton. Per,.;onnt•l Coun,.P!lng:

HOLLY BET!! Pll'l'ERBAU<:!!

('1'nkr\'ille, Mat!H•mati(·s

MAHY l•:LLEN HAI·; CPnlPrvilk". Pt•r:rnnnl'I

Counsdini.~

MARTllA 11. IL\(iAGl.I Dayton. l'ersonn(•! Counseling
PA'l'IHCIA ANN HOBINSON I·:ng!ewood, l't•rsomwl Cmms(•Hng
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CHARLl~NE

CAl\01. IWWSim

,JO!fN Cit AHLES SPARKS

IWNALD FRANKLIN TAYLOR

DOtJCLAS THO:-OlAS FLOYD
.JEFFHEY .JO:\ FO!W

Dayton, 'fa!lwrnatirs

HEHN ICE \\'ACO:\'EH BO\\'EHSOX

BAHBAHA KANE FINK

C'HAJtU:!-i l•:D\\'AIW (JJLJ•:S

(\•ntt•rvill(., Biolog-i<'a! Seit•ntes

HA Y:\l(lXO J,.

Springt11'ld, Personni•! Coumw!ing

LINllS .JOHN liMOll

ROBERT

llllIJS(l~

;\liambhurg, (ieiwral

\\'ILLAl~l

Dayton, ;\lark<>ting

.IEl"FIU.:Y T_ llENDEl!SO'.'\

IL SE! !,llA:-OIER

!),\'.'\!EL IH:f•;).t !IOIU'.'\E

\\'pst Akxandria,

Dayton, Earth Sd('IH'P

Jfo,111w Cum J,om/1

CIL\ltLJ<:S IL HOS('HOl 'EH

S('il'!l!'I'

•

•

•

HOIH:H'I' EAHL

IW~T

XNlia, Finant'l'

WILL!A).t F. ANSLEY

Fairhorti,(luanlitatln·

~11CllAEL

Busirws~;

Analysb:

Bu:>int·s~;

Dayton, Aernmitaney

Falrbnrn, l<'inaTH'('
K«ttPrin~:, (;l'H~·ra!

EAHI. KELLY

~ll('fJAEL.J()SEPll

Dayton, )!ark,•Ung

\V\•st Carrollton, (;\'!llcra!

l'ETEH i':Jl\\' AHI) ,J l;L!A:\

Dayton, ).larkt>linit

ANDRUS ALLl•:N

K!·:PLElt

Engl«wood,

\\'11.L!A;\1 CllAHLES AHNOLD

Dayton, ;\1anaw•tn('lll C11m !.i1111fr

.JE!tfl).lE HICllAIW KEH:\:..;

(;EOJHa: JWNALU ATK !NSON

SL Pari):, Flnan<'P

B!•:H:\AHD .JOS1':! 1 ll K!Hf,EY

Busiul•;;;,

~l;uh,ting

!'iqua, An:ountaiwy
Dayton, Ae('OUlltancy

NOEL El>WAIW BALl>\\'!N

Dayton, ManagPm(•nt

\\'ILLJA:\! .!OSE! 1!I K(J('!l:-OIA!t

H!CllAHD \\'!LLIAM BEA).1

Dayton, !•;\'Onomks

.JACK LY:\:\ KOCKE:\TIET

Dayton, Aeeounta1wy

.JOI!!\ !W\\'AIW KOSTOFF

Dayton, ;\larkding

\\'11,1.IA~t

('LJFFtlfW BECKEi{

STEPHEN \\'OOJHU>:\\' BEii;\!
LAHHY ALLEN BEHNllAHJ)
.JOI!:\ IL BIS!I

l>ayton, A('eountan('y
Tipp City,

,-;11111m11 C11111 f,1111d1

~tndwtini.;

lf!<:Lf<:N KO\' ACS

Dayton, Busin1 (S E1·onomk;;

!Jayton, A('l'ountaney

.rrmHY DALI': BLACK

:\J('llOLAS TllO:>!A~ BIL\CN

.IElutY HAY HH<lWN

HOBE!ff DA \'!U LI EBS<'!ll'TZ ('1w'innati, \lal'kl'ling

!Jayton, Bu:>im

K(•tt1·ring, :>IanaRPHH'll!

;\h•dw~iy,

FltANK l)!o;NNIS BltoOKS

:.tanag<'nwnt

Kdt\•ring, :itarww•m(·nt

!tAY~lOND

F, Ll;\l\

!Jaytou, (;pn('ral Hu1>irwss

!U>Bl-:RT .J()SEl'll !,OSCKO

Dayton, A<"cnuntann

!·~LAINE

Dayton, C(•twra!

).lAHY

LYTTLE

!lOHOTJIY ;\IA Y ~L\!IOOU

J)()l,'.CLAS ti. BUCK

JA).1ES KEJTll ).fA!,AllY

Dayton, ;\lanag'(•nwnt

Bltl'CE ALllJ.:S HITEllLl.;it

~lanaw·ment

!)ayton,

EIU(' \\'AU'IU:ll CA!\LSON

Dayton, \lanag<'md1t

NANCY L. Lll:-\SFO!!D

WIBE!t'I' I.EE HHYTE llayton, Quantitatin· ll1rni1w:1c. An:dysii;

110\\'AIW VJ.;[{ NON CA HOEN

Dayton, Aei'm1t1ta1h'.\

Dayton, ;\lanagt•nwn1

KEJTll I.t·BAY !Jayton, ;\larwg(•nwnt
!{(JHE!ff A:\IlHEW l,1-:!•:!JY Payton, Bll"-itwss l•:rnnomiei;

;\lana~:Pm~·nt

Troy,

.IA:.n:s ALLEN BRmE!\HAtl<;l!

FIU:rnmJCK PAFL 1\1\J<TZEH
ST!•;\'E~

Dayton, :\lanag<'llH'nt

TllO;\lAS BAffl'!IOl.0:0.U:\\' BR!·:N>.'AX

Dayton, j.Janag('lllt>nl

Dayton, ).tarkding

.JEFFREY \'l-:H:\ON f,,\(;{.;it

;\latW~l'tll\'!\l

X··nia,

HICllAIW LEE BOIWEH

l•:eonomi(·';

nay ton, ).!arkdinl!

Tll<D1AS U:S'I'l.:H.JOll:\'SO:\'
DA \'ID IL ALLEN

Busiu1'~~

Dayton, l"lnatH'(' & BaBkin~~

Jto;;AL!l Fltr:J>Elt!CK IVA:\OFF

<JimALD K !! l'STIW

Bnclwlor ofScimH:c in lhrnin('ss

Dayton, ).Iarlwtirig

K(•t!(•ring, Al'rnuntanl'y

Dayton, Earth

Division of Business Admm1strat10n
TH0~1AS

ltkhmond, Indiana, ;\fanaw•menl

ClINTHEH Dayton. :\t:rnagN1wnt

lmBERT B. 11:\i;E;\lA:\

A11911sl (jrai/1111/rs

Bwdnt·s~

Dayton, Aeeotmtaney

.fA;\lES F!tEDEHICK llA!Ul)\\'

Mush•r ofSciPnct• in T<•uching

~tanagement

.JR. Celina, Gvnpral Busirw);s

I' Al'l, A1 1 GllST (;l{OEliEH, .JH.

Nap!Ps, Florida, Biolo}.!if'al St'iNirt>.-.

CAIWL ANN \\'JNllllSEN

Dayton,

Kl'tl(•ring-, A<-rountarn·y

HOBE!tT ALLEN GR:\NSON

Fairlwrn, Bio!og-iea! Sei(•1wPs

Dayton, Hio!ogkal SeiN1t(•i1

LINDA Stll<: \\'[•;INLAND

G!I.~tORE,

.!A:-OIES AXCUS C!Ll'IN

.JOSEPH IH>:NNY POWELL Dayton, E\'onornie"
ROBERT F!tAN KLIN ROCK WELL, .I IL

Hwrnia, Finane(' & Hanking

\\'ILLIESEL\'EN GAHIUSON

Dayton, l'erllOttrH'I ('mrnow!inv,

~IOORE

WILLIAM TllO ... AS

Fairborn, (iPflt'ral Busint ;'.dfoyrw Cum /,awlr

Dayton, :\t'('ount:uwy

GEHAl.ll HOGfm FltANl'IS

K1•ttt•ring, !'(•rl\w1rwl Counsdinv,

PAULINE R GAIWJ,JK
~tENDOZA

;\1AH\'JN ALLEN FOX

Xenia, l'd·wn1wl Co1m:wling

G('nr•ra! lhrnirwm1

Dayton, :\1anag,'mfm1

Dayton, A1-eountaney

,L\:l!ES .JOSEPH FOSJIEJ•:

A11y11sf (;rwl11af1'.'

A. HENE

KPth'rini~.

\'ENON C FIELDS

N('W J,(•bannu, l\•1-:mnnPl ('ournwling

Xenia, ;\lalht'mali1's

Dayton, G\'lli't'al BwdnPss
SpringHPld, l"inarwt.'
St. ).1ary'c;,t:(•J\\'ra! BusiH(•o::'

,J,\>JES ED\\'AIW :it\:\Sl:\C

Oaytnn, lJt1antitatiV1• BusiHPSS Analys!.;.
Crid\'n1dl1P, Bo:;ith» •( Econornh·s

f\ALl'll K

~IAIWATTA

Ketti•ring, :\(·emmt:nwy

FRANCIS ;\lH'llAEL \IAHSIL\LL

<:roton, ('unBl'etirnt, ;\lanaw•nwnt

KE!Tll I,. CACPP l'!ayton, ;\lan:1gi'nwn1

.JA:\1 ES DWIGHT ;\IATllENY Clt.•arwat(•r, Florida, ~lark1>tinµ:

TlmRY I•. ('(JN{)()N

.JOI!!\' ,L ;\L\TTIS

Areanum.(;i•twral

Busint·"~

\'anda!ia, ).larkding

AN:-;!<: :'>kFAHLIN

BJU:('fo: KENTON ('Ol'SEY

!\l•!H•ring, ;\lanag"1'mi'nl

.1011:-.: \\'JLLIA;\l CltAMEH

llayton,

Hl('!lAIWALAN l'lWSER

\'andalia,(Juantitati\(' Busi1w->-> Ana!ysi.s

Jl '!,!l1S !'Alli,

TllEOOO!tE,JOl!N ('\\'IOI(

fJa~

\lY!W!\' JIA).llLTON ;\llLLEH

LINDA IH)lti':EN DANIELS
HICIJAIW L.

DAPBEN~l!

~!AHY

).Janng~'nl(•nt

ton, Cl'tit>l'a! Bw;inl''";

Day1oo, AernuntatH'.\'

Hi':

lbyton, Menuntaney

('11111 !m1d1

WILLIA;\! LEE lJ!o:NNIS Springtlt·!d, ;\lanaw•m1·11t

ALLEN Ell(; ENE l>JX(l:\

Piqua,

HlmBEHT !il<:OH<IE DllFFLEY

:-Olarkl'lini~

J)a.vton, Busin\':1:; Ernn111ni<";;

KA!tl, ALBl-:ltT EC(;EN'SCll\\'ILL!m
TOOD :\10!\!tOI·: EISE!\!!UT

Dayton, :-Olarkding

Dayton, ManagPmtnt

l'lllU,11' ltf('!IA!{IJ El,llAHDT

:-.:r>w Carli;;!;>, '.\hnag1.'mPnl

~11-:RENSK!

l{J('llAIU>.JA;\ll·::..; ).l!LL!m

Dayton, Ct•twral Husilw:;s

:\lAltK \'ERNAIW DA \'IDSON

;\li>dway, ).1adu·ting

T!J(l;\1AS L. '.\llml·'!UITll

I>ayton, ).lan:tj.!('nwnt

CllAlt!.ES H. :\-11:\'NJCll
IHJBBY C,

;\11TClll·~LI,

'.'\1>W

!Jayton, Aecounlancy

Springfidd, (;pn(•ral llu.->hw:;s
Kt'ltt•ring,

WlBEHT f"HEIHmlCK :-OWH<:A!\

~Iarkdii1g

Dayton, ~lanag('rtH•nt

X(•nia, C1ml•ra! !hl.'lin(•.'\s

JOl!N l'ATHICK ).ffJ,J,f<;:-.;

llA \'JD l'Al'.L ()\t(lSZl

Manai~('nwnt S1111111w ('11111 IA1wf1

Dayton, ;\lanagt>nH:nl

ttEHALO LEE ;\JOHE!IEAD

11. IWBEHT ;\l(JSl!fo:H

Car!isl\•,

Dayton, ;\lanag\'lll('nl

f''airhol'n,

~lanag\'llH'nt

l)ayton, Quantitatin.' Busin\'S:> Analysi:>

llAN:\Y AI.LEN Pl•:LPIJHEY

Spring-Held, :\('enuntarwy

M!('l!AEL XA \'IE!{ l•:LIJOTT Troy, ;\lanagurrwnt

NEl,S():\' W!l,LIA:-01 Pl+:Hlt!N

llayton, :\(·count:uwy

LAH HY ALI.EN f<:\'EftETT, Springfit>!d, Quantitati\'e BusirH •;s Ana!ysi:;

;\ll('IIAELODEN PlH'l\ETT

!Jayton, ).Ianag('fm•nt

CltECORY L. !•:\\'INC

I\ Alt EN EVELYN !tA Y

Dayton, :itanagmH·nt

F'airborn, At·t·ountan('y
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STBPHEN A. REVAK

Fairborn, Gcmeral Business

ROTU:RT ALLI.;N RHOADS Kettering, Markt'ting
PAUL DAVID RICllTlm
D. MICHAEL

KcttJJring, Management

GrN•nville, Management

RJJ<'F~LI.;

TIMOTllY JAMES ROBB

GlUXTORY G. LAMB Vandalia, Management
ANTHONY MA'l'THEW LANDlm Dayton, Management
STEVEN MARK Lll1;1'ZAU Dayton, Marketing
DAVID DEAN LIPP Celina, Manag(•mcnt
.JOSEPH DANIEL MANCUSO Trenton, New Jersey, General Busines:;

Dayton, Marketing

GARRY LEE ROBBINS !Jayton, Marketing

ROLAND L. MATUSOF'F' Dayton, General Busincst>

RONALD J•:MMI.;TT ROCIU: Celina, Bu::>ineirn. Economkr.

\VII.LIAM ROBI.;RT MELLINGf;Jl Dayton, Manug1!mcnt

8TEVEN LlmOY ROSENGARTEN Coldwatt'r, (h•ncral Btrnineim
EDWAHD.J. ROSS Dayton, ~tark(•ting

JOHN CHARLES MtCAR'l'Y

GAIL i\kDONALD HOtlClI

PATTI JEAN MOOHE

Fairborn, flfarkcting

MAHVIN EUGl•;NT·'! IUH~ Laura, Bu:.irwsg Selem•(•
~llCJIAl~LSCHl;:Rim

DAVID

Dayton,

~lanagement

BEN.JI MAN MILLER Mobile, Alabama, General BusinPss
Fairborn, Gcnt•ral Busi1ws:;

Vandalia, Al'<·ountaney

PATRICK HAYDC:N O'BRIEN Ccnh•rvillc. ~tarketing
GARY u;g PRICE: Dayton, Managcm(•nt

l!ONALD FRANKLIN SCOTT Dayton, il1::magcment Cum Laude

CYNTHIA SUE PULL() Bellhrook, Quantitative Busilwsss Analysis

Si' MUEL POHTER SHllH:Y

CHERYL RAE HF;XROAT Celina, Marketing

Sprin).{field, Gen<:ra\ Busint'ss

Kf<:HMI'I' I..., SHOICI' Fairborn,

LESLm L. fUT'l'I•;HIIOF'F

~1anagenwnt

Dayton, I;-inancc &

Bankm1~

DOHOTHY BARBAHA SIMONS Cc>lina, Gent'ral Busiiwss

TimRY Lf,:;E SCHAl~r·gn Kettering, Management

STI.;VEN IIARHIS !-iLUTZKY

SIMON NATHAN

Dayton. Quantitative Busint•ss Analysis

l~DWIN

SCHNI·~IDEit

Dayton, Accountan('Y

TElWY \\' AYNF: SOIONTON Spriuglit•!d, Accountancy

ItOBEft'l'

.JOHN NICKLAS SMOOT 8pringf\eld, )tnnagenwnt
NEAL TA YES SONN ANSTINE Tipp City, Accountancy

ALBE:RT LOUIS SCHWAHZ,.JR Kettering, Accountanry

HARRY ANTHONY STAUP Dayton, Markf•ting Cnn Lawlc
MICHAEL EUGEN!•: STROBI,J.: Fairborn, G(•neral Businefis

KENNETH KAROL SHANLl:Y Bellhrook, Marketing
LAHHY P. SPAHHOW Springfield, Management

LARRY J, STUEVE Ccnh>rvi!le, Finan(·e & Bunking

GENE

WILLIAM HAROLD STUMP Piqua,,Mcountancy

DARRE:LL DI•:AN THOMPSON

JOSEPH SJiltMim TANN

.JAM!..:S RICHARD WJ!:LLER Kettering, Management

Dayton, Accot:ntancy

.JOHN F. TAYL()H Dayton, General Business
DONAI,D LEE VAN tANT XNiia, Accountancy
LEHOY VERBILLION Fairborn, ~tanugement
RONALD L. VORHIS Dayton, Managt•ment
JAMES F. WASSON

STEWART

Kl~NNKl'll

Dayton, Busint>ss J•;conomks

WYSONG

Eaton, Marketing

HAROLD A. BORCHrms

Dayton, At•rotrntancy

.JOHN ROBBHT BROOKS Kdtering, Gent:'ral
BOB LI~I·; CAIN West Milton, Management

CRAIG DEVf•;lrnAUX

GlWHGl~ ALBF~RT

Dayton, Areountaney

DORENKOTT, .m. Dayton, General Business

H. DUl''F

Dayton, Management

WAYNE DYKES Kettering, Management

MICHAI.;L GOHDON

Ii:I~mNSTODT

Dayton, General Business

TIMOTHY In;x 1';[,LIOTT Kamw...'I City, MiMouri,

~fanngement

.JOHN fWNEST EVANS Fairborn, Management
GERALD MARSHALL I<'OGLI~ Miamisburg, Markdin1~
EUGEN I•: GRAVES Dayton, Managt'ment

Wll,LlAM CHARLK'") GREGORY

Dayton, Management

S'l'EVI~N

IL HAGELBERGEH M<'dway, Marketing
MICHAEL LEWIS HANI.;S Dayton, Finance & Banking

l·~lementary

1•;d1H'ation

CAHO LYN ANN AilNDTS Troy, Elementary Edneation Jfo91w Cum /,J1111h

N[.;[L V. BAILKY

Elementary Edueation C11111 J,r111d1

West Carrollton. Art Eclul'allon
New Carlisle, BusinPss l..:duC'ation

HOIU<;ll'f HOWARD BAHKim
PA'I'RICIA .JOYCr•; BAWSim
LAURA .JANE Bf,:;CKllAM
MAHI LYN .J. BEESON

RODGJ!;R MICHAEL KARL Dayton, Pre-Law (Business)
KINSER Dayton, General Bmiiness

PAUL JOSEPH KLmNHENZ St. Henry, General Busineirn
Englewood, Accountancy

F:lenwntnry Edueation

f~!c>mentary

Education

Fairborn, Elementary Edueation

Dayton, Elementary Education
f•~flueation

LINDA DIANE BENSON

Kettering, r;!cment.ary

JUDITH ELLf;N BLACK

Bellbrook, r.;lementary F.::dut•ation

RENN ES F. BOWlmS III

Enon, Soda! Science ComprehenBivc

DOUGLAS Gl·~NE BOYD Dayton,Soeial S(•it'm'e ComJfft>lwnsive
VICKrn [•'. BRANDENBUHG Arcanum, F:Jementary EduC'ation
J\fagna Cum J.audr

MITZI MARIANNE BRANDT F~airborn, [<~Jementary Edu('ation
LAUIU~N MARY BUEHRLE Dayton, Social Studi(•ti Education
MICHAEL J. BULTMAN

Dayton, Management

Sprin1~fif'ld,

Kettering,

EDWARD VAN BAZILI.; Dayton, Social Studies Comprenhensiv<>

SUSAN ANN
Cum Laude

PARNELL PAGE LADD,.JR.

Kettl'rin~r.

BENGALINF: L. BACHI~:LOR Dayton, Social Scit-nl.°e Compn•liensiv<• &
gJemcntary f.;dU(':\tion

LARRY K. HOLLAND Centerville, Management

LI~:F~

f,:;lementary Eduration

BARBARA LYNN S'l'EWAHD ARNDTS Dayton,

GARY HOBERT HOLLANDSWORTH
TERRY

$prin1.~lle!d,

HARUIETTE II. AHLT

RICHARD A. BAH KER Eldorado, J.;lt•mt>ntary Education

BRUCE IWBI<:RT DREW Greenville, Management

ERNI~S'l'

Dayton, Sci1mce Cori1preherrnivl'

GAY AMOS Dayton, F;temcntnry Education Cum /Arndt•

PATRICIA ANN BARK EH

M. CRAMgR Dayton, Managt'nHmt

MICHAl~L

Division of Education

STgVEN HOBEHT BACHELOH Dayton, Soeial S('k•nt'i' Cornpn•!wnsive

Xenia, Financi) & Banking

JOHN HAROLD CUilP Dayton, Mnnagemcnt

.JA~rns

Troy,M:magerncnt

Dayton, Accountancy

JUANITA DATU: BACH

Husine~m

Fairborn, Bm;iness J~conomies

GEHALD CAM~;RON CRAIG

BRADLl~Y

ZF~H

HOBERT R ARNOLD Eng!ewood,Soelal Sl'it•nce Compn•lw1t"lvt.>

~larkt,ting

Dayton,

ROBI~RT

Wi!~'iTFALL

Fairborn, Manageml'nl

KENNETII LIWN ARNDTS Troy,Sdenec> Cornprt>hensive

Auyust Uraduall's

GARY DANmI, BOON£•:

,JOHN W. CONN

THOMAS Weat Carrollton, At'countarwy

PAMELA JI..:AN ABF:l{TH

DAVID Al.LEN WJJ,gS New Carlislt>, Managemt•nt
EDWAHD WOODHUFF

Dayton, Arcountancy

Bnchelor ofScicnc•~ in E:ducntion

Dayton, Mnnagenwnt

.fAY MAHK Wf•:NDLING New Carlisle, Marketing
LI·~WIS

ANDRI~W

DA Vm ,JOSEPH

GORDON LEE WELLS I'honcton, Accountanty
ALAN LANDJ::; WI<:AVIm

DANIEL LOUlS sr:DI.OCK

.JOHN PAUL

Kettering, Managt>ment .1fo,r11w Cum Laudt

SCIIU'l'TE Dayton, Marketing

Dayton, Mathcmatits Education

BURGMJ<;JI~R

Dayton, Elementary Education

CATHERINE ANN BURTON

Dayton, Elementary Education

ROBERTA DARLI.;NE BUSH

Xenia, Science Comprehensive

.JANET ELLl~N RUSSE Port Loramie, Elementary £<AJul'ation
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PATHICIA ANN BUTLEH

Dayton, Elt>mentary Eduealion

GLADYS ElLI•:EN CA PST ICK

Fairborn, Elem1.mt:1ry Eduf'ntion

l>ORO'l'HY RUSSELL CARR

Dayton, EINnt'ntary Education
Fairborn, Ihrni1wm1 l•:durntion

FHIWJUCK BYHON CATON
LINDA LOU CLAHK

NOIOtA F. CLAHK

Kett<>ring-, EJpnwntary Education

('11111/,awfr

l"airhorn, English Education
Dayton, J<'rend1 Education

Fairborn, f<:lt-mt>ntary Education Cum Lo111fr

II El NEY

Dayton, Elementary Education
l((•tkrinft, English Education

ERIC LYNN lllrnDlUCKSON
SANDHA JOYCE ll}<;NHICK

CAROLE ANNE COBBS
l'llYLLl~JEAN

Ydlnw Springs, E!emPntary Education

('()Bl.ENTZ

PAULA .JEAN CONl,EY
J,11,l,IAN

LEI~:

~!ARIE

Dayton, Art Edurntion

Dayton, I•:INnentary Eduealion

CLAUDlA EILEEN CORNETT

Dayton, Eknwntary Education

Lomfr

~lICllAl·;L

Dayton, 1%•nH•ntary Education

Cenh•rvil\P, Elemt•ntary Edutation

.JOYCE CAHOL HERGENRAT!lf<:ll
('11111

C()()N S:tint J1aris, E!t•mentary Edueation

Dayton, Art Education

Bellbrook, Spanish Educatiou

BAHBAHA E:. JIEBlmT

WANDA

lh•Graff, EIPmNitary Edu<'atinn

GLADYS HELENl•: CLAHKE

JAMES ALLEN HAY
ANGELA IIF:DLANO

Dayton, EINnt>ntary Edueation

Enon, Art Education

DOLORES gsTELLE HARSHMAN
VIRGINIA A, HARTLl.:Y

Enon, I•:ducation

ELEANOH LOUISE CAHT!.:H

PAMELA SUE HAMILTON

BRllCI~

T1otwm1d, English Education

LOUIS HI<:ll

Dayton, ~oda! Sd(•rwe ('umprelwnsh·l'

DAVID HOLLINGfm

TONY HARHISON HOLLON
Kli,~1URY

Dayton, Sp(·t•ch Education

HONAI.D KEITH COHY Sprinl{fleld, Art Education

I·;LVA

l"A YE LOP ISE COVl.;RT Tipp City, El(•rnentary Edu('ation

SHIRLEY ANNl•: H<JL;irns

JERRY L. t'IWKlm

Ml-:RRILY ANNE 1101'1" K<>tt(•rinf{, E!Pmt•ntary Edueation

TllO~lAS

Urbana, Ell•mentary Edueation

ALAN CHOMWELL

TAMAHA JO CUNNINGHAM

BARBA HA SlJI<: ('ZYZAK

Dayton, l<:knwntary Ch1%room T(•rwlwr

.JOY(:!<: ANN JIU NT

,JUANITA I, . .!ESTEi{ Sprinf{fit•ld, Elt>mpntary Education

Dayton, gi,,nwntury Edtli'alion

GAYJ,E J,()lJJSJ>; f)ANIEI,

Dayton, El(•nwntary Etlncalion

Fairborn, 1%,nwntary Edlwation

M(•dway, 1-:h:mentary E1lueatio11

JOYCI•: LYNN DALTO>\

11()!,M!•:S Dayton, E!(•nwntary Edul'ation

.lf'lyw1 ('11111 La11d1

f)ayton, Ell•nwntary Edt1('ation

Dayton, English Education

CANDI Cl·: ALEXA .JOHNSON Spring!it>ld, Spanh;h Education
PATRICiA A. COUSKI .JOHNSON

Fairborn, El<•nwntary Education

(;LOHJA I·:LAINJ•; .JONES Columbiana, Art Education

Dl•:E N. OEMIDO Troy, Elementary Edul'alion May wt Cu111 /,111,d1•

EAHLA ,JEAN ,JOHDAN

ALFHE11 IL HENNIS

Xt'nia, E!(•nwntary Education

!\1AHSllA LONG .IOHDAN Springtlehl, Spanish l,:dul'ation Cum V.1udr

Tipp City, Elenwntary Edu(·ation

TJmHI LYNNE JUSTIN

ALH'I·: FAC Dl<:TERT

BRIAN IC l)fo;VO!tE

SAltAH .IANE DINSMORE Tipp City, El,•ml'ntary Edu<':ttion
LINDA StJE HORNEY

Fairborn, l·:h•nwntary Edueation
West

~!illon,

Fairborn, Ell'nwntary Edueation

Grt•(•rn·i\!(>, Eh•nwntnry EdtH':tlion

DIANNA BECK KJ<:LLIW

Annn,Slow L<»trrwr l•:dtKali. n

l"AITHE ESTiii.;!{ HAINE;.; llOllRTE

West Alexandria, Slow Lt•iu·iwr Education

Elt>r1wn1ary J+:dueation

KAHEN DIANA Kl·;LLY Dayton, Elc•mentary Educatirm
MARY CATllf<:HINE IU~MP Daylnn, Elementary Education
DANll•:L LEE KING

Dayton, S(wlal Seil'fl('t' Comprehensive

NANCY .IANE 1m1msou:

Dayltm, Elementary Edtt('ation

.LUIES EUGENE KITCllF:N

~1JCHAEL

Dayton, Sdenn• Cotnprellt'm;ivp

LINDA KAY KLJ<:l'INGEH Trolwood, Eh•uH'ntary Edm·ation

CARL ECKEHT

Maryiwillt>,SderH'(' Comprt•lwnsiv"

We~t

l 1A'l'IU('IA EDWAl{OS

Dayton, E!t•nwntary l•:dueaUon

K Yl,f•; KAH!•;i•:N KHAMl•;H

LOIS !ONA EFFERTZ

I>ayton, Elemt'ntary Edll(•aliun

VIHGINIA RA YI·: YINGST LANI•; Tipp City, l·:k•m('ntary Edue:1tion

KAT!ILEE~

MAHY ELK ING

SANllHA LEE ENYAICI'
,Jl!DITI! EVERSDYKE

1

f)ayton, Ek•n11>11tary 1-:dueation

MYHNA LOUISE EWl('K
NA~CY

Chkkasaw, l•:l<'mentary Eduealion

Fairbnm, J<:k nwntary Education
Da~·ton,

Elenwnlary J•:du(·ation

,J. l"EASEL Willshin', Elementary Edueation

~!ELBA
~lAHY

SUE ADA~! LAIW('IIJ.: C< lina, Elt>nwntary Edueation
1

.JEAN LAU'l'ZENIII<:ISER

CtJlLLl<:H~tO

WILLIAM LEA!.

,JUJ)l'I'Jl AXN LEEN

PATRICIA ALICE l"ERCUS()N

.JllDITll A:-;N

EOITH RACH l•:LLE FORD

Dayton,

BAH BA HA .JO f<'Rf<:DEHJ('!\

CAROL.JEANNE FHKY
NANCY .JANE f<'HlTZ
ELAJNI·~

EVELYN

\\'('S! :\landwst('r, Ek·m<'nlary Education
Bwdnt·:\~•

J<:dueatinn

Dayton, Sc)('ia! S(·l1:1w(• Com1ir1·hNrniq•

Daylon, i':lt•nwnlary Eduealion
Enon,Spanis!i Etlueation

FHITZl~CEH

('(>Jina, ElPnH'ntary Education

Dayton, Engli;;h Edu('ation

SHARON A. LEWIS \'and:t!ia, Social Sd(•tH't> Cornpreht•nsin'
.JOIIN HOBl.:RT LINKHART

SAUNDHA SUE FINKB!Nf·:

Van Wert, Ek•nlt'ntary EdtH'alion

Oak llarhor, Washington, Jo:l('lllt>nlary Edu('at!on

JANET \\'!Cl( Fl<:W:t1SON Tol(•do, l•:!enwntary Education
Xt•nia, E!t'nit•nlary J<:dul'atlon

.Jefferson, !•;\t'nit>ntary Ednrntion

~IOOltE

:\EILCAl!LOS I.ON(;
~IJCIIAl·:L

:-.:t'w Carfo;ll>, :)o(•ial Sl°i('lle(• Comprdit>nsln•

Ll'l"I'LE

llayton,

WILLL\!\1 J.OCAS

(\•nt«rdl!(" Slow Ll anwr EtltH'ation
1

~lath<•n1:11ks

l•:dueatlon

Dayton, So('ia! Sd('nl'l' ComprPht•nsive

HOSE~lAHY ~lANKAT

X,·nia,

!,YNNE S. ~IA:\'Nl•:N

iyton, Soeia! S('iP!H'P ('omJlt'PhPnsivt'

SUE ANN

~lAHKl.I•;\'

Ekm~·ntary

F:dtH'ation

Casstown, E!t>nwntary 1':dth«1tion

l\ATll!tY'.' A!\:\ :O.ld>EH:'lll'l'T :\(•w Bn•m,,n, El('tn(•ntary Edu«ation
Kt<tterinf{, Busi1wss EtllH':tlion

Pt\UJ, EDWAIW :'IIKY!•;J{

MARY \'!l{GINIA Ff{Y

nn'Nl\'illt•, E!<•nwntary Edut'ation

SAitA JANE GAfWNEH

Daytnn, El('l!l('nlary Edueation

HO\' WOOD

PATHlCIA ANN GA YES

Dayton, Ekmental'y l<:dtwation

EVELYN JEAN

~111.Ltm

Dayton, Art Ed1wa!ion

~t!LLS

Ar('anum, Eh•nwntary Educati<m

.JANICI•: !I. ~IOltTON Dayton, Businm;s l•:dueation
JAMES ARNOLD GER!\tAN lh•llt•fon!aitlt'. Art Eduea1ion
FREDERICK HICllAIW t:!LBE!U; l\('!lering·, Soda! S(•i('nl'l' Compreht•twiv• :'llAHY IH<:Ll.I•; MU~l~tA \'an \\'( rt, ElerMnlary l•:d1wation
1

~lllTll

HI'l'A K GILFILLf•;N Sidm•y, El<>llll'lltary Edueatlon .\foy1w Cum /,audc

MAit\' DALEY

VICTORIA J,YNN GLANCY

SAHAll 11. NAAS

JOYCF; LOlllSE GOINS

CATHAHINE GOTTSCHALL
VICKI

1'~LAIN1•;

Kettering, ElPmentary Education

Fairborn, Btrnint•:>s Eduealion Cum /,a wit

Ci RANSON

Hayton, Arl Educalion

Dayton, English Edueation

GEORGENI•; PATHICEGRAVE8
GLOntA JEAN GHAZI ANO

Fairborn, Fn•iwh Education

Dayton, Sl'imH"e Cornprelwnsive

THOMAS

Dayton, HusilH•ss Edtil'atl.111

Eaton, Art Etlueati1m

J), NAUGl.I·~

.JOYCE ANN Nf•;Jo;Sf';

Dayton, English
N('W

l~dueation

Carlisle, l':!ernentary IO:dunilion

BE\' EHLY DIANE NO HR IS Xenia, Elenwntary fo:dUi'ation
.JOJIN B. NUGENT,.JH,

Kt:Ul•ring, Sodal Sdt•n('P ComprPhensivl•

DAN ALIE DOHIS OTT

Fairborn, Business I-:dueation

MAH'l'HA .J. GHOSS Kett(•ring, Elementary r:dueation

CONSTANCE LOUIS PANKEY

Dayton, Enl{lish Ed1H'ation

.JANE ANN GUTHRIE Dayton, Element:1ry Edueation

BARBARA WEEKS PAHSONS

Fairborn, Social St'i<-1we Comprt>hl'Btth'('

MARILYN .JANE WILSON HALL l:lpringfie!d, Srwed1 Edueatinn
BONITA JUNE HAMILTON
CAHOL K HAMILTON

West Carrollton, Elementary l•:dueation

CN1lcrville, Elem(•nlary EdtH'ation

MARII<; LUISE HAMILTON

Dayton, Spanh1h Ed1wntion Mar,,w Cum /,uwfr

.\lay1w Cum J,1w1fr

CATIIERINE

~IAE

PfWG

IU1 Ll'll WESLEY PENN

Dayton, Elt>nwntary Edtwntion

I Jayton, Sdt•m'<' Comprclwnsive

BARBAHA ANN PENN UCCI
PEGGY ELAINE PENHOD

Fairborn, l%:nwntary

l~dueation

Xenia, Elementary Edueation
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LOltl~TTA

MYRNA

MARIE Ph:Tl:ms

I.EI~

Waynelwillc, Elcrncntary Education
l<~!cmt•ntary

PHILLIPS Dayton,

CYNTHIA HUE PIImSON Springncld,
Cot,LEr·;N

~lARll·;

l<~lcmt•ntary

i"airhorn, E!emPntary

Education

l~dtli'ation

llOWAIW

BIWCI~

HAHN

KAREN LEE RIDINGS

Kettering, Social SeiPnce Comprchcnniw
[)ayton. &wial !-;cicnt(' (:omprdicnsive

Ct:ntPrvi!le,

r;1t~nwntary

Dayton, English EduC'ation
Bellbrook, S()('ial Scit'net~ Compn•herrniv~~

MAHSHA LYNN WRAY Springfi<'ld, Spanish r;ducation
LOIS t<:LAINE WUL!Hm

Dayton, Elenwntary J;:ducation

.JUDY T. WYANT Dayton, Bm;ines.s

EUGEN I•; H. QUINTANILLA San Antonio, Texm;, Scit•ncc Compn•lwnsin•

PA{JLA L()RRA!Nf>; REED

CINDA S. W000\\1 AIU>
MICHAEL EARL WOODY

Dayton, Elcnwntary Education

PINTOZZI

HELEN El LEEN PHI CE

Edu<'ation

JENNIFER SUSAN zr:HRING

Dayton, Fn'nch EdtH'ation

.lfay11a Cum Lawfr
DIANE IWSEMAHY Z.JE(;Lim

Edw:ation

l~dtH'ation

Celina. Eh'mentary I•Mueation

FOHEST LJ•;f.; YOCUM

Cindnnati,

l~lPnwntary

S'fEPilgN Bl<Ccr~~ !UCGS Eng-!ewood, Soda! Sl'iencl' Comprehen~ivl'
BEVlmLY JOAN HO BI NETT Xt•nia, f<:lenit'ntary Edut'ation

~lADONNA RAI~

MICHAEL OLIN HOBINl·:TT!·; Vandalia, Art Edttl'ation

SANDRA LEE ATili':HTON

SUSAN JEAN HOCKf"IELD South ViPnrrn. J•;ng!inh f<:duration

JEHRY R BAl\EH

Dayton. Eh•mt•ntary Edtlt'ation

!)!XIE J,. BAHGA

Hossl)urg, Elementary r·:ducutlon

DIANA KAY
FREIDA

RODRIGlJJ<~Z

l"airborn, Eleirwntary

NELLSCHI~~f"IELD

LINDA Hll'I'JI DAVJ8 SCHISSLEH
DARLE:Nf:GfWVF:SCHULTZ,

('.llAIU,1'::-) B. SELLf<;Hs

l~dueation

Dayton, Art Education

C11111

/_.rrni/1

Dayton, !•:lenwntary Edrn·ation

Dayton, Elt'ntt:ntary Edul'ation Cum Lal/(fr

Dayton, Bwdness Education

ANNl•;.JOY SEXA{JI.:R

A 111111.~t

AL[,HEAD Clayton, r:!1•ml'nt:lry EdlH'alion

,JANET LEE BEASLEY

1''airborn, l%.•ment11ry Edumtion

Dayton, English Edut'alion
Dayton, Social Sdt•Jll't' C'omprdwn~i\'t'

LINDA CllANEY BEA VEH

ROBERT C, BEECROFT .. JI(.

Dayton, Social Seil'llCt' ComprehPn!;iw
Enon, Btrnint•s:;: E<lueation

l>A \'II) GHIJ<'Fi'l'll BENNETT

Vairborn, Elt•mentary r;tlueation Mayna Cum V1111fr

Edueation

Ut11d11afr.~

HlC'llAJW LA WHENCE BimGS'l'HOM

Dayton, Sodat Sl'it•rwe

SllSAN ,JANE SllAFl"ER Dayton, Elementary Education
MATILDI·~

I'. SIIALLI·:NBJ.;HCER Dayton, BusinPs0 r:dueation

BARBARA .JEAN SJ!ANEYFl•:J:l' Troy,
JANE SHOE

E1lucation

Columhw>, f<:l('mentary Edu('ation Cum La wit

FHANCl•:S P.SH!LLlNG
Sil.SA~

Bu~;ine,~s

Fairborn, I-:!t:mentary Education Cum Lamh

NOIC\lA .JEAN 801WLA

Dayton. Eknwntary Edneation

DA:\lf:;J, J•;D\\' AIW BOllN

Springfa•ld, Sodal Sdt•rn·t• Compn•lwnsiw

Brnokvi!le,Spet'th !•:ducatinn

I•:DDIE LYNN BOWMAN

Dayton,SeknePComprdwnsivt•

CLOHIAJl·:AN SAAL:\IA;'\'

BRACK~lAN

IWBEHT llEHLD S<lllRELL Dayton, J•;l(•1Mntary EduC'ation

~IARY

CAHOL ANITA SPAIUOIAN

.JAMES DANIEL B!!f<:Hl,1-;H

Dayton, l% nwn!nry Education
1

HOSALIETHIBBY SPllRLOCK

Fairborn, r;Jpnwntary l·:dueation

BARBARA LOU STANKE

CAROLYN STARK

Engfow1md, Ekmentary Edueation

Miamisburg, Eh•nwntary I<:ducation

DENNIS ~llCIJAE!, STAUFFEn
~!ARY

KATllL1;:1·:N STEELE Springllt>!d, E!ernentary Education

,JO.ANN

STEPIIE~S

Dayton, English Education Moyna C11m f,amlc

CARMA ROSS STEVENSON

KATHY HEIHX'CA
.JAMES ALAN

Dayton, Elementary Education

SIJT'J'LE~

SWAN!·~Y

.JA:\IES A. TllOMAS

Dayton, Elc·nwntary Edueation

Spring-field, :\latlwmatk" l•:d1H·ation

Springfl<'ld, Elt•mtmtary 1·:d1watfon

KAJUrn .IA!':E TllO:\!AS

MARILYN JOY THOMPSON
KATHLEEN ANN TITUS
DIANJ~

TON AH

Hkhardson, 'l'<>xas, EIPrnentary l•:dueation

Dayton, E!Pnwntary Education

Fairborn, Soda! :::kiem·e Comprclwnsive

Kt'lh'rinl{, Social Sdt•twr• Compn•herrnh't'

PAULA .JEAN TOW:\;..iEND

Vandalia, Elt•nwntary Education

CONNIE LOU THTSI·:f, Cl'lina. Eh:nwntary Education
JEA:\ SWAN80N V:\I.Ll•;Y

KA'l'HEHINE L. VANOVER

PATRICIA ANN

WAllHl~H

.JANE SWEE'l' WAI'n;

Baylon,

Bu~ilwss

Xenia.

llEAClllm RAY WEBB, .m.

l~ducation

Wapakont'la, Elementary EduC'ation
f~lf·nwnt.'try

Edueation

Gn~t'nville, l~!l'mQntary

MARY .mAN WALLS

Edueation C11m Laurie

Ki'ttt,ring, l%•mentary

Education

Fairborn, Soda! Studit>s Comprchensin•

THOMA8 RAYMOND WEITZl<.:L

l>aytnn, Sod:li St·ienee Cnmprchensiv<'

Cum Lawfr

LINDA SlJF; WEHLINE
ILENF: HUTH Wl!ITf<:

~Haml:ilmrg,

Elementary EdlH'ation

Dayton, Elt•mentary Education C11m /,awl('
Fairborn, Elemt•ntary Bdu('ation

JOE DA V!D WILLIAMS Fort H('l'o\·ery, So('ia! Science Compr<>lwnsh·('
RITA MAHm WILSON Lima, l•:teuwntary F:ducatinn
DAVID ELLSWORTH WINKS Bellbrook, Soda! Selent't' Compreh<'nsive
Cum f,1.wdr

SUSAN MARIE WOLBERT Spring:field, BusineRs EduC'ation

SHAHl ANN WOLF

Dayton, Matht'nrntil's Edueation

SUSAN KAY WOLI•'

Dayton, r::lemcntary Education

EVI·~LYN

WOOD

l"airbnrn, Elem1•ntary Education

Coldwatt>r. Ek•nwntary Edu1·atton

New Bremen, I-:lt'mi'n!ary Eduealion
llaylon, Soda! Scit•1H'l' Compn•h(•nNivt>

SI 1SA:"\ EILEEN CALABRESE Springfk!d, English l<:dueation

MYICJ'LIUEAN CA!\lWLL
~tA!tfJ,YN

Dayton, !•;Jemenlary Edu1·atfon

SUJ.:CLE!UCUS Springfi<'hl.

{'OXSTAN<'E A;\N COCllHA:\
MAl{Y ANN COUJU!TT
DOVIE T. CORNETT

Dayton,

Dayton,

K ANNALEE COW<:gn
lll~Ll•:N

LUSK COX
~to!W!S

EIP!ll~·ntary

l•:d111·ati11H

Kl'lt1•rini{, English Edul'atlon
E!t•mt>ntar~'

Ed1wation

Dayton, ElPnwnlary Etlu1·ation

DIANNE Bl•:ltNll·XECOOPlm

f<~!vnwntary

Edu('ation

WapalwuPta, Elcment;1ry Edtwa1ion

Dayton, Elenwntary Edu('ation

CJL\BBE SJH'fnglh•!d, Eh'ml'lllary Ed1wation

('JIA!tLEN'I•: ANN CJWSS

l•'airborn, Spanish Edtll'atiou

:\IARTllA LOHHAJNJ•; Cl iHTNJm Trol\\'()od, El1•mPntar,\· l•:durnlion
HOBEH'I' I.LOYD DAVIDSON

SUE K DA \'IS

!"1drlmrn, !-loeial Sd('IH'l'

('ornprd1«n~he

Dayton, Art Ed1H·atlon

STEVEN EAHL f)[<;N;-./EllY Xenia, So1·ial S-·k•nn• ('omprt>lwnsiv(•
CONNI!.:: L~ DENNJS<lN Sprin~dh•ld, Sd<'lW~' Comprl'11ensiw
Kt•ttcring, S(wia! Scil n1·(• Cnrnprelwn~ivP

MAf{K JUCllARD DONA!lt:i-;

1

:'IH:LINDA ANN DONNELLAN

J•;J,LA PAUL!l'!·: DOS'['!<;!{

Sprinp;fi(·\~I.

Eknwn!ary EdtH"alion

!kllhrook, ElemPnlllry Edurntion

.JoELLEN FULK lh1BREUIL Tipp City, E!enwntar.r EdtH•a!lon
!{ANDA LL CRAHI DU!ml:M

Dayton, J<:ngllNh Edurntion

LIN DA WA VELYN gASTON

Dayton, Soda! S('iem·« Com1m•hcnsivl'

l'ATIUCJA ANN !-:!,KING

Chiekasaw, l·:h•nwntary Edueation

WALTEH EUGl·:NE EI,L!!'-:G!·:R Celina, S1wia\ Sd1•1we Cornprl'lwni;h·(•
PA~II<.:LA

MARGARET V. WELLIN(;
Mna11a Cum f,awfr

MARY

ANN NAOMI HHOWN

DONALD

Dayton,S(•it:nce Compr('hen~;ive

VINITA DAVISON 'l'IJ():\tAS()N

LEE

l>ayton, Ell•nwntary l•:du<'ation

E!1~mpntary ~;du('alion

RANDY F!tANK BLAflt Daytun,S(•it•rm•Comprt>lwnsin·
GLADYS LEI·; BOHEL

Dayton, l•:!cmentary Edutation

SANDIL\ ANN SHUMSKI

Sl18A:\ THERESA BKYKE ;.:it. Ht>nry,

LYN !•;MANS

Marion, Elemt•ntary J>:du<'alion

JANET Ml18Slm Eli BANKS
~1AHILYN

Urbana, Ell'ml'ntary Ed1wation

SUE l"EIWU:10N Sprint{!ll'id, MathPmatil's Education

GEltTHUD FIS I I Im

Dayton, ElPnwntary Edul':ttion

PAMELA .JOYCE l"OHBY

Springfield, S1weeh Eduratlon

MARSHA DAPHNE FOlmMAN
:\IAHION DOUULAS FOWBLE

Dayton, Soeial Sdt'm'e Compn·twnMiw
N(•w Madiiton, HusirwsN f·:1hwation

HUTH BlmNADETTE VULLENKAMP
l•:dtwation

Fort

H<'('O\W)'.

1%•mentary

NANCY f,YNN CAll!LL FUT!{ELL Piqua, Elt~mt·ntary Etlt1t·ation

SlllRLEY .J()CEP!IART Ct'lina, E!emen!ary Edut'ation
PHYLLIS COOPEH GILLIAM

Dayton, EknH•ntary f.:dueation

JEANNE MAHJA GLASPELL

Enon, Eteml'ntary Edueation

764 /Board of Trustees of Wright State University

.JOYCE ANN LEGG llAIL

Dayton, Soela! Sci('IH'(' Compreh<'nsi\'l'

GEORGE EMERSON REED, JR.

COY JWOSEVF~L'l' HALE

Dayton, Sodal Sdt'IH'l' Comprclwnsin'

KA'l'llY CARRIE REEDI-:R

!-~DNA

VERA IlAMMAN

,JOSEPll JU;!'rZ

Enon, E!eincntary falucation

Bradford, Elementary Edurntion

Dayton, Elt>mentary Edu('ation

Dayton, E!t'mentary Edueation

URENDA G. :'11UNCY !''ANNIN 8pringfip\d, Elementary Edu(·:ttion

IWC!m KENT ROMER

lH;Vl.:RLY ANN HOLLAND Vandalia, Arl I•;ducation

.JA.\Jgs MICHAEL HOUSCULP Tipp City, Socia!Sdcnl'l' Comprt.•hen.»ive

llOLOHES,I. i!ANSEN

SANDRA StlE SJZEMOIU; ROWLAND

Enon, Elenwntary Edm·ation

Ketterinrr. Sodal Science ('mnpre!wnsive
Fairborn, Sdente Com11t·t_•Jw1rnivt•

DONNA J. llAUSSER Xenia, Art Eduration

RONALD LYNN RUEGrm ~priJ!g!leld, ~fol'ia! Seit.'lll'(' Compn•hensivP
HOBl.:lff f)l.;AN SCl!ELICll Ct'lina, I<:ng'fo;h Edueation

ltUTH L. HENS('l!I·;N

Nt>w Knoxvill(" Ell'nwntary Edut'ation

SAM ANTHONY SCH~llESING

LINDA Um llEHRON

Dayton, Elementary Edm·ation

ERIN LYNN SCHWl~IBOLD

MICIIAEI. DEAN If ARRIS

New ('.arli:-;le, SpePl'h l•:dueation

~!aria

TEHHY ALAN HILL Lima, El('mentary Edurntion

PA~11~LA

PA~I ELA

HITA SCOTT Fnirhorn, Art Education

S. l!OLP

Brookvill(\ Elenwntary Edutation

PAMELA PRICE HOUK

~fiamisburg,

LYNN ELLl.;N HOWELL
.JA~IES

IWWAIW HUG II EL

DOI.OROS ALMA WISH

SL Maryll,

.JO~ES

f%~m1mlary

Edu('ation

MARY

NANCY L. LABONTr,; Mel'hani(•;;hurg, l•:lcmentars Edueation
Dayton,

Bu~;inmrn

~tAHCfl

('LAiltE fC
TERESA A.

~1ATTHEWS

.IUDITll L\'NN

KAHl•:N Sill<:

~ld'AllLKY

~kCl

V!HCINIA !.1•:1•: NIES

St. ll(•nry, l•:!t.•tnt•ntary Ejl11(•ation
1%~mentary Edueation

Dayton, Elt•nwntary Eduention

BONITA KAY ()f,SON
J1\~Ii':S

.!()ANN PATTERSON

MIRIAM A. PATTON

F~1rki;,

North l)akota,

ONYEDlKA Spri11gfi1•!rl.

illCllAIW OXLl·;Y

TONI H:H; l'ATIUCK

KATIILl·~J<:N

HOOF YOli:JG

Bachelor of Arts

l~lt>1ncntary
Bu~'itH•:h

LINDA

Education

Edu('ation

Kl'tknng, Sm:ial fai<'IH.i' {'ompn•hensln•

Kt>ttt'ring, f•:lernentary l•:dueation
Xenia, El(•nwntary Edut'ation

~TAIUE

ROBERT Lc;i;: BHOOKH

HOBli:HT B!•;NNETT BULS
:'>1 AH Y A I .ICE COA'l'l•:S

l>ayton, E!t•mPntary Edu('ation

Pl~TREY

l"ai!'horn, Eknwntary EdtH'ation

:\llCHAELCO\\'~lAN

Tl~IOTllY

.JOIIN

THOMAS ALLAN DOWNING
~1AHK

('oldwati'I', !•;lt'mentary EdtH'a1ion

JOEL DEAN

LINDA BABINGTON HAY

DON WAYNE

tn:tm

Miamisburg", I<:l('ml'ntar.r l·Mucation

Piqua, Social SdPn('(' ('umprt.•lw11:;in•

Dayton, Spanish

PATRICK MICHAEL DONLEY Trotwood, Political Sdt:'nce

;\tiami.-:burg, E!t•mentary Edu('ation

Dayton, English Education

XNiia,Sociology

DOUGLAS l<:ll\VAJ{D IJEVOg

Coldwattor, l•:k-m('ntary E1lut·ation

PAMELA KAY RAMSEY

En~r!ish

Dayton, I<;ng-lish

New Carlisle, Art l<:dtwation

Dayton, J•:lt•nwntary Edueation

Dayton,

ANITA TH;;Im:iA COHELLI Fairborn. Geography

.J()!IN l'OTTKOTTEH

\'!CTORIA ANN POWELL

Engl(•\\'om!, S(wiology .ll<1111m Cum /,11 wfr

.JU ANITA TJ;;RJrnNCE CONW ARD Dayton, Soeiology

PAM El.A LYNN POTTKOTTER

1'1!()~1AS

Dayton, l'n!itical Sd<'nce

Fairborn, Politk:t! Sdent:('

CATll lmINI>: J•:t.AINE CONNERY

PATRICIA ANN DAHM

Nl·w Lp!ianon, Elenwntary l·Mut.·ation

Dayton,8oi·ial Woi·k

Kl'th•ring, Anthropolog-y

GEOIWJ<; WALTER BJWNDA(iJ>:

LINDA ANN PAYNE

llOSNA ,\IA!trn

Dayton, Gt•ography

Dayton, Philosophy

BASHAW

LAHRY

SANDRA .JEAN Pf<:NNl:\'CTON

Fairborn,:-ioC'iology

F!uon, Anthropology Cum f,awfr

.J08EPH WIL!HJJt BALLAfm
NEIL W. BARTON

Daylon, EkmPntary Edueation

DONNA MARIE Pll.:l{CE

Fairborn, Elt.•nwn1ary Edueation

Division of Liberal Arts

JOAN L. i'AlJSIC .Janwi;lown, Elementary Education

Pl!YL!.18 .J. PAYNE

l>ayton, Btrnim•:;s J•;dm•ation

ZIMMER~1AN

STANLEY RICHARD BARNET'!' Dayton, 1;:Ponomies

Eh•nwntary Edu('ation

Dt.•lpho:;, Elementary EdueaUon

Grand

Dayton, Art Education

).fNulon, Ek•mt.•ntary Edurntion

DOUGLAS LEI•: HAILEY

Kt.•tt('ring-, Sot'i:tl 8ciN1eP Compn•hen:;iv1'

PJlJo;g~IAN

West Milton, mement:ll'y E!dueation

Trotwood, Slow Learner J<:duea!iou

KA'l'l!Lf•:EN EVELYN ARClllBAl,D

!Jayton, English Edu('ation

HARKLESS CORTEZ O'BRYANT,.JIL Enon, Soda\ St.'i~•m'l' Compreht'n:-;in·
DONNA f,[·;I•:

I<:VELl<:NA WILSON

GRETCllEN LOU

SprinJ..:"lit>ld, Ek•mt>ntary l•;dtH'ation

~tedway,

,JANICI<: ANN NAltTKlm

WHITMORE

DONNA .L WOLF ,Brookvi!k>, Elementary i':tlueation

Dayton, Art Edt1i'ation

Ll,J\'ltA \'

~h·MILU:N

NORKl·~N

Dayton, Business EdtH'ation

~lAl{f,E:-..'ESliEMd'.llLL0!1Gll

MAXIE lf.

Engk•wood, Blem('ntary Education

Dayton, Elementary Education

BELINDA BONITA WILLIAMS

Fairborn, Art E1\ueation

Kt•tterim{.

~kCLAlff

Xenia, Dayton, Social Scie11t·(• Comprl'hl•nsivc

PAULLET'l'A B!tANDT WlllTBHEAD
JllLIE

Kel!(•ring, Sderwe Compn>fu·nsh'('

~lAHY Mlllll.ENK:\~IP

Rl1TJI ALICE .\Il'.LLE.'\
OEBOIL\11 DINEEN

I•;!cmentary Education

Springlit•ld, Ek·nwntary l·:dul'alion

WALTl<:H DA V!O MOULTON
KAREN

NANCY ANN WHIT!•:

Dayton, Soda! St•k•1w1• ('omprl'IH•nsive

M!Cl!AEI. MONT(i()MI:;RY

Yel!ow Sprinl{H, EIC'nientary Edu1:ation

DOLOR!·:S MAE \\'l<:LL8All~1

Dayton, Englil«n Edu('alion

STEVEN HICllAIU) ME\'lms

Kettering, Social Sdcnct.' Compn•ht.'nlliv<·

TURNEil llillshoro, Elenwnlary FMu('ation

RUTH K \'AHN ER

Springfldd, Bm;inens J<;ducation

HEBECCA .Jl•:AN MATl.OCK

Daytoa, Social Scienec Compl'elwnsive

'l'IMOTllY JAMES WALSH

Dayton, En)..(!bh Edtwalion

An~onia,

DAJU,ENE L. LUMPKIN
DAVID 1.;tl(jf':NE LYONS

KESLI~H

l·~du('ation

SlJI<; VAN FOSSEN Sidney, Element<J.ry Eduralion

Edneation

.I ANETTE MARIE LANTZ Tipp City, Elementary Edut'ation
KATHY LYNN LEWlS lla\'lon, Engli"h Edurntion
Slllltl,1';Y ANN LLEWELLYN

C. STEVI•: SZEKELY

SHARON LOUISE THUNN

Dayton,J<:Jemcntary !.:ducation

Dayton, English

Kettering, m<·mt>ntary Education

MICllAl':LJON SULLIV,AN

Dayton, ~;leml'ntary Education

CHARLES WILLIAM LANG

Dayton, Eli>nwntary Etlm•ation

Daytot1, Social Sciente ('()mpreht_•nHive

.J. BAimETT STULL

Bradford, Soeial Scil'm'P Comprt'iwm;i\'l'

SANDRA KAY K<Ho:WLJm

BOBBY ANN STAHN ES

>:ANCY BllHKETT STENGEL!;;

Dayton, Art Education

SHIHLEY A, KRACOS

Dayton, Bm>inerrn Edu('ation

Dayton, l.:nglish l•;ducation

MICHAEL JOHN SO BAL Fairborn, Social Sdcn('c Comprt'h(·n~;ivl'

Dayton, Elementary Education

JACK ALDI•;N KNIESLY

LINDA GENE SHERMAN

LAURA ANN SHULTZ BlandwstC'r, Elementary Edtwation

LParm.>r Edueation
Dayton, Soda! Sde1we Cnrnprf'hl•nsive

CYNTlllA ANN JACKSON
DONNA JEAN

Ell•nwnlary Education

Daylon, F:ng-lbh Edueation

Xl'nia,~low

Tl!OMAS f!UFF

Centerville, Elementary Edut'ation

TEIWY !!UGH SIIEl"FIELD

Dayton, Arl Education

PATRICIA GREI•:N HOWARD

BETH IUDINGS

Steiu, l%•ml'nlary Edu('ation

Xenia, l•:nglish J.,;'ducatio11

DONNJ.:l,LAN

Springlicold, llistory

Xl•nia, Politka\ Sci(•nce

GENTRY DUCKWALL Dayton,S<wio!om·
E~1HJ(;K

Verona, Po!itil'al Sci('rl('e

DONALD DAVID l"IWCIIT

Dayton, German

.JO::il\Pll FRANCIS l•'LETCJllm !II

Dayton, l'o!itiml Sdt.•1we

Cum Lawfr

HICllAllO MICHAEL FHAlIER

Daylon, History ('um f,aiulc
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GRACE 1'~. GRANGim Yellow Springs, Political Science

JOHN RICHARD f"HOYSTAD Tipp City,Sociology

L018 N. HAGIm Dayton, Enirlish
M. JAYNE HAMILTON Yellow Springs, English Magna Cum Lamie
SUSAN LYNN IlARSll Dayton, German Summa Cum Luwfe

JACK PI':HSHING GROSVENOR

MICJIAgJ, LORF.N HAZEL

EVA :\1AHIA HOHVATHY

KcW•rir% Philo.sophy

III~INZ

URSALA DO HOTH EA

Dayton, Gt'rman

GF.ROA FLORA HOLMSTROM

Kettering, Social Work

KATHL~;~;N

DONALD FRANCIS HARKlm III

LINDA SUE HUNT Wt•i>t Milton, English
WILLIAM ALAN .JONES Vandalia, History
DONNA .J. KLOSTlmMAN

ll(lNNA LOlJISE llUHEH

MAHK HRADJ,EY KNllDSEN

DAVID CUHTIS .JONES

Dayton, Political

MARGAHET .fllDITH KAHNASif•;WJC;t,
MAHIE L. KILPATRlCK
LAWlmNCC~

DAV JI> KOSLICK

MARY CAROLYN KRUG

.JOSEPH ALBr:JlT KOENIG

Dayton, Sodology

NORMA .fF:AN LEI<:BEHSON

Dayton, Soc•ia! Work

Dayton, Anthropology

MARGARET A. LAYCOCK

Fort H<•(•ovcry, Sodology

Sci~·nc('

Dayton, 1';nglish Summa C11m IA1111/t

Dayton, Anthrnpology

Dayton, Political 8t'ience
Dayton, Political Sdt•nci'
Dayton, Political :-Jden<'t'

Dayton, Political Sl'icuee & Religion

DENNIS DALE MADDEN
.JUDITH LOUISE MATHIS

Dayton, English

RICHARD WAYNI.; MEREDITH
RONALI)HAWLEY MII,Lim
JOHN PATRICK McGltAW

PAUL f<'HANCIS LllTZ

KATHHYN .JEAN R08EBimHY

PHYLLIS ANN MARQUARDT llayton,Socinlogy

New Carlisle, Political SeietH't'

Fairborn, !listory

JUDITH LYNN Ll•:WIS Dayton, Sociology
Dayton, Economies

Dayton, Political Sdt•n('e

Dayton, English

NANCY LOUISE IIOWH<; Dayton, Snelal Work
Dayton, Sociology

Piqua, Geography

LOUISE llMlHE Fairborn,SQcech & Theatre

Dayton,GrN~k and History

Dayton, English

TllOMAS FRANCIS HY AN Dayton,

~:Conomirs

LINDA DOROTHEE MAltSllALL Groton,Conncdieut,Gcrman Cum Lawfr GfmALD A.SIEGEL Sprlnp;!il'ld, Political Science
1'HOMAS STANLJ·~Y MARTIN

.JOHN Hf>:HNII<; MASHBUHN
GAIL CYNTHIA

~lAT'l'El

JUI.II•: :\JERMAN

Dayton, History

Xenin, Politit'al Sl'iNwe

Dayton, English

.JANJ·:T COX :\IOC>NEY

\\'II,I,IAM f{. SOI.OY

lJaytnn, Geography

Dayton, Social Work

LILLIAN H. OHLBAUM

NORA J•:!Ll•:EN O'l\ J>;J L Fairborn, G1·e('k .lloyna Cum /,<1111/c
Dayton, I•;ngliz:;h Cum Laud('

HUTH ANN PECK

Dayton, So(•iolog-y

ALEXANDEH CHARLES PRAII
STEPHEN' A. HICE

PATRICIA

Dayton, Etonomil·s

Van Wert, History
Dayton, Sodology

Dayton, Sociology

PAUL DAVID SOHGgN Tipp City, Politital Seience
DJ>:NNIS M. TREON

l"airborn, Geography

NANCY LONG PIEDISCAl,ZI

Dayton, l•:nglish

!WBlmT ,JAM KS SMIT!!
LINDA ANN SNYDER

Daylon, English

GJ.:HALD HODNl•:Y :\HLLl.;H

ALI Cl·~ W, SMI'l'H

Dayton, Political Science

CONNU<: LOCKWOOD \VALK EH
.JA~1ES

Dayton, English

N. WALKER,,JH. Eldorado, l'olitical S1•ienl'e

BHENDA .JANE \Vlll'l'NEY

Sunbury, Sodo!ogy

LINDA L. WILLIAMS Dayton, French
.JUDITH MAE WINN

Fairborn, Political Stien('{'

Dayton, Politii'n! Sci(•nee

l~LAINE

Dayton, Socia!

SC' A I FE

SANDRA HAYE HLACKBUHN SCHOI'F

F'airborn,Social Work

Sll!HLEY M. SCll!Wlm

MA HT IN STANLEY SCIIWAHTZ

WILLIAM PATRICK SINCLAIH

SUSAN MAY SKOW

\\'(~rk

Dayton, f•;nglish

l)ayton, P111itieal S(•iNH'e
Dayton,Soeial Work

f<'airborn, Sodology

.JOHN THOMAS SMITH

K1:ttcring, Philosophy

LYNN MARrn SPlmAN7.A

Dayton, Anthropology Cum fo1ufr

MICHAEL EDWARD STV>ELY

Dayton, Sociology

ALAN J,OUIS STERNBI.;HGEH Stiringfie\d, Po!itical Sdence
JOHN GHEGOHY SWEF:NF:Y l"airhorn, 8ociolog-y C11111 I.a mfr
THOMAS MICHAEL TIGJIAN

REBECCA THACKirn

Miamisburg, History

Fairborn, Social Work

CATHlrnINE ANN THORPE
Ma{lna Cum Lautfr

Dayton, Specth & Theatre

HOBERT L. ASl•:LAGE Dayton, Art Magna Cum /,awfr
l.:UNICI•; DUNALim HHONKAR

Urbana.Art

JANET ANN BROWN Fairborn, Art
WILLIAM EDWARD DARRAH Dayton, Art
TONI LO HAINE DHUi\1MOND Dayton, Art
CHRISTINE RENEE ELLIOTT
DALF. J:ox

BONNA LEr; MeCUISTON
STEPllI~N

Fairborn,Art

Dayton, Art
Dayton, Art

I' A TRICK Mc PECK

SANDHA L. MUI•;LLl•;H.

Fairborn, Art

Dayton, Art Magna Cum IA11u/t>

PATRICIA SHOOP PITSINGER Springfield, Art
STEVEN PU RTI<:E Fairborn, Art

JERRY Lr:E RJSMILL!m Greenville, Art
LARRY MICIIEAL SHANEYFI~LT

PATTI ANN TOADVINE Springficld,Sorinl Work
HONALD EUGENF. TOMS

Bachelor of Fine Arts

ROBERT WAYNE WILSON

Xenia, Art

Dayton, Art

Kettering, History
A11y1rnl Graduaff'.'t

BRI•:NllA WAl.KI•iR Dayton, 8pani:ih
PA1fli:LA ANN WALKEH Dayton, Enft"!inh Maymi Cum Lowlr
PAUL ARTHUH WALKJ~~R II Troy, Sodology
JAMES NO{<;!, WEGllOHST Dayton, Politil'nl Sci1•m:e

BY HON H. 1':WICK. JR. Xenia, Art

VICKI LYNN WEST

TEHHY WAYNB FANG ER Dayton·, Art

JAMC;s WHARTON

Yellow Springz:;, Sodolog-y
Dayton, Eng!h;h

.JF:PPREY ALAN BRANDON

.TAMES

EUGEN!~

BRICK EH

DAVID ALAN BROWN
KATHLirnN DUHHAM

Columbus, Eeor10mic11
Cdina, llistory

ELIZABETH W. SCHUMANN

KENNI·;TH D. HEINLEN
I~LEANOH

LUCmN BARNEY CALHOUN, JR.

DIANI<; OLIVIA TRI Im

COLEMAN

1'~V1':RHART

Urbana, English

Dayton, llh>tnry

W<.>st Milton, Mtrnic t<;ducation

A 11yust Grmlu£tfe.~

DOROTHY VIRGINIA BUHNS Dayton,Soeial Work
Dayton, Politira! Sci<•nt>e

Fairborn, Art

SHIRLEY SUAREZ MELU~RT Dayton, Music Education

GAHRY DEW ANI•; BURNSIDE Piqua, Speech & Theatre
MICllAC~LJAMES

Dayton, Art

MONTA GHI.;Y HARRINGTON

MARY LILLIAN BROOKS Xenia, Eng!h1h

SHARON

Van W<•rt, Art

Dayton, Applii!d Mugic

C. HI<;NDEHSON

Kettering,

~lusic

f:ducation

Dayton, :.tusk Education

766 /Board of Trustees of Wright State University

Division of Science and
Engineering
Bachelor of Arts

KAHIN DARLENI': ADKINS Dayton, Psy<'holoKY

SANDRA LYNN HOLSING Im Dayton, Geology
DONALD CLEMENT HOUK.Jn.

Laura, Systems Engirwering

RONALD H. KUSNEH

Dayton, Physic:;

HOBI~RT

LARRY

HOBERT LESLIE AHONOWITZ Bnwklyn, New York, Psychology

DARYL JAM EB LI<:Jt;HTY

BARBARA A. BAU BY Dayton, Psychology Cum !Awfr
DI·;Nr; STUART BERMAN

Fairborn, P.:iyehology

Dayton, Psydwlogy Cum Laiufr

IHENE BAKOS BlWHM

Xenia, Geology Cum Lawfr

MARSHA JANE CAHPENTim

Yellow Springs, Psychology

MICllAELODEAN DEN KA

!Jayton, Psy(·ho!ogy

DUANE EDWAHD EARLEY

Dayton, Chemistry

JOHN KING HECK Tipp City, Biological S(·ipnn's
DOUGLAS RUSSELL HAUGH

Urbana, Psychology

EH.ENI•: BEATRICE.JACOBS

Dayton, Psycholo!{y

Uellhrook,Systems I<:ng'ineering

BRt!CE ALAN KRE.SS

FRANK ANDilASlK,JR. Dayton, Psychology Moyna Cum l,11urfr

SIEGli'RIED BHIAN BARG EH

Mason, Computcr8cienrc

WILLIAM THOMAS KOOGLlm

LAWSON

Dayton, Biological Sciences Cum Laudt'
Dayton, Systt•ms Enginc(•ring

LI~INASAHS

.JOHANN ANDREW

.JAMl•:!'i RUSSEI,L LJNCOI,N
.JOSI·~PH

WILLIAM LOU DA

HOBERT PAUL LUKEN

Springfield, Sy:>tt•ms Engineering

llayton, Mathematics <:nm /.1.1udc
Dayton, Biological Scit>ncN1

Dayton, Psychology

LAGHLAN GRANT M:wKlNNON

F'airborn, Systems Engineering

WALTER HAYMOND MANG, JR. Dayton, Syst(•ms T.:nginN•ring
BONNIE PI•:NNY MeSW AIN

Dayton, Chemh>try

CHIUSTIAN LEE ~1ERZ. Dayton, Chemistry ilfognn Cum J,amfr
STl~PHEN .JAMES MILLER Kettering, SystNns Engineering

lrnNNl•:TH MICl!AgL MUMFORD Dayum, Mathematics
RALPII ALFRED PllmCr•: K<•tl( ring, Biologil•al SeiPnct's
1

DANIELJOSI~PH

JOSLIN

Dayton, Psychology

ADELE LOilHAINP: McDOWELL Troy, Psychology
MAHCIA LOUISE MORGAN
LOUISE L. MURRAY

Dayton, Psychology

C(•ntervillt'. Psyt'i10logy

TERRY RICHAHD SMITH

Kettering, Psydwlngy

PAUL EDWARD WIELAND

GARY LF:F: WINN

Fairborn, Psy('holngy

Dayton, Psychology

A11y1rntGnu/1wlt's

Daylon, Pt1ychology

CYNTHIA ANN COPP~;ss
Rl~Ng

RALPH POHL Dayton, Biological Sdenl'esS11mma Cum /,awfr

DONALD WAYNE RICE
DAVID RO Bl NOW

Spring!hdd, Psychology

CRUZ Dayton, Psychology

Josr;rH ALAN DIXON

Dayton, Gi>ology

Dayton, Mathemati1's

Yellow Springs, Matlwmatics

PATRICK RICHARD SANTUCCI
S'l'l~VEN

L. SEMLEI{

Fairborn, Systems Engineering

Fairborn, Syst('lnH

CAROLYN .1. SHAF'Fim

l~ngineering

Fairborn, Biological Sciences

ROBlmT LEROY SHAY Sprinf,!fielcl, Systems Engineerin~r
INDim.JIT SINGH

JACK L. BERGMAN
CRAIG

CLH~FORD

Dayton, Compuler Scienre

RICHARD LEE SMITH
ALLEN C. SNOW, 8H.

Clarksburg. West Virginia,

Ct'nlervillt', Stp1tt'ms Engineering Cmn Laudr

DENNIS DI·;AN STAFFOHD

DAVID H. STROOP

Mathematics

Springfield, Mathematics

Xenia, Computt•r Science

DF:BORAH LINN I"ISHER Dayton, Psychology

,JOIIN HAYMOND

St1M~ll~RLOT

Bachelor of Science

ELEANOil SUN

Kdtering, ChPmistry

Xt!nia, Syskms Engineering

ANA ILEANA ADLim Fairborn, Biological Sciences

MICHAEL FRANCIS SZABO Dayton, Biological Sciences

CHARMIAN ANDERSON

,Jf~NNINGS

Dayton, Psydwlogy

PAUL RICHARD AND HAS

Springfwld, Systems Engine(•ring

MICimLJ<: i\i'.U~LIA ANSLEY

Fairborn, Matlwmatics

MARK ALEXANDl·~R BANZHOF
JAMES U:WIS BET.:SON

Springfield, Clwmh;try

MICIIAEL LYNN BLACK

Kettering, Sysh•ms l<:ngineering

CHRISTOPHER LOWELL BLAKE

YVETTE ANSI~LMA BilAUN

Dayton, Systems Engfot'ering

Xt•nia, Bio\og'kal Si'ienees

Dayton, Chemistry

ItoGJm WAYNE CLEM

Springlle!d, Sysh:ms Engi1wering

NANCY LOU 181<: CLEMENTS

NP\\' Carlisle, Comput('r 8dent·l'

JAMES RUSSELL COATES Dayton, Systems Engineering
DAVID

LYLI~

CONKEY

Fairborn, Chemistry

RICHARD EDWIN CONSIDINE Xenia, Mathematks

MICHAm, .JOHN COOK

Dayton, Systems Engineerini!

JOSEPHINE GAY DANIELS

Fairborn, Mathemati('B

lUCHARD EUGl~NE DAVIS Casstown, Syst(~nrn Engineering
'J'JI0~1AS

MICMAJc;L DOLECKI

Dayton, Chemistry

ROBI<;RT LOUIS li:SK EN, JR. Clayton, Syiltemi; Enginet'ring
JAMBS WILBUR EVEHMAN
LARRY R FmLD

Xenia, Engineering Physics

Ml•dway, Chemhltry

RICHARD PAUL FLATT

Dayton, Biologkal Sciences

DAVID MICllAEL Fl,AUGlilm

Jamestown. GPology

MARY LOU FRICKE Kettering, Chemistry
TIMOTHY STEPHEN GOETZ

Dayton, Biological Sciences

BARBARA ANN GREIMAN Dayton, Matlwmati<'s
DANIEL l~DWARD GUNTlm Springtlt'ld, Mathematks
HOBirnT STEVEN HAWK

l'':ngk•wood, Geology

ROLF DIE:TF.R HEGr:r.r; Dayton, Systems 1-;ngin<'ering
DEWEY L. HENRY

DONALD GARY VAN OSS
WILLIAM WILSON

Springfield, Gi'o!ogy

Dayton, System!\ F:ntdneering

W('St Alexandria, Systems l•:ngim•ering

Kett1•ring, Biological Seien<'t's

TERENCE .JOHN BlmGF:R Springfield, Sysh'ms Engineering

ltOBERT D. CASI<;,JR.

HANDOLPII 'l'ALBOTT Dayton, Systemn Engint>ering

IUCIIARD guGENf•; THOi\tAS,.JR.

Dayton, Biological Sciences

Auf111slGradw1f1'11

WILLIAM BJ<,:NSON

ALBl~RY

Kl'tll'ring,Systems Enginet>ring

KATHHYN COLWl•'iLL ARNOl,D

Fairborn, Psychology

JOiiN PHESTON BOBLETT Springfield, Mt•dit'a\ 'l'l•chno!ogy
DOUGLAS ROBJrnT BO DEM

Kettl•rinrr, Medka\ 'I'echnology

AI,!<'IU:DGEORGI!: BOIJl':NHAMM 11
Cl<::Cl~LIA

ROBERT

LOUISJ<: BIWOK8

Kett<>ring,

P~•ycho!ogy

Dayton, Medical Tet'lmolngy

CHARLf:'~S CAMPION

Slli'i'asu1ma, New .Jer~;ey, Psycho!orry

THO:MAS .JAMES CARMODY Cincinnati, Biological Sciprices
WAYNE STANLI<:Y CHRISTIJ•:

West Carrollton, Psyehology

LOUIS CllARL;;s Dll'AS(/UALI; Kettering, Biological Sciences
PAUL HAIW.Y FIWmH.!Cll

Um ANN FRY

Fairborn, Phy;;ics

Gret'nvill(\ ~fodirnl Tedmology

PATIO Cl;\ ANN HAYS:

Piqua, Medical 'l\•;'}mology

LINDA DIANE JUNGWIRTH F'airhorn, Psyd10!ogy
RICHARD LA WIU<~NCE
STEVl~N MICIIAr~L

KLl~IN

KOPP

Columbus, Biolorrit'al Sciences

Dayton, Chembtry

KENNETH JOSEPH LECHI.EI'l'ER
PE'l'EH DOUGLAS

MYl~RS

DAVID DONAJ,D OM LOH

GENE <:AHI, Sf~l,NICK

l<:nginN~ring

Dayton, Chemistry

HARRY NICHOLAS PLANNER
DANIEL FRANCIS QUINN

Vt:rnail!ei;, Chemistry

Dayton, Syslt'n1s

Kettering, (ieology

Springfield, Chemistry

Xt•nia, Biological SderweH

